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an évaluation of the project, however, a different criterion it required which 

derives from the point of view of the nation aa a whole. Thus coanercial 

profitability may be regarded as a potentially useful tool for positive analysis, 

but as an inadequate basis for normative judgement. 

To pursue the issues raised above, we require first an understanding of 

what is meant by commercial profitability. Part II of the paper introduces the 

concept of commercial profitability and discusses a number of ways in which it is 

measured in practice. Part III takes a critical look at commercial profitability 

as a basis for evaluating industrial projects, and discusses the reasons for 

which it must be regarded as inadequate. In Part IV, the concept of "national 

ecouomic profitability" is introduced as an alternative to commercial profit- 

ability. Part IV concludes with a brief discussion of some of the basic princi- 

ples of social benefit-cost analysis: the evaluation of projects according to 

the criterion of national economic profitability. 
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n    THE MEASUREMENT OF COMERCIAL PROFITABILITY 

The commercial profitability of a project is a measure of the excess of the 

total money receipts over the  total money expenditures associated with the 

project.    It is of interest to a private firm precisely because the money receipts 

represent the bereits accruing to the firm and the money expenditures constitute 

the costs incurred by the firm.     The greater the excess of money receipts over 

expenditures, the more profitable is the project from the commercial point of 
vieJ of the firm. 

The measurement of the commercial profitability of a project begins vith 

e complete, time-wise description of its physical composition.    On the basis of 

the relèvent engineering studies and designs, the quantities of inputs and out- 

puts of goods aid services that make up the production process must be projected 

Tor erarv y-ar of the expected project lifetime.    The second step in the proce- 

da ir to attach money values to  each of the  physical  inputs and outputs at 

e¿ca point iu time.    Or the besis of demand and cost studies, the relevant prices 

r.u. c be projected into the future ar.d multiplied by the corresponding inputs and 

output -co yield n»nay estimates of expenditures aud receipts  in each year. 

Iho last,  end conceptually the wosx. difficult, step in the assessment of 

cccrercial profitibilii y h, to calculate a «ingle neasure of profitability on 

trr bay: s    f ;.h- ¡riven time streams of expenditures and receipts.    It is easy 

enough to measure the excess of receipts over expenditures in any single year, 

bu", tov can the profits of different years      Fometime* positive, sometimes 

negative - he r whined into a unique measure of over-ell profitability?    The 

i--Oü.le:. r>r oiioo;ing an appropriate  Lnoertcpora."   criterion   *as long troubled 

iawüócer/; analyst,  and project evaluators, and there is still ao general 

a-re._j£nt abovt the best technique.    In the paragraphs to follow, we »hail dis- 

cusa ari corare a number of alterative intertemporal criteria that have been 

su«£est3d and \ised in practice. 

l}2fL-?-^-^gL x (or recoupment) period 

One of the airplest measures of commercial profitability - often used in 

V.-ein-fs practice precisely because of its simplicity - is the pay-back (or 

le^cufosnt) period.    It is dtfinod as the number of years that it taxes for the 

' q¿cccd stream of net earnings (receipts minus expenditures) to pay back the 

iritisl cavitai outlay of a projsct.    If we let K denote the initial capital 
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outlay, B. tilt groat benefits, (total receipt«) üt yaar t, and 0. tie 

coat« (current expenditures, excluding any allowance for depreciation) in year 

t, ve nay define the pay-back period as T* years, where 

T* 
I (Bf - 0 > • K (1) 

t-1 %        X 

According to this criterion, the smaller is 7*. the better is the project, for 

the faster one recovers one's initial investment expenditure.    The criterion am 

be used to rank a set of projects from which a limited number may be chosen 

according to the site of the investment budget. 

Apurt from its simplicity - which may justify  its use for limited 

ing purposes - this criterion has little to recommend it.     It fails to taàe iato 

account any benefits and costs that occur after the recoupment of the initial 

capital outlay, and is therefore enable to discriminate among projects with 

different lifetimes.    Eren within the  recoujaent period it tales no account of 

the timing of benefits and costs, and i    therefore unable to distinguish between 

project* with different time patterns of inputs and outputs.    Finally, the 

treatment of the  initial capital outlay K  is ambiguous unless all of the iaveat- 

ment tmkes place within a rtmaaeably short period of time. 

Ei»Wr«4 Eft» fsCy..*e4, ywsentjaiue: 

All of the more sophisticated measures of i rasas re i al profitability involve - 

directly or indirectly - the notion of time discounting. To compare tae receipts 

and expenditures - i.e. the cash flows - associated with a project at different 

points in time, % rate of discount is introduced which measures the annual rate 

at which the value of a current dollar declines. Tfc.« process of time discount- 

ing is simply the process of compound interest in reverse. At an interest rate 

of 10ff a dollar this year be cease • $1.10 next year ard $1.21 the year after» at 

a discount rate of 101, $1.21 two years hence is worth $1.'0 next year or 

dollar this year. To calculate the present value of any cash flow t years 

hence, we must therefore divide the value of the cash flow by the value of 

compounded at the gi*en discount rate for a period of t years. 

The present value of & given project is defined i imply as the sum of the 

values of all present and future net cash inflows (noaey receipts minus money 

expendituresÌ, each discounted back to the present at a given rute of discount. 

Denoting the total receipts associated with the project in year t by %    (benefits), 

•ani 
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tèt toi«! expenditures ia each year t by C% (corta), and 

ft project Ut«lia« of T years, ve MJT express the present value of the project 
«t the di acount rate i «s: 

T      Bt * Ct rf<i)-t^Tî—y <*> 
C1 • i) 

tfcat in this definition, capital expenditure* «Ml e uri wit opejejMf enejsSÌ* 

(exclusive of any ¿te pre e iati oil allowance) are treetted equally:    bota are 
include! in e . 

Provided that a suitable Tal» can be found for the li seo wit rate i, the 

present ral vie criterios has «weh to reeoanaend it as a ae asure of ccsnmercial 

profitability.    H is easy to understand and »*eay to apply, and it tauV« directly 

into account th* fundamental principie of mterteaporaJ. evaluation:     that bene- 

fita  and eoe ta »re of differ in«  velue  depending upon tie  time at which they 

occur.    An additional au rants««   n  that - m contrast to the alternativ* criteria 

discussed below - the present value- criterion reflects th*- volume rather than 

**• Ait °f profit associated with % project- 'This amy be an important coast 

tion in eoe^arinf »jtuaily exclusive projectJ or project  variant«. 

The one potential  drawback-  of th» present value criterion  is the  reeuife- 

aast of a «agrutude - the   rate of discount  - which cannot  be estusated fron 

project  data alone.    Ta*-   rate-  uf discount ua«d for discounting ea*h  flows is 

«•VaUly  identified with  ¿os* «arxet  rate of interest, or historical  rate of 

rwiwn  (aee below)  based on  th,.?  experience of ttse   investing  fir»,     Under any 

eirciaantattce*, these  rates stay be  difficult to  iditttify   irt • satisfactory way. 

furtèenaore, except  in -certain  special  circus» tane es discussed   in greater 

detail  at the end of Part  IÏ, neither a rat* of interest nor a rat« of return 

•ay be the appropriât« figurt  for the rate of discoutt.     fm these reason«, a 

•ameure of eoemerciai profitability that is indépendant of any external 
tude often has greater appeal. 

Tbe   internal  ret*, of  rj.ti.en 

Perhaps the «oat coaasori oc-eaure of rn—in lai profitability is »he 

internal rate of retura i-tcasetiaas cadled the "yield* » or siaply the 

"profitability" of a project).    It  ia defined quite siaply as that r«t« of tig» 

which aakes th« present value of the project equal to tero.    Using th« 
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Le symbols M abort, mm any equate, the internal rate of return 

vita p, where 

T             B   - C 
PV(p) -i _t t        Q (3) 

%m° (U P)% 

The »¿ventage of the internal rat« of return - vir t-rii the present value 

•Maure - is precisely that  it can be calculated directly fro« project data 

(the tia» streams of receipts B    and expenditure C ) without any appeal to SA 

externally gives rate of discount. 

The disadvantages of the internal rite of return are several.     In the first 

place - except for a simplified ease discussed below - it is difficult to 

compute.    Io sinple analytical a*ìtìjod exists for aolv ag equation (3);  instead, 

a tedious trial and error method is required in which different values of p are 

substituted into the equation until «m approaches the value which drives the 

present value to tero.    Secondly, the solution to equation (3)  is not necessarily 

unique;  if the  Us* stream of net benefits (Bt - C ) changes sign »ore than one« 

over the I if et is* of the project,   it is possible - «»ven if unlit* ly - that »ore 

then one velue of o will drivt» the  present  value to tero.    Finally,  the internal 

rate of return does not ronvey any  information about the site of a project; 

wmn choosing between two mutually exclusive alternatives, one might well prefer 

» big project with greater absolute benefits but a 1CM»*• rat« of return to a 

1er project  witii a higher  rate of return. 

wbea the tust pattern of inputs ned outputs of a project conforms to a 

*»*ry simple model, a simpler #uid nor* familiar expression of profitability may 

b* nêmâ tor the  internal rat« of r*.turn.     In particular, if the entire capital 

outlay - denoted by I - is m&Om  in an initial year 0, and if in the subsequent 

years i through T there are constant annual flews of gross benefits (total 

receipts) at a rate i and operati«* costs (current expendí turas, exclusive of 

depreciation allowance)  at a rate 5, then we may defina the equivalent 

rate of returr » a«: 

-*«wu** 
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equivalent annual rate of depreciation as a fraction of the initial capital 

outlay K. If depreciation is calculated according to the "sinking-fund" rule 

(so that the annual amount 5 is such that, if invested at an interest rate r, it 

would provide a total fund of K at the end of T years), then - as shown in the 

Appendix - we may write : 

drT " Trf^-- (5) 
(1+r) -1 

The straight lxne depreciation rule corresponds to the limiting case when r • 0: 

JL 
T 

d0T    s   ~f~ (6) 

It is proved in the Appendix that p  is precisely equal to the- internal rate of 

return p for a project of this simple form, provided that depreciation is calcu- 

lated according to the sinking-fund rule with r=p. 

Benefit-cost ratios 

Another measure of profitability - used especially for public sector pro- 

jects - is the benefit-cost ratio.    It is very closely related to the present 

value measure, making use of the same time streams of benefits (B  )  and of 

costs (Ct), as well as of an externally provided rate of discount  i.    Using the 

«ame symbols as before we may define the benefit-cost ratio of a given project - 

evaluated at the discount rate i  - as 

B(i)    -      I \~ /   1    —±— (7) 
t-o  (í+i)    / t«o   d+ir 

The benefit-cost ratio has had a great appeal to government agencies as a method 

of ranking alternative projects, although it combines the only drawback of the 

present value measure  (dependence on an externally provided discount rate) with 

one of the disadvantages of the internal rate of return (failure to convey in- 

formation about the size of a project). 

An alternative method of calculating the benefit-cost ratio is often used 

when the time pattern of inputs and outputs of a project corresponds to the 

•imple model described in the special case of the internal rate of return.    With 

initial capital outlay K and annual flows of benefits and current costs B and 5 

from year 1 to year T, we may write the equivalent annual benefit-cost ratio as 

B B 
l(r)    .  _ :   .    (8) 

0 • I • 5 5*(r+d^,)K 
IT 

I is the «anual interest chare« on funds committed to til« initial capital 
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outlay K, D is the annual allowance for depreciation, and r and d _ are th« 

«sorretpooding rates of interest and depreciation.    It is proved in th« Appendix 

that 8(r)    corresponds precisely to the generalised benefit-cost ratio ß(i) 

when the rate of discount   i   i„  set eouai  to  r and the rate of dépréciation d-, 

is calculated according  to the  sinking-fund rule. 

The choice of an appropriate intertemporal criterion 

A numerical mcusur    of commercial profitability is required to impose a 

preference ordering on a set of alternative projects, that is, to rank the pro- 

jects according to their desirability.    This  is essential in choosing among 

mutually exclusive projects,  or aoong different variants of the same project. 

But  in addition to ranking projects,  an investor must decide how ¿lany projects 

to undertake, how much to  invest.    One project iaay be superior  to another,  but 

if neither are "profitable"  it will not pay  to  invest in  ¿ither one.    Thus what 

is required in addition to a procedure  for ranking is a decision rule for 

accepting or rejecting a project, whatever its  rank.    Such a decision r^ 

usually takes the form of a cut-off point:     if the numerical measure of profit- 

ability is greater than the cut-off value, accept the project; otherwise, reject 
it. 

Apart from the crude pay-back period, three alternative methods of measur- 

ing commercial profitability were discussed above,    present value, the rate of 

return,  and the benefit-cost ratio.    The  usual decision rules associated with the 

three measures are as  follows:     accept a project (l)  if its present value PV(i), 

at a given discount rate  i,  is greater than  zero;  (2)  if its rate of return  p  is 

greater than a given minimum acceptable rate pM;  (3)  if its benefit-cost ratio 

ß(i),  at a given discount  rate  i,  is greater than one.    Although the use of p 

for ranking purposes calls  for no magnitude external to the project,  its use  in 

a decision rule requires a cut-off point  pM to be defined from outside.     If we 

identify both of the externally given magnitudes i and pM - as they are often 

identified - with a single market rate of interest r, then all three measures of 

commercial profitability lead to identical  decision rules.    The  identity of these 

rules follows directly from the definitional  equations  (2),   (3)  and (7). 

When it comes to the ranking of projects, there is no such harmony among 

the three measures.    It is easy to show that the orderings of a set of projects 

generated by the present value criterion, the internal rate of return, and the 
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benefit-cost ratio need not - and generally will not - be the same.    Â large 

project aay have a relatively high present value but a relatively low rate of 

return and a low uenefit-cost ratio.    A project with low capital costs but high 

annual   receipts and operating expenditures nay have a relatively high rate of 

return but low bentfit-cost  ratio.     Furthermore» the orderings yielded by the 

present  value and D< ne fit-cost ratio  criteria depend on th<   assumed rate of 

discount and may well  change as the rate of discount  changes.    Projects with 

quick returns are  favoured by high discount rates, and projects with longer 

gestation lags are favoured by low rates.    In sum, the  choice of intertemporal 

criterion is clearly crucian to the  outcome of most  investment decisions  in- 

volving the ranking of alternative projects or project variants. 

Which c f the alternative measures of commercial profitability is the most 

appropriate, and how should it be  applied?    To answer this question in a theore- 

tically satisfactory manner, we must gc back to the underlying logic of inter- 

temporal evaluation.    Every project generates a time stream of coney receipts 

and money expenditures i  by subtracting the latter from the  former, we arrive at 

a single time stream of net  cash inflows.    The problem confronting the evaluator 

is how to conbine these annual net  inflow figures into  a single, o^er-all 

criterion.    One possible solution that might suggest  itself is simply to add all 

of the  annual figures together.     But this  is obviously  inappropriate,  since the 

value of the cash to the  investing firm is different  at  different points of 

time.     What is really required is to attach to net inflows at each point  in time 

a weight that reflects the value of a dollar of cash inflow at that particular 

time.     If we denote the net cash inflow of a project  in year t es N q and the 

value to the firm of a dollar in year t as w, , then the appropriate measure of 

the over-all profitability of the project is 

T 
P    *       £    w    N (Q) to    t    t Kyi 

The key to such a measure of profitability is of course the evaluation of 

the time weights w .    We have rejected tbt notion that they are equal; what we 

would find more plausible is that - from the point of view of any private firm - 

the value of a dollar should decrease over tirue.    A dollar this year is worth 

more than a dollar next year,  and a dollar next year is worth more than a 

dollar the year after.    This notion is embodied in the procedure of tiae discoun- 

ting.    A glance at equation (2)  shows that the effect of discounting at & rat« i 
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il t© attach to aet cash inflows in each year t a weight equal to 

w  » ~- (10) 
t (Hi)* 

Fro» equation (10) it follows that 

i   „    wt " Vl (11) 
wt+l 

Aus the rate of discount i is equal to the annual per-unit rate of decline of 

the time weights wt>    The usual assumption of a constant rate of discount i in 

the evaluation of present value implies that the annual rate at which the value 

to the finn of a dollar of cash  inflow declines is constant. 

Under what circumstances would the present value criterion with a constant 

rate of discount i be appropriate?    Only if there is reason to believe that the 

value of a dollar of cash inflow actually does decline at an annual rate i.    In 

particular, when  a firm can borrow or lend as much as it wishes at  a fixed rate 

of interest  r, then the firm should use the present  value criterion with a dis- 

count rate i=r.    Because  the firm can always trade a dollar this year  for  (l+r) 

dollars next year,  or vice  versa,  the present value of a current  dollar from 

the point of view of the firn actually does decline at the annual rate  r.    With 

unlimited access to a capital market,  the profit maximizing firm should under- 

take all mutually compatible projects with positiv- present value at the given 

rate of interest r;  the total size of tu«  investment outlay will depend only on 

the availability of such profitable projects.     To choose between mutually ex- 

clusive projects, the  fine should choose thr one ranking highest  in present 
value. 

The situation of unlimited access to borrowed funds at a given rate of 

interest  is - unhappily for project evMuatore  - se lek» the rule.     Moat  firm 

have  limited possibilities of raising capital,  and face budget constraint» on 

investible funds.     When the  firs cannot  borrow and lend at will, market  rates so 

longer reflect the annual  rat H at which  the  present value of a dollar to the fim 

dtclines.    To preserve the  iygic of intertemporal evaluation, a different aethod 

is  required to arrivt  at  the appropriât*  time  weights.    Unfortunately,  th#re is 

ru,  longer any lispl« and objective procedure for ämtetmaim these mights, end 

tr-^rw  is certainly no guarantee that the appropriate weights will be  «ach •* to 

imply a constant rate of discount. 
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A theoretically satisfactory approach to the problem of project choice 

under budget constraints can be developed only by setting up a comprehensive, 

multiperiod model of constrained profit maximisation.    Such a model would include 

(1) a maximal function incorporating the  subjective time preference of the 

owners of the  firn for dividend?  declared from profits;  (2)  a set  of activities 

describing the alternative projects available to the firm;  and (3)  a set of con- 

straints describing the time-wise budget and other limitations on the operations 

of the firm.     From the over-all solution to such a programming model would 

emerge the appropriate time weights *t for evaluating any new project according 

to the present value criterion, as *ell as a sot of accounting prices reflecting 

the true value to the firm of various- constrained resources  (such as investible 

funds in a given time period). 

The very magnitude and complexity of the task required to provide a the- 

oretically satisfactory solution to the problem of project evaluation explains 

why less accurate and less  sophisticated measures of commercial profitability 

are widely used.    The difficulty of deriving the appropriate time weights - or 

the appropriate  rate of discount -• to use with the prostat value criterion under 

budget constraints leads to a variety nf substitute measures.    As noted earlier, 

the present value criterion  (as well as the benefit-cost ratio)  is often used 

with rates of discount equal to some market rate of  interest,  or some notion of 

a marginalLy acceptable rote of return.    Neither of these alternatives can be 

justified except under very limiting conditions,  but  it is difficult to judge 

in a given situation whether th¿  inaccuracy will be  serious or negligible.    Even 

.„ess justifiable -  but perhaps more  common  - is  the  use of tne rate of return 

criterion to rank projects,  and the  selection oí  as many projects  from the top 

of the list as will exhaust the   ivailable funds.    In sum, the measurement of 

eoemercial profitability -  like most aspects of business practice  -    is frr fro« 

b«ioi an exact science, and there is at ill a great deal of room for legitiaate 

controversy and a great deal of scope for improvement. 
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ni  nrmrarioro or ooi«gEeiAL rmmtÊ^aff 

In th« introduction to tnis peeper it was ateted categorically that 

cial profitability   's completely  inadequate  for government evaluation of 

industrial projects.    Why is this so?    What should prevent the government fro» 

using precisely the < ame methodology to evaluate its own projects as private 

investors use to evaluate theirs?    The fundamental reason is that, whereas the 

private investor seeks to evaluate the effect of a project on the welfare of 

his own firm, the government      representing the nation as a whole - should be 

concerned with the welfare of nil the-  p.-pie under its ruin. 

As soon as one departs from the  interest of a single private firm to 

consider what is best for society es a whole, one enters into the domain of 

political  science and ethics.    The manner in which a society determines what  is 

xn the collective national  interest,  and the  sense  in which the  government gives 

expression to the national will,  are  issues  that  go  beyonci the   scope of this 

paper.    Whatever  the particular form of government,  however, and  whatever the 

nature of the decision--making machinery, we  can distinguish between  the private 

interest of an  individual  and the "social welfare"   of the  community  of 

individuals.    We assume that it  is the national government -  as  the duly consti- 

tuted political authority   - whi -h determines and articulates the   interests of 

the community as a whole. 

Commercial profitability could be used by government authorities to measure 

the value of a project only if the commercial profits of the project - as viewed 

by a private  investor - coincided with the net benefits of the  project to 

society as a whole.    This would be true only under a set of very  limiting condi- 

tions.    First, the money expenditures associated with the project would have to 

reflect all of the costa incurred by society in connexion with the project, and 

the noney receipts  from the project woiüd have to measure all of the benefits 

to society arisin« frun the project.     Second, the  intertemporal  criterion used 

for private evaluation would have to be relevant also for the community as a 

whole, i.e.   the (explicit or implicit)  time weights associated with benefits 

and costs at different points in tit* would have to reflect the relative value 

of net benefits to the whole coswunity at each point in time. 

ÊÊÊÊÊ 
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TI»«* cooaitiont are indeed «itraaal/ liai ting,    *t each »f th« 

of private projet «»aluation (•«• part  H), th. oo»«iticM are ü*«^ ^ 

be violated.     In the littui« of phytieal input» and output« at each point in 

ti»,  a private firn considers only those item« which affect the  fir» ittelf. 

The government must  (in principle) take  into account alj of the  Hens which 

•/fact jag agent of the economy.     In the valuation of the  ^hy.ieal   inp>Äi «4 

outputs which constitute the project, the private fir« applies «arket prie« 

reflecting the costs and benefits to the firm itself.    At a reflection of th. 

costs and benefits to society as a whole, however,  these market prices »ay bt 

completely irrelevant, and - in some cases - they may not even exist.    Finally, 

to compare receipts and expenditures occurring at different points in time, tal 

private investor will look for a measure reflecting the changing value of a 

dollar to the firm over time i there is no reascn to believe that the value of a 

dollar to society changes  in the same way as it does to an individual firm. 

In brief, the profits of a private firm are likely to differ from the net 

benefits to society both  in  respect to coverage  ithe  inputs and outputs included 

in the  evaluation)  and  m  respect  to valuation   (the pnce  attached to the  inputs 

and outputs,   currently and   intertemporal iy).      In  the  remaining pages of Part III, 

the nature  or -  and  the  reasons   for   •   the:;e  ui fferences  wil!   he   spelled out.  in 

greater detail.     These differen.-Ps are   -^ wi(jt.-im'«ri       1 «r* ,-,,•„. • w UH ,.prtau       particularly   1 n economies 

in the  early   stages of  industrialization  •-  tnat  commercial   prof itah, j ity   Loses 

its  relevance  for the  evaluation  of  industrial   projects.     This  conclusion 

should not  really be  vrry   surprising.     All   governments  rind   themselves pursuing 

policies   inconsistent with  a strictly commercial  point of view,   and   lev people 

won! , seriously suggest that commercial profitability is always the best measure 
of social welfare. 

Inadequacy of coverage 

An analysis of the commercial profitability of a project fails to take 

into account  any benefits and costs accruing to economic agents other than the 

enterprise which undertakes  the project   (except in so far as these  are translated 

into receipts and expenditures  for the enterprise   itself).     At the  same time,  the 

commercial  profitability calculus   sometimes  includes receipts or expenditures 

associated with th, project  which have no counterpart as benefits or costs to 

any economic a«ent.    These discrepancies of coverage arise in a variety of 

different circumstances. 



A glance át the accounts of a private firm suggests several such dis-* 

crepane íes.    When a finn pays taxes to the government, they are naturally 

treated as an item of expenditure; when it receives a subsidy for its output, 

it enters as a receipt.    Such taxes and subsidies involve no real movement of 

resources» but only a transfer of money between two economic agents (the govern- 

ment and the firm).    Prom the point of view of society as a whole, therefore, 

there are no corresponding costs and benefits.    In the same way, a private firm 

incurs a cost ir maintaining liquid balances as working capital, yet this in 

volves no sacrifice of real  resources and therefore no cost to society.    And 

any payment that an individual firm makes to insure itself against the risk of 

failure may be largely superfluous from a social point of view, since the 

pooling of risks to many firms and undertakings" reduces greatly the over-all 

risk to society. '-» 

Apart from such discrepancies between private and social coverage which 

are largely of an accounting nature, there is an important class of social 

benefits and costs  - known as    external economies and diseconomies"   • which tend 

to be omitted from the commercial profitability calculus.    An extprnal economy 

(diseconomy)  exists when the economic  activity of one  individual or enterprise 

results in a gain (loss) of welfare by another  individual or enterprise.    The 

external economies and diseconomies arising from a given project are rarely 

translated into money receipts or expenditures  for the agency undertaking the 

project.    This point can be  illustrated with reference to a number of examples 

typical of industrial projects. 

Most industrial undertakings call for a substantial supply of labour with 

the skill and the experience to carry out a variety of complicated tasks,    Often 

such labour is not readily available and must therefore be trained as part of 

the undertaking itself.    The  costs of training are  incurred by the enterprise, 

and the corresponding benefits are also captured so long as the locally trained 

labour is employed by the enterprise.    But when the trained labourers leave to 

find work elsewhere (on or before the termination of the project),  they have 

the advantage of newly acquired skills and experience which represents a real 

social gain that does not accrue to the enterprise  in the  form of money receipts. 

Labour training and skill formation are often important external economies of 

industrial projects in a country where skilled labour is in short supply. 

•MM 
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Examples of externa? disecononies are also readily foiad in industrial 

projects.    The pollution of water by the diecharge of vaste material and the 

fouling of air with heavy smoke are common features of many industries.    Such 

by-products of industrialization involve an obvxous social cost., sometimes they 

are controlled by  state regulations,  but rarely are they translated into costs 
for the enterprise. 

Another class of external economies is associated with projects that are 

large in relation to the economy of the area where they are located, or in rela- 

tion to the over all demand and supply of particular goods and services.    A new 

industrial project in an economically backward area may stimulate economic 

activity in such a way as to lead to benefits for a wide ran^e of people and/or 

firms not directly connected to the project.    The expansion of demand for 

products used by the project may promote more efficient production and higher 

profits in  supplying industries; and the expansion in supply of the output of 

the project may lower the pnce at which it  is available  in the market,  and 

thereby confer benefits on all consumers greater than any corresponding losses 

by producers.    The  fact  that *any of the atove mentioned external economies and 

diseconomies may  be difficult to quantify and to measure  does  not  reduce their 

significance   in divorcing social welfare from commercial profitability. 

If we assume for the moment that the methodology of commercial profitability 

could be so modified as to take into account all of tne relevant inputs and output«, 

«* only the relevant inputs and outputs       from the social point of view, we must 

still ask whether market prices are appropriate  for the mearurement  of these 

inputs and outputs.    How do we know when a price  is appropriate?    A price  is 

supposed to  indicate the value of a unit of the good or  service to which it is 

attached,  in terms of some standard monetary unit of account.     The more valuable 

is a good      i.e.  the greater the gains that result from having it, or the greater 

the losses  involved in doin¿ without  it •   the higher the price that  should be 
attached to that good. 

The key to the determination of an appropriate price is a criterion of 

welfare with which to measure the gains and losses associate! with the addition 

and subtraction of different goods and services.     Indeed,  a price is nothing but 

a measure of the contribution to welfare of an extra unit of the good or service 
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to which it is attached.    For a private firm seeking to wudmise profita, the 

relevant welfare criterion is precisely the level of money profits accruing to 

the firm.    The loss in welfare associated with the use of an input is simply 

the money cost of purchasing the input,  and the gain in welfare associated with 

the production of an output is the money receipt obtained by selling the output. 

Thus the appropriate prices for the calculation of commercial profitability are 

precisely the market prices of purchase and sale. 

In the case of government evaluation of industrial projects, however, we 

require a criterion of social rather than private welfare.    Just as the private 

firm seeks to maximize its own profits, the ¿overnment should attempt to maxi- 

mize the social welfare of the nation as a whole.     In order to do so,   it must 

use prices which reflect the marginal contribution to social welfare of each 

good and service.    The price of a project  input  should reflect the loss to the 

rest of society in giving up that input, and the price of a project output should 

reflect the gain to the rest of society in obtaining another unit of that 

output. 

Is there any reason to believe that market prices can play the dual role 

of measuring marginal contributions both to private  and to social welfare? 

Economists have shown that,  under certain very limiting conditions, the use of 

market prices      and the maximization of commercial promts     will lead to a 

maximization of social welfare in the sense of a "Pareto optimum".    A Pareto 

optimum is a situation in which no one person can be made better off without 

reducing the welfare of another person.    To say that market prices will lead to 

a Pareto optimum is to imply the following-    any project that yields positive 

profits when its inputs and outputs are evaluated at market prices will result 

in a new situation where  some people could attain higher levels of individual 

welfare and nobody would suffer losses of welfare.     It is this conclusion 

which leads many people to identify commercial profitability with social 

desirability. 

The conditions under which the conclusion is valid are the assumptions 

that underlie the economist's model of a competitive market economy, from which 

the result is derived.    It  is assumed that all markets function perfectly: 

there are many buyers and many sellers, prices are determined by the free play 

of supply and demand, and no individual buyer or seller can influence prices 

^^üü-iSiüiUBj 
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through bis own bshaviour.    It is also assumed that natur« is MM* as to fit» 

rise to no external economies or diseconomies, nor to any kinds of inter- 

dependence among producers and consumers. 

Unfortunately for prefect evaluators, the competitive model cannot legiti- 

mately be used to justify the application of market prices  in project evaluation. 

The problems are twofold.    In the  first place, the criterion of Pareto optimality 

reflects much too limited a concept of social welfare to serve as a basic stan- 

dard of valuation.    Secondly, the assumptions which underlie the competitive 

model are so often violated in the real world that little confidence can be 

placed in any conclusions derived from it. 

The criterion of Pareto optimality 

Pareto optimality is not so much a criterion of optimality as a criterion 

of efficiency.    A situation in which no one person can gain in welfare without 

another person  losing is certainly not to be preferred to  a situation in which 

there  are  still gains to be had for some without losses  for others.     In the latter 

case there are unexploited opportunities going to waste:     there  is  inefficiency. 

But if Pareto optimality is a necessary condition for a social optimum,   it 

cannot  be regarded as  sufficient.     There are an infinity of alternative  situa 

tions  consistent with Pareto optimality among which the criterion does not 
distinguish. 

In particular, the criterion of Pareto optimality has nothing to say about 

the distribution of income.    The gains of the rich are not  distinguished from 

the gains of the poor,  for no distinction is made between   individuals.    As a 

result,   the use of market prices  in project evaluation would be as likely to 

channel  benefits to those who have as to those who have not.    This neutrality 

of Pareto optimality  vis-a-vis  income distribution runs  counter to the pro- 

fessed objective of most nations to reduce the extent of income inequality. 

Although  it  is arguable to what extent this objective should be reflected in 

the formulation and evaluation of individual projects, there are few governments 

that would be prepared to ignore the distributional consequences of their 
undertakings. 

Apart from the redistribution of income, these are other possible 

social objectives which are ignored by the purely efficiency-oriented criterion 

of Pareto optimality:    the expansion of employment opportunities in an econosy 



charmctarissd b/ rtruetuvml ua«açli(jrm*at, tea n Mu—nl of •* If tuffici «may te 

• covotry heavily dependant on foreign »id; tl» piwiaion of feaaie p*#lie **r- 

vices, such M vi<i\u:at¿<» ua sedicid  faciliti«*, that would not pay  for th*» 

Ml*«* in Irte taukat».    In all of ta* re  ca.-es, a government might well b« 

prepared   -  in th*  interest of th* natior   »3 a *fe.;   •   to sacrifie«   #om># potea - 

tial galas in ir.di visual we If «re lev«:?   1:.  Q  1er  ,0 make a .-outribution to 

other »octal objectives,    fet the na;Vet prie«« that would «marga wader th« 

best of circ'ts :;inces   i.\ a perfect -y t jmpc t, i 11 ve model wculd at tacto BO valu* 

to any oMwr oLg^c-iv« than i uet  incr.*»4«  ia the »elf evaluated walfara of 

some iadii'-* dial s    irr«-;'>eol Iva of who tho rata«»'» ara, 

The assumptions^f the competitive mor1» 1 

Even if ad-'iticn? to individual v* if arm level* irraapaativ-a of «IMI tba 

gainers are, end irrespective of any Jther objectif** •• were tha only relatant 

goal to 5uic> .he evaluation of projets,  market prie*« would still  fail to 

play the role assigned to   ,h*¿m in tre ccr^titive model.    The key assumption 

of perfectly functioning marke*s  i" tue!,  too aabitious a requireaant,     Both 

because of i-ner^nt market  i nade .-y Arie.;,  mad because of institutional market 

imperfections    marke, price«? tend to I^se their ¡¡¿ornative significance and 

can therefoie not   be  used to .„i&sur; rains aal losses to society as a whole. 

There z .**  cerx^Li i?inds of .»conraic   phenomena which by their very natura 

preclude  cht r.rx per  functioning oí  a rircew.     In such cases, we amy  speak of 

the inh're:.t inadequacy of the frr.a oar'-et system.    For example,  external 

economies en-1 li «-ennomiea      «iiscnased earlier under the heading of covarmi* * 

often give  as* to benefits  «ri est?  '•hat  ar_  r.ct capture«, by the market 

meehaniEŒ     Wler'¿ver uiy welfare depend^ cm the activity of äoaeone alma, but 

I cannot be rwde  to pay for the benefits  Ï  enjoy or 1 as not companaatad for 

the incoovu5mie  I suffer,  th.n the nmket system does aot function properly. 

There ere rzury example s of goodr ani services that reflect external 

economies r-oujh  interdependence of consumption.    As the owner of a téléphona» 

I stand te    »refi* (up to a point!) th<- greater is the number of other sub- 

scribers.    A3 n particip«y,t in a public health programme     or even aa a non- 

participant living in tbc s-cae area     uy welfare increases with the aumber of 

other pec-pi»» ia vol ved in th» scheme,    fet in neither case do I pay a* an 
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ir for tiw extra feeaefit« «ri a la« frw tèe nsiai—jUiai of 

otters.    ?be ««pie» rit«« earlier of air me water poilatioB, me of 

«min f omet ion, reflect external it ie« «w to tte depaadeiic« of oevt sten'a aal- 

far» upon the productive activities of others      fìere «4*10 ti» essocii 

benefits end coati are not   capturad by the aarcet aechas 1 «a. 

IR th* ce»« cf carta ir fcoods and ••me«« that art jointly '-rnrtauJ «y 

aany  individuala, sor« conniption  for OR« aan   io«« oot naeeaaarily laply  lee« 

coaaiaqptioa for anoth«r.    <%  ^se of a r^mâ or a bri«!*«      «»capi for ai*»r «aar 

and taar,  «ni apart  fmw any overcroadin«      doa«  not  reduce tua baa« fit a that 

otHers »ay 4er»v, fr«   »t,     i>  i,rtWln| te •  rmdxo pt^rmmm   m no way  pre- 

nant« anyone e'te fr« tun in* W4 «a^oyiñf the  sa« proçraaa».    Such foods «ad 

•arrie««  ara   Ubtllr*     public ¡ood«-  teeiui« they  cannot  b*  fiutili  coa«*»*« 

Uàe ora»««, or haircut.,     n*e chief character!«tic of putii: good*  la that 

the aarginal  (extra)  coat of providing for additional coriaua^tion  i« tero,  so 

that  nobody »hould be  prevented fresi coa,u*in* «ort  if ne  darms any poeitire 

benefit fixa it.    I«t  auch a policy would «lao call  for charging a price of 

sero,  with ah ich the  initial  coat«  of product 10c  could not  ha cohered.    Thtaf 

there  1 a no aarket price that wouii  lead to a acciai optiaiai  l0 auch circus» 

ataneea,  aad the public  sector ia usually called «pon to rescue public 

froai the  inadequately  fune*, i on in« free aarket. 

Another coaaxm pAenosaeton win-h n^atea  the aasuctions of the eoa««ti- 

tira aodal   is  that  ,f     increasing  retaros to ace!«".     The technological 

characteriatics of «any foods and  services are  such that  the coat per «it of 

output  falls aa.kedly  as  the  acal* of production  »acTenees.    Steel salle, 

electric paver plants,  and aany uther heavy  industri,,  mm, e unificanti/   ur 

creasing return« to scale.     Under auch circuitane«,,  At  1» advantageous hot« 

for a private fir» má  tor  society as a whole to produce   m larga »caie «it«. 

But  the very existence of lar,e acale unita  i.   inconsistent with the consueti 

tir« raquiraaant that there be large nunbers of relatively mmli buyer« and 

«eUara is each smrket.     Lore«-sc ale production   lead* to situation« of sxaao- 

poly {a «inde s*lier)  or oligopoly (a few sellara» «wire fin» can »-«Vnutt 

aarket pricea by their own actions»  and thereby prevent theae prieea fro» 

serrici social rather taan privat« ends. 
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tb» tingle market «feien on venia expect en • priori frommet to 

te inherantly to« moat inadequate is tb« capital market.    It ia fro« th« capital 

market that th« int«rt«aporal prices so crucial to project «valuation muet 

«marge, a« anmntrized in the for» of the aarket rate of interest.    Apart fro« 

the institutional difficulties of introducing perfect competition  into capital 

aarket« - due to increasing returns,  lack of knowledge and  communication «tc. 

ther«  is strt»u reason to believe that even  a perfectly   functioning capital 

aarket may  b*   inadequate  tc register society's collective  intertemporal pre- 

ferences.     This  is because collective   intertemporal  preference» nay well differ 

fro« individual preferenc«ß expressed   m aarkets through  privat«, atoadstic 

decisions,     I  ¡nay b* willing to  save  for th*   future   if others will do  likavite, 

but unless everyone  is compelled  to »ave together  for the  future    Í may not b« 

interested   in postponing my  consumption  alone,    deeauae  of such considerations, 

th« total flow of savings  resulting fro« compatiti ve «axfcet decisions may not 

b« socially optimal,     »ociety as  a collective whole am/  attach  a higher valu« 

to savings than dots the  true market. 

All of th« cases   li »cussed thus   far  lead tc difficulties  with  the coqmeti« 

tive model that are cot just  institutional      • matter of map ir i cal fact      ?nit 

that ar« inn«rant   m the  social  and economic  situation      a aa»t«r of ¿ogiea! 

necessity.     The  inaiility of tne competitive model  to deal with external 

economies and diseccatomi««, public good»,   increasing returns,  and collective 

decisions will  lead to aarket  failure whatever the nature of th« market 

institutions,     Thus both   m  its»   le ve loped and in advanced «conoaues*   in poor 

and in rich  ^o<unt«es, one finds the public sector playing * major role ia tbe 

areas of économie activity wher,*  »ne se  phenomena »re  import set.     tut market 

failure  is by no meaos  limited tn sucn  phenomena.     Especially  in the  less 

developed «ecwiomies, tner« ar« many kind* of institutional market  imperfection« 

wteich also «arve to inhib.t the  smootn  functioning of th* aar set  system. 

In order to function anuo*. nly, markets   require  large numiwrs of buyer» 

and «tilers,  a high degree  of knowiedg*. * iteady  flow of information, COM lett- 

able mobility of labour arid of resource, and freedom from varios restrictive 

ragulaUof.s   aril practices      „jcn  coi lit inns  can ey  their  very  natur«  fee 

attained only  after  s considerable  ;*r»d   ,f economic  development.     In  'to «ari? 

stages of industrialisation, there are  rarely mere t:ia» a few producer« of amy 

given imáuatriai product,    A relatively uneducated population and a relatival^ 
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<*f transport and emmmimtimM cootribut« to a lack ©f ia- 

foraatioo and «ofeility.    The traditional »ocial atmet«-« » tli« concentration of 

pomr in th* hands of pririlaecd .$rmipg, and tn* pr*do«i.naßt authority of th* 

§arvTnmnt are often factors «»ich t«nd to «ufcordinat* the roi« of the fr«« 

ît in « poor cot«try. 

Th* result  of ss-jch  tendenritá  C*¡J be  obi^rved in  a «¿da   vari«ty of 

different aarkets,     jo«*«-t.ie goods pricet  ur«.  di»tort«d by «onopcly eaploiUtio«, 

by «peculation oti  the part oí  trader«,  ^y gov*m«*ntal   pri •«  control ^n vario«« 

caavoditie*,  b,  tariff pr>Wtion agair.st  for- xgti  goo«!*,  and  by otter lattane*« 

of privat* «nd puMiC  i; = t«rf*re:.c:  with the »rirt a*ch*ni»«.     Capital «artata 

in particular suffer fro« aonopoly rlefcnts,  fro» *id*»pr*ad  ¿«noranc*,  and 

fro« arbitrary gov*rn»..rjt  regulation,  mu,,  tu   result  fiat   ¿nt«.-r-«t   rat«  aay 

vary fro« *s  u*  ss   ? per r«-ot  for »ovcroaentai  j^ewies to •« Mgh a« i*0 p«r 

c«ot  for peasant   fana-.r,;.     ^a ,r such  -irciBetwcti it   u  y».ry   lifficuit  to 

argua that «arkrt  ratrs  of interest   n«.  any  signifiear.ro  for  pmj^t ^mlua- 

tiOB, or that  the   flow of  savin««  ir*   th»- economy   i s opt uaal   .n  any  »nm, 

Labour markets  in   i<. v._lop*n* •-•«.•otio«i*.9 ofVn 1;«plv »  Peculiar for» of 

structural eia* quilibrn*      On  to€- on*  band, »*qy   -fcr,», iy populated  eowitrieg 

•uff«r fro« h.go  r*t^ -f total  ma partial   «c^î^nt.    Thi«  à?ads to a Pia- 

pía* of *i»kUl*.-d   laouur      arid occaai   nally   .v.r.  uf «uiid  labour       both   in 

^^  Md  ln   ^hm<  *r^a«.     ->i  tr,<   oto» r riiÄj      r>. ,-^u»*   ,,-f th....   political   pwr 

of th* t«pioy*d,   ani the   r*ì untane- or  inability  of UiK   «««plTy.-d  to hläl <|0W1 

va«»*   - wa«#  rat«a   m ta»   or*a*us. S  s  ctort  of th*   *cono»y rv«ain «ufestantitlly 

hlfh#r thar  tm.   valut  of  tro-  output  prt..dur*d  by   *  «argir.*!  labcurtr   ,. iwwhtir« 

IA   ti*   econo«*,     a*  »  r-»ult .   t.k-  aarte^t   **«.    rot .   fac«.-d  by   «   industrial 

««ployer   lo*?a  not   r*floet   t,»-   actual   cost  to  ¡*ori,ty of  ¡uria«  an     »tra «a». 

AaotL..' «ar-'.wt «tuen  i«  typically  i«p«rr.ct   in * n-.-wiy   md-iitnaliiiaf 

#coBO«y ii the-  fornp    »rr.^»^  s%r»»»t.    fecial   of to«  ^.arpìy   ^^r^aain«  i» 

port dt»«.!  t/îi.-al  'f tr«   --rw   -t-^s    t   inluatr. Uijation.    ,r t,ciuif of an 

**c.§«ivr- -i-ir»..   ,r   ;*«itr  pfi.,   a.flmti.m   i^     o r.tin«   l. *  . >p»^ut «f«p«B4i 

tur««, ^nj   i. »alepín« -.jrtr^.   f*,o   fr..at  ¿r»«»^    -rt-   tr. ir  t^a/.c-   .f p«jr 

•eut«.    Tht   roi,.ut   n   ,;t«t, an  ^r »%i A ,  -icLar^t rat.   w.-.icr. au»t  U: 

4«f^4*d by  tLgf:t fo»-rtÄ.i,tai.  r<*tro*   jf ij«*rts  aed tp^ial   incentive« for 

•xpart«.    toA«r «uefa eirc«fcit«K«», tk* officiai rat« of mmÊmtm for for«i#i 



p 

- » 

tte nati mi« of tht Tome* eurrwiej te ta» 

% ito« «»ins MMX Ut «4 vi tit m aitr* wit of iaporta, or ta» 

aaaeeiataMi viti» tfa« <ti*»raion of eoa*»tie r«»oure«a iato an ««tra unit of 

aaperta. 

Thus« th» fatlur* of th» e*r*#t  ayataa in àa**lGpta^ tconou«!  ta *at aa 

auch to imatituticnai aar tat  tap« rf «et tona *• to tao«rant wtalmaaaaa  in the 

ofaratioa of aarfcata.     3uch  inat ttuttoaal  uaparfactiona taad to juatify a 

vi oar roi» for tht nJbitc  a« dor in davalopin« «conoeuea tnan  in «eoeoBdaa vit» 

acra bignl/ êavlopmû aajrkat tatti tot tema,    for th« aaaa raaaon, tha/ caAl 

for a aar* thoroutf. yfté*r*taa4iiig of ta» limitât tona of coaaaareiaJ. profitability. 
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If ilr— li re imi prof ita*il it/ mmt tee disniaaad M m .nad^uat« eritarian 

Par taa fonndation «1 • valuation of industriel project», what can raplaet 

iti    a%nt tuia rf anal/sis can be applied by ^ovarwaant authorities to aeleet 

thos* project» an*  project  variant* that bast   wrv» th«   interests of tha nation 

a« a «holet    Tha lengthy discussion in Part  III m «hat  it wro*« with cesnsareiai 

profitability nay   indirectly serve to it^eit  tha principias  upon «hieb an 

al ta mat iv« and nor«-  appropriate aathodolauy  anculd be  base-i.     To distinguish 

it  fro« co8»erci*i  profilala I ity ,  wv  shall  sail  th» alta mat iv« criterion 

'national econome  profitability',    V:*  formulation wd a valuation of projects 

according to th« er,tenor* of national «coooauc  profitability   rather than 

commercial profitability   is ¿ena rally  called    social bane fit  cost analysis   . 

Tha basic principi« of social  benefit  cost analysis   i«  to evaluate tha 

»at effect of a project on the welfare of society  a« a whole  rather than on 

th« welfare of a single  individual» enterpriie or  areney.     The  fora of a 

social  bnnefit-cost  analysis  is no different than the for« of a private commer- 

cial profitability analysis,     ¿irst,  all  of the  input« and outputs associated 

with a given project su*t  be  recorded,     .'econdly ,  prices Bust  be attached to 

these  inputs  and out putt  to translate  th* piyrsical  quantities  into comparable 

value tens*.     And finally,   intertemporal waists aust  be attached to the net 

value of the  project   in each year of ltd operation  so as to reduce the tine 

strea© of values to a single over all saeasure of profitabilité, 

A social benefit cost analysis differs  fräs a corresponding private 

profitability analysis only  in  ite coverage of inputs and outputs and in its 

valuation of those  inputs  and outputs,   i.e.   in the two broad areas  in which 

the methodology of coanercial profitability was  found wanting.     In a socio! 

bemefit-cost analysis    we must  interpret the  inputs and outputs of s project 

to mean ajll of the costs and benefits associated with a project, whomsoever 

they affect.     And we tmat  use a standard of value to measure these costs and 

benefits that reflects their impact on the over all social welfare rather than 

on anyone's private profits.    The most difficult and the most  important part 

of any social benefit cost analysis is the determination of the prices used to 

measure benefits and costs,  currently and intertemporally.    A detailed dis- 

cussion of the issues and the methodology will  follow in subsaquent papers. 

But a f«v general principles may be introduced here. 
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ft** of »11, * slamr lit lit of national o%J«etivtt if r^uir^l to 

fi*» eoatemt t© tht actio» of national ecoocmic profitability.    Secondly, there 

must fee m evaluation of the relative importance attached by society as a 

uliolc to contributions to différât objective«   * under different cireumatance a, 

«né at different point* in tut.    Without such information»  it is impossible 

to give meaningful content  to the  concept of social welfare.    And without a 

working concept of social welfare, there can be no meaningful prices - for a 

price is simply a «•»sure of the contribution to (social) welfare of an extra 

unit of the food or service to which it  is attached. 

Once a basi« hm» been established for comparing contributions to differ- 

ent objectives, and  for evaluating contributions at different points in time, 

the probleai of pricing nay be reduced to the measurement of benefits and cost« 

with respect to each separate objective at eacln distinct point in time.     Where 

market pricei exist » they sway  serve as a point of departure for measuring bene- 

fits and costs.    But wherever there  is reason to believe that a given market 

price fails to reflect the  real benefits or costs to society •   because of 

market inadequacy, market isrper feet ion, or any kind of market failure   * the 

market price must be  systematically corrected or altogether replaced in an 

effort to move towards s more appropriate social measure. 

The methodology of social benefit-cost  analysis is not easy to apply - 

and it may sometimes appear  impossibLy difficult.    But this does not argua 

against the validity of the approach, nor does  it strengthen the case for 

cosmsercial profitability.    An industrialising economy is an extremely cossplex 

phenomenon, and one would hardly expect the optimal formulation and évaluation 

of industrial projects to admit of simple rules of decision-making. 
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Appendix 

In this brief appendix ve spell out some of the algebra that underlies 

the discussion of rates of return ana benefit cost ratios on pages 20-22 

of the text. It will be helpful first to consider the following expression: 

V 8 
rT 

T 
£ 

t»l (1+r) 
(Al) 

VrT ^P1^860*3 tne present value of a constant flow of one unit discounted at 

a rate r over T periods.    Since this expression is embedded in a number of 

different financial magnitudes, we seek to convert  it first into a simpler 

algebraic form. 

Making use of the following standard identity: 

f       t Z      a 
t«0 

We may wri^e: 

1 
la 

(0 < a < 1) 
(A-2) 
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ted ve aar aov writ«: 

'rT 

T 
I 

t-1 
i 

(l*r)* 

1 
r r (l+r)T 

1   • <l*rfT 

r 

Î 
t-1 l*r 

U+r)T -1 
r (l*r)T 

Î 
t-T*l tel* (Iré) 

loir ve nay proceed to derive the expression giren in equation (5) of 

the text for the rate of deprecie*ion d^ according to the linking fund rale. 

We vent to determine the fraction D/K, vhere 5 is the constant annual saovet 

vnich must be inve       i at an interest rate of r per ararsi to prorid*? a tot«! 

fund at K at the ena of T year«,    An amount    D inrested in year t vili prorií 
- T-t a total of D(]*r)        by year T.    Thus we require; 

I    -    E     5    (l*r) 
t-1 

T-t <*t) 

5   (l*r)T    Z     (l*r)^ 
t-1 

D   (l*r)*    V rT 

U*r)1 - I 

8olring for d^,, ve get; 

*W 
0/K (#•) 

<1«T)
4
 - 1 

Q.I.D. 
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To proceed further, we introduce a new tern a _ which is dsfinod simply 

as the SUB of the rate of depreciation d _ (calculated according to the 

•inking- fund rule ) and the rate of interest v. 

Yr d_„ • r 
rT ( A-9) 

Expressing d^ directly in terns of r and T, w* My rswito a _ as follows: 

'rî 
(1er)1 - 1 

• r 

r • r 
<W 

d       1     MB   iff 4    H    i 

<!•*)* - 1 

I - <*•*)'* 

(A-10) 

...WivM!..   .M ./.. r    r^i 

rT 

Hi are now in a position to prove the assertioas aaés os 

15 of tas test.    We eoasiéer a project «boss tiae pattern of 

puts eon fora« to the tollmring siaple ao4»i; 

1) a Sinale  capital  outlay í  m year 0, 

2) a con it «tit annual  flow of benefits B frasi year 1 
through year ?, 

3) a court «tit «anual  flow of operati*« costs Ö 
rear 1 through year T, 

Ik ma 
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Unfern •hall prof« that «IM equiralent 

defined in equation (8) of the text as 

•mutai benefit-cost mio ï(*) 

•<r) B B 

8 • ï •D 5 • (r+d^K U-ii) 

corresponds precisely to the benefit-cost ratio 8(i) defined in equation (7)* 

using a discount rate i*r. 

T 
l(r) - l 

t-0 (1+r)   / t-0 (l+r) 
(A-12) 

In order to do this, ve need only substitute the constants Kt B and 0 iato 
eolation (A-12): 
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low we wish also to prove that     given r«P in the calculation of 

d^, - the annual rate of return p defined in equation (U) of the text s 

B - Q -D 
K 

B • - 0 
K -   d 

pT (A-III) 

corresponds precisely to the internal rate of return p defined in equation 
(3): 

PV (p) 
T      Bt   '   Ct 

t=0    (l+p) 
(A-15) 

We begin by substituting the constants K, B and 5 into equation ( A-l;): 

PV(p)    -   - K + E      ^-=-2- 
t»i   (l+py 

•   - K • (B -   5) 
T 
I 

t-1      (1+p)1 

JL_ 

•   -K*VpT    ,B-0 

(A-16) 

PT 

pT 

B •• 0  - apTK 

B   • 0      (p + d J K 
PT 

•ow W try out the rate p for p, and - using the definition of p in equation 

( A  Ik) - ve can show that this results 

zeroc 

PV(p) 
pT 

B      0 »  (p • d~jK 
pt 

PT H 

in a present value PV(p) equal to 

(A-IT) 

•   V   [5-5-( »  -  0 
-     d 

pT •^ 
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•4.1 J). 
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:x*l Profitai Ut/ mai ¡Ut i ornai lamamit rrofitmaUity" 

discussed both t^efaaifiMs for calculating COM« rei »i profitability wé rmmmm 

why eoawarcial profitability i* an inmdaapmt« «4 misleading criterion fot 

project formdat 10« and evaluation  in th* public »actor.    That ttvtdty ala© la- 

eie «tad that criteri» for évaluai«.^ a project's  contribution te the ecomaaMc 

waif are of the natio»,   it*     uati'«o-y. economi,  profitabilité' , properly 

on the objectives project« arm supposed to serre «od the relative  importasi 

aceoráad «ach objective.    This study discusses these objectives and spalla 

out a method for refi-tetina, these objectives io ine conilo«« rata  'saturnal 

economic profitability*. 

vvJtCtlVf»; 

,#The bat tar Ufa" that  is the goal of the developing nations baa 

its,  and fev would measure progress towards tais goal  in economic 

tara» alona.    But awn fewer would deny the  importance of increasing tha 

material standard of livin#? in countries where tna majority of individuals 

ha»» lesa to spanci on  food,  shaltar,  and clothing than tha  average espandi* 

on alcoholic  beverages and tabacco  in tha United States of America. 

This  suggests  that  mSgEU&\£.Svn*W&kÌS&* contributions to total con- 

sumption, will  be  an   important objective of public  investment  in most devaiop- 

ing countries      '""'f course,  agrégat--;   consumption   i«  * composite,     how do wa 

adi appi-      mi    •-.•.-,   ,    t..   ^¡.¿M  *ofJ •.;.•    »-,1  ip^i-, j toc^rrow?        The  first 

question  is «aaier to auswar than the second;     in aggregatia« tha variou* 

?on«nf» of   ^.„.j».-tian, w« use the relative valuations that consumers t! 

• »Ives place on different taood« and services,  as  reflected  in their wiiiii 

to pay for tham.    Sometime* wiiUiyieis to pay  is easy to rasure, as whan tha 

public investment  add* ¡sariinai1 y to the supplies of «ooda and services dir 

tributad through competitivi »ark^t* ,  in this can- »ht market priée  indicates 

what people are willing to p«y  fot   % marginai  unit of the food rather tham go 

without,  tor this   is what  they do pay  rather than 30 without.    'Other tunca 

willing©* ss  to pay   is exc««<U£gly difficult to measure,  a* whan public  inveet- 

"j*;*it  addt non-marginal  increments to the tappile» of $*di and service« traded 

m coupâtit iva mars* ts, or whan public  invastment adda to tha supply of rationed 

«îooda, or wheu public  investment adds tc the supply of producers' goods, or 
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fÉblíe investment add« to the supply of goods and »enrices that are 

Ü»t)'i&ttt#d outside the aariwt mechanism.    The problems of benefit measure 

Mnt  iB such cases are discussed in the study "The Measurement of Benefits 

Sfid Costs"  and nere we  need only take note  of the problem.     It.i magnitude, 

we »ay also note,   ,t not  trivial.    Take,  for example,  the  last  case.     Suppose 

a proposal to begin television broadcasting  ia to  be analysed in terms of its 

contribution to aggregate r-onsumption.    To  e3timate the valuation consumers 

place on television programmée  is a tas*  from which most analysts would 

ah ri nit in even the most  advanced countries ,,   let  alone  in the developing 

countries,  when the relevant   lata could not  sv<n be amassed, auch less 

analysed.     Fortuna*   iy not ail  situations   in which market prices break dovn as 

indicates of consumers'   valuations are as  hopeless a¿ the television example. 

In many cases willingness to pay can be   imputed to consumers when they don't 

actually  pay as such as  they  are willing. 

It may strike  some as odd that consumers '  valuations form the basis of 

adding diaparate  item*,   into a single  index of aggregate consumption.     For 

this would 3«m to suggest that  if consumers place the  same marginal valuation 

on a package of cigarette:; that they place  on a performance of classical dance, 

the government ought to attach equal  priorities to marginal  increments of the 

tw-, notwithstanding the  de-lite-riouc effects on health of the  first and the 

cultural enrichment provided by the  second. 

Actually,  reliance on consumers'  valuation to measure aggregate con- 

sumption suggests no such tning.  for it  is diametrically opposed to the inten- 

tion of this series of studies to suggest  that aggregate consumption is the 

sole objective of public  investment  and contributions thereto the sole test 

of an  investment's national economic  profitability.    Nevertheless,  consumers' 

valuations are  important  in general,  it  seems  sensible to consider rejection 

of consumers'  valúate--  as the result of additional social objectives and 

to reserve the  term "Ofcgrjgate consumption'  to measure tne value of consump- 

tion as consumers  ree   it.     In general -   though not always      these additional 

objectives will be relatively unimportant  in the analysis of industrial and 

agricultural projects.     In any event we shall postpone further discussions of 

'•erit-vants ' such ar cultural enrichment to a later point in this study. 
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We have left an important question outstanding:    how to compare the valu3 

of apples today and apples tomorrow.        It might seem that if we aggregate 

apples today and oranges today according to consumer?'   valuations,  we ought 

to rely on the  relative  values  consumers placu on apples today und apples to- 

morrow in aggregating consumption over time.     If consumers arc willing  to 

borrow at an annual rate of interest of 10 p^r cent to  increase  their present 

consumption, the implication  is  that tiu,y place 10 per cent more value on 

consumption this year than on consumption next year.    Plausible as this  sounds, 

there are many good reasons  for rejecting the  intertemporal valuations 

revealed by consumers than  in borrowing or saving decisions when we aggregate 

consumption over time.    These  reasons  are discussed in the    The Social Rate 

of Return and the Social Rate of Discount"  and it would be needless  duplica 

tion to repeat the arguments here.     Suffice  it to say that  in the methodology 

outlined in this  series of studier, the  relative weights to be placed on con" 

sumption at different times in determining the  contribution to aggregate- 

consumption of any proposed project  reflect value judgements on the part of 

the government. 

Formally we  can write the contribution to aggregate consumption from a 

hypothetical project  as a weighted sum 

W0B0    +    Vl    +    •••   +    Wt Bt   •"' <D 

where B    is the contribution to aggregate consumption in year t and W    is 

the relative weight attached to marginal contributions to that year's consump- 

tion.    The greater the value of expression (l), the greater the project's 

contribution to aggregate consumption weighted according to its marginal value 

at different times.     If one  is  asked to choose among two or more variants of 

a proposed project,  and the criterion of choice  is  solely aggregate  consumption, 

the variant  for which the  value of expression (l)   is highest  is the preferred 

one. 

Normally we fix W  , the weight on present consumption,  at unity i present 

consumption thus becomes the unit of account, the  standard of reference against 

which we compare a}1  other benefits and costs.    Generally we expect marginal 

additions to consumption to be less valuable as the economy becomes richer. 
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The rate at which the weight falls over time is called the social rate of 

discount.    It is defined by the formula: 

•    "t '• Mt+i 
v   wt+i 

Customarily we  at; s urne that  i    is  constant  over time      largely through ignor 

ance,  since there  is no logical reason why it  should be expected to remain 

constant.    This assumption permits us to drop the subscript  from i and to 

write VT   in the form t 

w      « 1 . (2) 
* (l+i)1 

Thus expression (l) becomes 

Bl 
... + \ 

Do    '        1 + i          ' 
(1 + i>* 

or in more compact notation.. 

CO                      B 

» 
+ L         (1  + W 

• • * » Í3) 

which readers of the comparison study '"Commercial Profitability and National 

Eccnomic Profitability" will recognize as the present value  (at the discount 

rate i)  of the stream of contributions to aggregate consumption.    This measure 

of a project's contribution to the aggregate consumption bears a formal 

resemblance to the measure of commercial profitability proposed there.    But 

the formal nature of the resemblance should be  emphasized.     In general we 

should expect neither that the annual contributions to aggregate consumption 

equal the cash flow from the project nor that the social rate of discount 

equals the private rate of discount. 

The aggregate consumption objective makes no distinction among the 

recipients of benefits or the bearers of costs.    A rich man's  consumption 

counts as much as a poor man's.    Given the  concern with mitigating inequali- 

ties professed by most of the developing countries, disregard of the distri- 

bution of benefits and costs  can be justified only if it is assumed that the 

desired distribution of consumption is to be achieved independently of the 

mix of public investment.    Otherwise a government that means what it says 
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when it professes a concern for mitigating inequalities should be prepared 

to sacrifice some potential aggregate consumption realizable from public pro- 

jects  in order to improve its distribution. 

To assume that the desired distribution of consumption  is to be achieved 

independently of projects  is, however,  to place undue reliance on fiscal 

policy   • taxes and  subsidies   - und on  the  pricing policier, used in the dis- 

tribution of the outputs of public enterprise.    In the  first place tax 

systems in most developing countries art  relatively weak.     Political, insti- 

tutional and administrative obstacles prevent taxation of the  rich to the 

point necessary to  substantially  reduce consumption inequalities.    And the 

other side of the  coin is the widespread objection to  increasing the consump- 

tion of the  poor by direct  subsidies.     Critics of subsidies ranging from con- 

servative to  radical in their politics  argue that the enhancement of self- 

respect that accompanies active  participation in the process of increasing 

one's  standard of living is worth some  sacrifice of aggregate consumption 

even if direct subsidies would be less  costly. 

Moreover, the taxée  that  are feasible,  as distinct  from the lump sum 

taxes  fashionable in theoretical  discussions of economic welfare but practi- 

cable only in a revolutionary context,   in general lead to some  losst3 of 

aggregate consumption, feasible  taxes  invariably modify the  structure of in- 

centives that   is  consistent with maximization of aggregate  consumption.    An 

excise  tax of 100 per cent  on tobacco products, for example,  means under 

competitive  conditions, that the market price   (inclusive of tax)   is double 

the marginal cost of cigarettes.     Since  individuals arc willing to pay twice 

as much for  an extra package of cigarettes than it  costs  the economy, 

aggregate consumption is loss than would be possible in the absence of the 

excise tax. 

The use of pricing policies to redistribute consumption may also reduce 

aggregate consumption.    If rationing of food grains places equal amounts of 

wheat  in the hands of a poor man, who would be willing to pay $0.20 for the 

marginal kilogram he receives and a rich man who would be willing to pay $0.U0 

for an additional kilo, the aggregate  value of the two men's  consumption 

could be  increased by transferring wheat  from the poorer one to the richer. 
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Lest nor« be read into this expedition of the effects of taxes and 

rationing than is intended,  it should be emphasized that it is incorrect to 

infer the suggestion tnat taxes and rationing should be abolished.    Rather 

the point   is that  such  intervention in an otherwise  competitive  system entails 

a cost  in terms of aggregate  consumption      insofar as they are effective.    The 

cost may be well worth bearing in  view of governmental objectives other than 

increasing aggregate  consumption  and the constraints that  limit the govern- 

ment's choice of tools  for carrying out these objectives.     A further point is 

that other tools for reducing consumption inequalities  -  specifically, the mix 

of public sector projects -  "..- >uld not be rejected out of hand.    Indeed, the 

view underlying this  3et of studion is that often appropriate choices with 

respect to  location,  <"ipit,al-intensity and  related aspects of public  projects, 

as veil as with respect to the distribution of their outputs are  relatively 

effective   in accomplishing the goni of income redistribution.    Only a careful 

analysis of the cost  of redistribution in terms of aggregate consumption 

foregone will tell whether,   in any  specific  instance, the  redistribution game 

is worth the aggregate  consumption candle.— 

But  before we  examine   the   problem of comparing contributions to the 

redistribution objective with contributions to th„   aggregate consumption 

objective, we Bust de fin«,   a -     sure of redistribution.     Actually, the only 

difficulty   lies  in the  défini* .on of the  group to who© it   is desired to re- 

distribute consumption.    In  principle, we eight consider every  individual or 

family a sepn.-nW   'group- ',   for the   social value of extra consumption may be 

different  for each individual.     Of cours« thin  is obviously impractical,  first» 

becaus    we would never hope  to eaxculat« the distribution of benefits and 

costs so finely»  and secondly becaus« we  could never hope to determine the 

social value of »arginai consumption individual by individual, or faeily by 

family. 

y   We need not consider thoac cases vbere the Pm objectives are ciMjilimiUiy 
rather than conflicting.    In such caaes one cam have the best of both 
worlds. 
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Cl«*rly »one compromise between theoretical rigour and operational 

feasibility is required, and necessarily the compromise will lie relatively 

far  in the direction of the second pole.     One possibility  is to draw a "poverty 

line" at, say, the tenth or twenty fifth percentile of the population ranked 

in terras of consumption.    That  is. the  poorest 10 or 2rj per cent of the popula- 

tion would be  singled out as,  the group to who-  in coat* is to be  redistributed; 

within this group all would be treated <-quolly.     (Conceivably the richest 5 or 

10"per cent of the  population might  be  designated 3 separate group from the 

middle class,  a separate ¿roup fron» wnorv it  is relatively desirable to take 

away income).     Alternatively    classification might  be on a regional basis, the 

poorest  regions   (in term of per cucita consumption)  being treated as  ''groups" 

to whom ifdistriDutiün  is  desired.     Tne  drawback with  regional classification 

is that  it precludes consideration of tiK.  distribution of benefits and costs 

within the region,   it  is possible that the  rich in a poor region will be the 

beneficiaries  of the redistribution of consumption.    Thus the  regional 

classification makes Dense  only if one  has  confidence that benefits and costs 

in poor regions will at Kast bo distributed uniformly among the  population. 

Once the groupa have  been defined,   the  remaining conceptual  probieos of 

measuring redistribution benefits and coats are easily solved.     Within each 

group equal weight   is attached to all  niei-bers  and wn^never specific goods and 

services are  provided, the measure of consumption gains  ana losses are the 

valuations the  groupe'  members  tnemselves  place  oa the goods and services, as 

indicated by th^ir willingness to pay.     (The difficulties of aggregating a 

diverse basket of consumption goodc by weighting each component  by willingness 

to pay ha\e oeen discussed in connexion with the  aggregate consumption objec- 

tives,  no mere need be said her-..)    Whenever redistribution takes the  form of 

General  purchasing power (for example,  wa£es)  rather than specific goods and 

s-rvices,  the zionetary uagnitude of tr¡« group's income  cart be taken as the 

-'• asure  of the  benefits to the group.     The   implicit  assumption underlying the 

.se of the money value of the-  transfer  as tne measure of redistribution is 

'-.at  the  incoa- of the group is entirely spent by ite recipients on a large 

-. ¿über of goods and services each of whose market, price reflects marginal 

*. Uingness to pay.    Costs borne by »esèbers of the group are treated 

"•-.-trically with b#aefits. 
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ftewt, im additi OB t© a ffoj«et's e«Btri*«tlam *© :i«r«pt« i i«»iampl ii«i 
ia y«#jr t» B , v« »art identify it» contribution to the eomaimamiiae of tao«« 
group« to whom it  is desired to redistribute can»y*ptios.    let u» label the«« 

contributions R    ,   ...R.    ,  the   swrond subscript   identifying the group.    Tili» 
ti ta   

don«, we can no« turn tu the pr&bl.jc of camparín« redi «tributi«» und consUBfr- 

ticai geins, i problem not unliiu th-   problem of couparing to*» worth of an 

apple with the worth of an orange. 

Aggregat lag contribution! to différât OPJtetlvf«. 

Recall that we want  to ccaapart contributions to different objective« 

with a view to decidine wV   trier or not   in any  specific   instance aggregate  CK»- 

»UE.ption Hh.jula  t<    iucnt'ic^ .: t<    r--.di.otnr s,nn f/  .I-o     A:, l  if  ••: >,  ¡-ow rueh. 

•Rie most straight forward way of r, solving t;,¿j  question  is to define  the 

contribution to national  economic profitability  in  any year as  i weighted sua 

of contribuìiorijs to aggregate  consumption and the  contribution to the  con 

sumption of the  specific  group 1.   ..., n, dee-ned to nerit  special consideration. 

•Rie weight on aggregate  consumption  if  conveniently  fixed it unity so that 

the weight on the consumption of group j, which we   shall  denote by v"^   is the 

premi UP the government  places on the  consumption of groups ,j  in year t  rela- 

tive to aggregate consumption in the- Baoe year.     Thus  in ye»ar t, the  contrito«-* 

tion to national economic  profitability  is measured by 

U      •    V      R        •...•V.R. ( 5 5 
t ti     ti tn    tn 

If, for simplicity, we assusk   temporarily that there ia only one group ("ti* 

poor") singled out for redistribution, expression (5) become» 

B     •    Vt ià (6) 
t t    t 

tbere being no need of a second subscript on V    and R . 

Multiplying the contribution to the consumption of the poor by the pre- 

aitat the govemofcnt places on this group's consumption relative to the can- 

»umption of the  population at large ptroite  -is to add the gains in term» of 

redistribution to th..  ¿air.»  in tenas of aggregete consumption,  the two measure» 

of économie welfare-  are   rendered comparable by thy  imposition of relative 

weights.     It >.. change   in  tn<.  design   ~>r   operation of proj-ict would transfer on« 

dollar from the- pcpulatjon %t large to the poor and if the government put» a 

premila of V    dcllar» per d^iiar  :m the consumption of the group, then to« 
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ecctwauc ewaefpase** of thi» transfer arc held to be M deairaMe M m 

«I temati re change which wowld iiiereaae the eonsuaçtioe of the population at 

large (but not the  consumption of the poor) by V   dollars.    And thi» is 

. xactly what expression  <6)  j%ys-    The  first change would leave B    the-  saw as 
t 

before,  but   inert as*;  R    oy on*:-  dollar,,  and the valu«,  of expression  (6)  would 

ris« by V    dollars.     The  second chmg--  would add V'    dollars to 2    and leave R 
« t t. t 

«changed, whien ag«un would  .nert-ast  the   value    f expression (6)  by V    dollars. 

Of course,  n change,   in design or  operation tnat  increased the consumption of 

the poor without  rtducmg anybody else's consumption would incrt-a.se national 

income  profitability by  (l+V }  dollars,  for both B    ana R    would rise by one 

dollar. 

(If v.-   r-. v  rt  nocieotariiy  t,,   .-xpr- 30i'r.  ( r> > ,  vhicb   oerrutf.  u<?  t->  deal 

with more thart on*.- group,  then wf  can  introduce the possibility of negative 

a» Wftll  as positive V  , •<*.    â negative  V      indicates that group j's consumption 

has a lower  social  value  at the  margin tnan the consuu.ption of the  population 

at  large.     Ä group  lik.   th-  richest  o  or 10 per cent of the  population sight 

oe accorded a m git i ve premium.     V    ..qur.l  to   -\ would indicate that ret 

contributions  to tot.   consumption of th..  group :,ave no  social  value  whatsoever 

since  the   increase   m the- magnitude  of 8     i à exactly offset by the   increase in 

the magnitude  of ft.     when th,    latter  tern,  la Multiplied by    I  btfore adding it 

to B  . ) 

It  remains to aggregate  the contributions to national economic profit- 

ability  at different times into  a scalar measure  jf a project'i  serial worth. 

The  imposition of th*.   premium V+   on the  consumption ef the poor before  adding 

it to the  contribution to aggregate  consuaption means that expression  (6) 

measures thf   contribution te thé   two  objectives;  in y-jf.r t   in  units of aggregate 

consumption  in year t.    ¡iene«,  the   procedure   f"-r weighting aggregate  con sump-* 

tion at  different  time a elaborateci earlier can be applied he-re.     Under the 

assumption that the-  tiue weight   falls  at  a  constant rate,  the overall measure 

>t national econoaiic  profitability becomes the present value of the annual 

Contributions measured by expression   (6): 

t«0        (1 • i)t 
£ ÍT) 
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Expression (T)  i« th* test of whether ch anses i» projw* rbtmilfttioB 

that improve the distribution of income «t the  txpens* of «iir««ftte conmrnfrim 

(or vice versa)  axe  worthwhile iß *i«r»' "f the value juâfflatat« r«fle«t«*d in tat 

V *s:     any change  that  increases th. 3045x11 tude  of express ion  (T)   is  desirable, 

any change that  deer«.as«.s  its fcafinitudt   is  -aid* sirahle.    When  a  list of 

mutually exclusiv.   variants   is -ander -«crutiny, the  variant for which the v*l»*> 

of expression (7)   is maximixed  is tru   pre ferrei one. 

this sketch of i j.T.cidup.   f jr aggregating contributions to different ob- 

jectives leaves  unan aw, reí  tu«.   }Uesti,n of  fixing the weights on the consiSBp- 

tion of the poor at   iiffvient tiura.    Th« task can he-  reduced in am«aitude by 

the simplifying  a«3uo;ti-.-r.  -hat   -h* * iglat  on consumption uf the  p.: or relative 

to aggregai,:   •.•.^»ijun-ptior.  UU-.ï  o. <t  en in*'-   for   a jp,e ifieri nuco« r   . i   y-.ar:. 

After this period distribution of mciice   is   assumed to be sufficiently  ¿at i 8- 

factory to eliminate  the prusiun entirely.     With this assumption ¿wlfaswiti •*• 

required only on two numbers:    th,  length of tim T  ovsr which the n^ed  for 

redistribution  i H expected to last, and the- magnitude of the weight V betwea 

the present and year T.    Expression (7)  becomes 

\ T Rt iA\ 

t«0        <!•!)* t-0 (l*i)* 

JudfSM&ts on V and T ought to reflect both forecasts or pisas for tb* 

•eomomy's development  -ir. well as  basic  social  values of the political leader- 

ship.     Ideally  the „    judgements would emerge  from the process of choice of ft 

pattern of develcpm.. r.t by  a political   leadership fir» a set of alternatives 

prepared by technicians,    hot.  rjr â0no tuce to -or:.*   this seems  in unrealizable 

ideal for most,   if re t all,  -.untries      advo^cod -\¿ well as backward.    Seither 

the tools for analyain¿ th«- dato nor the  data arc  sufficient  for technicians 

to provide a set  of  -Uto met i v.   ¿-.atteins     f deVtlopcent,  and in moat countries 

technicians an   woefully  xacking both  in quantity  and quality.     Moreover the 

political process  appears  t    discourage   rather than encourage the  systematic, 

explicit deciiion-maiting by the leadership that  our  idealised scheme  invisioos, 

Until such tisi*, as a reasonable  facsüailt of the senese suggested ftbffre 

becct*es feasible, the following procedure is recommended. 
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fttteieiw» rotpoMible tm formulating proj«^ ttmt* at* m tmm ? 
Mid T {or ¥»• tod fi i» CM« ttwre It «cr« th*n ont group deeoed to »»rit 

ip«ci*l consideration) a. jfjpown.f of the probi««.    Values of thes« parameters 

that mke significant differences in the- design or operation of project« should 

be  identified, «d a Kt  of preset variants prepared tnat tfc optiaal  in 

different nage* of parater traut s.    te eitcsirr  discussion cf the general 

technique!  involved in this procedure   is preaented  Ln the  companion study <m 

"•«•n.itivity analygis.       M,,re the procedure is outlined in the briefest for« 

possible by mann» of a aimpi*   exaup.lv. 

Supposti that  fur T » ¿0 a proposed irrigation syst«» would optimally - 

-•ptimaUty b* in#  refi, cted by  naxmization of expresaion  (6)  -   provide water 

for a  larger number ,,f p^or    subsistence'  farmers  for values of V above 0.3 

and would provide water for a jnall number of larger "commercial" farmers for 

values of V belo* 0.5.     Suppose  further that  for T -  30 the  critical value of 

V is 0.1«,  and for T - 10,  the  critical valu.,  of V  is 0.3.     Then the twe variants 

-f the  irrigation scheut-  should be  presented to the   responsible  lecis ion-maker 

ffor example, the Minister of Irrigation, the MinisUr of Finance, or the 

Cabinet) with an explanation of th*   implications   for V and T of th., choice  of 

on«  alternativ,: ever the other.    This procedure will not only sharpen the  issues 

involved in the choice of   >no varient  over another,   it will provide data which 

can later serve as the oasis  for fixing the values  of V and T to be used for 

formulation of other projects. 

Other objectives 

The discussion of the aggregate- assumption objective defined the basis 

for adding up different goods and services in term of the relative valuations 

of the consumers themselves-     their willingness  to pay reflected in market 

prices  (f.r goods  and servicer that are  distributed through a competitive 

aarket mechanism)  or input*d.     The basis f3r aggregating different goods and 

services under the redistribution objective 13 als.  consumers'   valuations. 

The difference between aggregete consumption and redistribution objectives lies 

not  in  the procedure for adding up goods and services, but  .In the weights 
attached to the totals. 
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M relitsiee on eoMOMrt1 valuations is geoerally called.    Coesu—r»' valut' 

tioaa, after all, arc only partly baaed CM inherent want«, cu»to« ana fachios 

•lie play a great role    Many governments nay wish their own validations of the 

relative importance of different goods »ad services to influence the composi- 

tion ©f public  investse-nt programmes.    For example, in societies in which 

cwtoa militates against spending «oney to educate girls, many govermeat 

leaders would prefer to  impose their own judgements about the desirability ©f 

expanding educational opportunities  for girls than to let decisions be guided 

by the valuation«  revéale! by tre iitional parents  in tht market place (or, 

what is yore likely, by the valuations  imputed to them),    similarly,  in th« 

allocation of mt.dj.~iij  a« i-vi^;:,  umij  uGVernmento hav,1   indicated that they are 

BOt guided only by consumers'   valuations, "but by other considerations as well. 

Me call goods arid servi ce a elevated by the government above the test 

of consister s '   valuations   'merit  wants''.     The objectives  served by providing 

illese goods  arid services  ire called collectively "merit-want objectives".    la 

principle,  the technique   for reflecting merit want objectives  in the calculus 

Of national  economic profitability  i*¡  straightforward.     Th<   premium the 

government places  on marginal  increments to tne fulfilment of a merit want, 

over and above the  valuation placed on the good or service by consumerf, 

multiplies the quantity of th« good provided, whereupon the  product  is added 

into the measure of national economic profitability.     The premiara la defined 

relative to aggregate consumption,  so that  it measures the amount of aggregate 

consumption  tne government  is  willing to give up to change the aggregate con- 

suction mix by adding on.,   dollar ' r.  worth of tne mi rit wart and subtracting one 

êollar'ii worth of sont; ether good,  'worth'   being measured in terms of consumers' 

valuations.     Formally,  if M    is the  prumitJE the government places on a merit 

want in year t,  and Q    is the   lu&ntity of the good provided in the year t, 

the measure of the project's contribution to national economic profitability 

in year t becomes 

Bt + Vt * MA (9) 

in ¡dace of formula (6).    Contributions to merit-want objectives are aggre- 

gated over tuse the sama way as tne contribution to the other two objective». 
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Of course, tht difficulty irith this procedure is identical t© ti« diffi- 

culty of lapleasstiag the redistribution objectives:    fixiac the premi« r«l*- 

tiv» to aggregate consumption.    Probably tht difficulty i$ teaporarily best 

resolved in tht.  same  way too;    n sensitivity analysis rfith respect to the BMgni 

tuée of the preaiusi,  m th. Banner outlined in connexion with the redistritw» 

tic* objective and elaboriti in the study  -f sensitivity Mi&lysis.    The 

problems posed by öerxt wont objectives art»  in *my event less  severe in 

industrial and agricultural project forculaticn and ©valuation than in otlwsr 

areas of development    typically, ra<.rit wants are most Ljportant in education 

and health progmaaes .  and those >_nter into Dost  industrial and agricultural 

projects in only »MI ancillary manner. 

It roay c.._¡„  as  % surprise   (as w.^11  aa  t relief!)  to read thut this con- 

cludes the discussion of how to reflect objectives  ir  calculations of national 

economic profitability.    A ¿surprise because nothing has been said about  such 

vio^ly cited objectives r.3  increasing the rate of economic growth,  reducing 

unemployment, improving the balance of trade, or increasing the rate of saving. 

In fact all  those objectives ore  reflected ^ne c;   or another.    The 

social rate of discount reflects the relative value of futuro  and present 

consumption,  and,  CO tne  study   'The Social Rate of Return and The Social Rate 

of Discount' makes clear,  the magnitude of  the social  rate of discount is 

related to the rate  of growth.    The reduction of unemployment   is in our view 

valued primarily as a means of increasing the incomes of on- ' f the poorest 

groups in society, those without jobs.    Thus the income  redistribution objec- 

tive captures nost of the social goal intended by the reduction of 

unemployment. 

The goal of improving the balance of trade does not directly affect the 

calculation of national income profitability, but it does indirectly.    Earn- 

ings and costs of foreign exchange are generally worth more than their value 

at the official rate  of exchange in terms of the aggregate consumptions a unit 

of foreign exchange will buy.     Por this  reaeon foreign exchange earnings ¡mist 

be évaluât.id  in tercia of ,x    shadow    price  that  reflects  the premium foreign 

exchange ooajuands over ani above   the official exenan^e  rate.     Tht technique 

for evaluating foreign exchange earnings   is elaborated  in the  study "The 

Measurement of Benefits and Costs" , and the technique for measuring the shadow 

price of foreign exchange is elaborated in the stuUy "Shadow Prices:    Foreign 
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i, Savings, «ad Labour".    Here vu n*td only point out that the scarcity 

of foreign exchange, which determines the Eagnitudc* of its shadow price, will 

depend on how great the pressure tc isqprove the balance of trade iß.    Normally, 

the more foreign exchange available»  the- lower will  be  it:; shadow price.    Thus 

th« goal of improving the  balance  wf trade  ir,  indirectly reflected in the coat- 

fetation of aggregate consumption bonefitj   *nd cc3t3¡ 

Similarly, the ¿oal   ;f increasing; the rate  of saving is reflected in- 

directly rather than directly,     ihis goal is important when constraints limit 

the goremsit-nt's ability  to mobilize savings.    As with forei0n exchange, the 

measure of value of a unit of savin*: is the aggregate consumption it aaltes 

possible,  specifically th.,  sun ef futur,   contributions to aggregate assunption 

from a unit  of saving,  weighted by the  relative values of consumption at 

different times.    The goal of increasing the rate of caving makes 3ense vhen 

the value of saving as defined above,  that  is    ite  shadow price,  exceeds the 

nominal price of ont.    In this case a correct accounting of aggregate con 

sumption benefits *u»<i r>st<~  includes   .ffeet*   m th*   rate of scving induced by 

a project uvuiuoted at the  shadow price of savingp     <•• =  --labor at ed in the study 

on measurement of benefits and costs. 

The truth of tnc natter is that the line we  have drawn between objectives 

and indirect effects on objectives  is  somewhat arbitrary.    We could have 

defined separate obj> etives of iiqproviag the balance  of trade and increasing 

the rate of saving.     In this  c^&e  tue  anadow pric*^     f foreign exchange **"d 

savings would become relative weights,  like the V'B and M's.    However, the 

link between th< ae  objectives and aggregate consumption   .leens  t<> ue  suffici- 

ently close that  it  is neater and clear*, r to includo effects an the- balance 

of payments and savings within tne aggregate consumption objective.    The 

shadow prices of these composite  ^'-da  can,  PJB the   study  "Shadow Prices: 

Foreitjn Exchange, Savings,  and Labour'    indicates,  be calculated without the 

introduction of any new value judgements, which distinguishes them from the 

weights on redistribution and merit-vont objectives. 
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The oajor objectives reflected in the concept of national economic 

profitability are aggregate consumption and redistribution.    Contributions 

to aggregate consumption ore defined by the valuation consumers themselves 

place on the goods and service o provided tc them as  reflected in their willing- 

ness to pay for the goods  and 'itrvicea they consume.    Willingness to pay is 

in turn reflected by market prices whenever small  increments of gcodr, and ser- 

vices are distributed directly to consumers through a competitive market 

mechanism, but willingness  to pay muet be imputed tc consumers  otherwise. 

Redistribution benefits aro- .Gcasured  by the  contribution to the  consumption 

of the members of ¿pacific  «roups  deemed to merit  special  consideration.    If 

trie bo lefitG  provided such gr,up-  take  the form of fonerai purchasing power 

(for example,  wages), then the monetary magnitude of the  group's   in-orne is the 

measure of the benefit it  receives.     If benefits take the  form of specific 

goods and services,  the willingness to pay of members of the group for the 

goods and services provided them  is the measure of benefits.    Costs borne by 

the group are treated symmetrically. 

Aggregate consumption benefits  (and costs)  and redistribution benefits 

(and costs)  cannot be directly added tc  determine national economic profit- 

ability any more than apples and oranger can bo added to  determine the value 

of the  fruit.    Just  as prices make applet; and oranges comparable  in terms of 

.oney,   so do relativo Weights on  aggregate consumption and redistribution 

make these composites comparaiie   in terms of  national economic  profitability. 

The unit of account   is normally uf;grognte consumption,   30 that the weight on 

aggregate consumption is  fixed at  one  cud the weight on  redistribution bene- 

fits te a particular group  is the premi uri placed by the  government on the 

group's consumption  relative to  consumption of the  population at large. 

In addition,  benefits and costs  occurring at  different times can be 

added together only if weighted by their relative values.     If prosent benefits 

and costs are taken  as the  unit  of account  in this  aggregation process, and if 

the weight ors benefit*; ani costo   is asauued to déclin«.- over time  at  a constant 

percentage rate,  the weighted sum of present  ani future benefits and costs 

becomes the  present  value  of the   stream.    Tru   rate   ut which the weight  on bene- 

fits and costs falls  is called the social rate of discount.    The present value 

of benefits and costs is the recomaendtd measure of a project's national 

economic profitability. 
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Goods and services for which the government rejects consumers' valuations 

are treated separately under the heading of "merit-want'1 objectives.    The 

weights attached to the quantities of merit want goods and servicer are the 

premiums  attached by the government to their values over and above the value 

placed on these goods and services by consumers.     (Their value  in terms of 

willingness to pay is already included  in calculâtionn of aggregate consump- 

tion and redistribution.) 

Other objectives, such as increasing employment,  improving the balance 

of payments,  and increasing the rate of saving are reflected indirectly in 

the aggregate consumption and redistribution objectives.    The methods by 

which these objectivée are  reflected are outlined in this  study and detailed 

in the consumption ótudi^a,   " Measurement  of Benefits  ani Costs'   and   'Shadow 

Prices;  Foreign Exchange,  Savings,  and Labour". 

The chief difficulty  of our scheme  for reflecting objectives in calcu- 

lations of national economic profitability, apart  from the measurement of 

benefits  and costs,  lies in   fixing the relative weights on  different objec- 

tives.     In the  absenc.   uf adequate   instructions by  the political  leadership, 

it   is recommended that  the weights be considered is  unknowns of the project 

formulation problem and that  critical magnitudes of weights  (that   is, magni- 

tudes that change the  project's de-sign or operation)   be  identified by the 

formulators.    This will not  only  help thos<   who must  choose  among the  alterna- 

tive variants of a project to understand the consequences of their choice, 

it will also provide  the data on which systematic discussions and decisioni 

on the fixing of weights for later projects can turn. 
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t^ft*» Ff-*   k i "**f       *f>***'     f»     4»       r   #*?»#      «« to*« #t**Ml    **     **•*»* *• 
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•f   ito  ti »***•** » *•      •    *•  * i -*# **=* .    Wi -  4   «      **Uc    f» *-•« *    - - to   pMift* 

M*     **•      «*••   »****     »Ik* •»•»»•,*•   <• I -*-* -    •*     *      -•» j      e*«*-!--*     <tH*      ***' 

|W* *•**««,     *    ?»••      «iï.f*     ,#    ««   %•»»•-*    *     - *»!*»,    #     -It*       #r»  t«*»-    «       *    %    t«r*Mtfi¥# 
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•   #»«•»   r   1-«   t*     I ,«•* mil» * •»% _        -t    i-  *. '       * ».'ttl=»lt    •,    **MÉ   S 

•»j«»tt««     ê* im«  *»»J<-,»U* f^««u,   *fc»   -#  *|,t   ,f » »«««»rit      -r * 
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•ir -«»**.», 

f    *»•   ft**   ,,|»**«***»   -•» *»->*»*•»»   «M*«!   ••*••»    *lw»   fit»*   ••»  «**   te* 

* ~0.m4    «.»   **   law   #•#**    nf»»f,^».i   f   r   t«*-**« ft* >    ***>•*««    **«•***« la*   «Me 

-   »   ««».A«*.      ;*  «HI«  *,*«*A^     •*»    »»-   <•**•*     i*   >*    Mm  f-r**«4t«d  p*p*f   t*il 

-*    •* r*«»*i   *   • *   rt*r..-i    .-•»%      *«#*»•••     fi«   n»,r.|   »»•«"   *<**.•   *   te««*»* t« 

«„•«.«HMMI    «#*4#*     *•'      * * •       t    •-»«   *   •«*.   •*#>      .*•=•>.,   M,       n»    •'-  >«*>tiv« 

•    r *•<••»* *t*«   **i»  **f*t •   «et-,   «f   «*       u»    • •   *   «i» . f   *     «h»   *   mif   *«  r««f(f)r 

-«'«.r^-j»   *   .  ,-ii    *     •    *h»    if*. «r«>«*    »f   ; r*m« 's^   *• t¿fe«r    - «««gufi s -**»   ;«w*|ss« 

4M    %**     • »-.«*.*,(-•      f   ..r-ifs t   >m   "*»**•.•   «ft*««*      •    , r»'--«t .j    «HJHif I«*»!   far 

•     **«       *fc#t    1**#*4,     *•*•     t»^f^-.<MMr*        I     •,*-»    -j»t;  *M»        « * *#*fia ftf   »f    Uvl«**» 

* ***..-«•,*    6?    r-«î«nm   I»-«?      #•#*» «    ^g-rajpit»    <-«*•-«^»î « >,    r **nj   tit»   r**l*è*t IMI 

i»*««*.»»} e~«,g*i»i   «*•-*«•     -T    ****41 • I r ttPM » » «Mf     «**i*H«»f>4 i *•*        air»   «l»»«©tlv«MI 

••*» *    *r«   %#•••!   i*1     .1   '•      ^nr   **• »    ;<    «.     f ##*«-»    ,      ».h»   » * rau ì « 11 *>r.   wv«.   »v«ia» 

*•     -#•       ?    ).«4.>tc*rt*      -r-    *• *»s.       *• t    »ft;«     *n    , rm   •-»   «.    •«««-if.,    th*   pr#*«t4t 

*r*f     •» . ,     - •»-   *Mr»U    *§:   l «•!   •• , ,       f     »he   Ma«il*M)|i        f    ;.»f|«fltfl    Afk4   .*0-#ti 

»     »    «-«»t** *   *     4h«  -sgdgr***!***.«      >n«n«**{<ì 1 *"  «M   *h»   **rM*eti »t»ut ion" 

«  >«»> * i »• * * , 

hf-mr%   Tmm.   t*w   '!iiin.-i(  .«-   ».«>t««*«>r    »«• •«#**« t   •»« «    a   1i»t inr 11 -ir    hm%% 

"1  if*-»*  »«a "iMir*-»'  »#«*ri*     **id   -»tt*  11   »f*«r, tt*d«  in  th«  iitttmlwf1» 

mrmT'. *  o*_#i  *r* , »«•,#.      *,.-*.  a  ii«t tt»'t i-%tt   t«   NMhi   mth*r •rt.»it?mryt 

•    th»**   *•     r**w-  *   *h   , r   4|*»-t^i«t   »f   imnmtilm   %tiA   em»%m  <i\f firing  nnif 

• *«.•   l«#r##     *   *t*r*  tr.»«***    -r   "in4i rt*-rtn«ii»",      rt»ih«»r   than  ,itt«»pt   to 

•-%<•   *J   *r*i***»rv   ,i»#,   it,   *.hi*  -. «t»r #« «hüll   -i**orit# %*  "indirnuct" -3nljf 

i     «r* . _-  i*r      »»»#     f   *«>n»f:tr   •».»;      -r * »   th*»   «ft^   »nit»,   not   t>»cauK«   if  Ih« 

i*   3*   *   -.r»-   *  t,   *- t   ! t^i .it     *   ih«  ^--nnorcio  ^nnitticmit   in   th* nation ft« 

•»*»   .«».      ^*t#     1.«»•     *   * «M)«»f ». t *  .ini! e-, ut« «UII*»   be   r*oniiiii*r«KÌ  »#h«ii  the  rat« 

"    »*    ,t^   »titl   ii>fitMi>'    if    ihm   »i'-.momy   im   I«B»   tháfi   the   d»«U"*d   r»t#,     UtldtF 

-.  -      . t*- ****.**>• *BS   tim  «ff««'t    -f A giv«m project  rio  th« ourrtnt  nte of 

-«    *.4f *^   in»»«it««t»t Mky   ifMd (i^iMN3%i^) *r» futur« b«o»fit« or oosti that 
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*MBf>Ì»»   ->f   4* ff*§••>-«   %tvm*     *      .•>«*.**   »»«.I      •',«!( 

iflt>    «Vf    *    J»f»-i »•-- t     *«     ' •*#••»«   , f*     îft# 

f"»l   the   "<-#*      ut pat r    UN«   :-n    •   » --    *> 

•f*   M*r    Ihr    |fr-   «hi    4L!   »#r\ l    a* ««h    *v i ; 

•ahi  "h    W.-4.1    •      !     h-*Vt     t#«:      »'.-41 Y' 4«     Ì-      * ite    «> 

th»   £r>*i4*   *r,4    »»rvt     *• .    {»h»-«;     t        ,    t-r    -tur*» f    iy    là«    j>f»   '«    *    ¿Ati    » »h«    *\4^ij 

f   thon«  fi   ..t»   *i> l   e*rvi   #'•   «vis   %t   f   ¡.    th«   e     t .>.«•, ,   'is»f    'ff,   *»-,   *p|>fn. 

pri«l«-:>   »•-   r»#»nWi  i«   u¡,     . •      „tpu»   r-t   'hr   jn,rv< e»     *      ,j   «¿t*^«*-«, 

How»y§r,   if   the  #f'-.'tl»  »ni  »».rvt   rt   ^t'-.ín-mñ     %   »h,   }r   •••*   »   *    >*   %   »44   te 

the «upply  nv:ui»llc   ir   the  •«,-,.,  «tv        il   in«t».«rt   th*>   iMt^tit^i»   f»ü   mfi 

iltpmativ«   s.iurc*    .f   nuppls,   i*A%tny   the   1,1m   r>u|-{.H       >mt*M    .   Xhmu   tkt 

net output  .-.f   the  prfií»rt   ir  re**! t>   re!W'-t««t  i%   thv  m», -an *«»   r«l««t«d 

fro»  the alternative  aourv«-   -f   »uppi\.     ?he  i *-t   #•!«*•  t    «f   the  j-r»» i»i t   on 

the economy  -   which   IP what   ive   seek   tn meneur»   i ri ev«h«»t inf:.  thw   project - 

iB  tn add to   the  «vai labi 1 it. y <>f   those  #cor>dw   «uni pervie©*   thst   wnrm  previ- 

ously  used up  aß  inputs   in  supplying   from ar.  alternative  p..i¡rf»   mn WBOunt 

of goods and  aerviopp RB  output«?  equivalent   t<>   that   produced  by   the  pro.jtct. 

The distinction drawn above in fundamental to the utentfHcrntlon i" 

benefits. In every instance one mußt ascertain whether the physical out- 

put of a project adds to supply or substitutes for supply.    In the firt»t 
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1 * ^-       •*    -     «*r*,4^     t**    «-«*       ---    - **-*#,. p<r 

»«''»'       *     î   g-      ;       '    i«f>        f* r-li    f    i »# 

tft*    •**;**%*»    .     h*    »^'«     *f   «    «f ,     r       i       ,     »«.f •   t     *        «     ..,¡„,«.1     •        il^ 

Mlttitf *   * ;    *    **«•*• i » t    M    -,     t«t *.•*»! •*    I* *    • .is#_   .       "t- _*    *«      »      fNTiit'ilt 

îfc«   t«»-.*F>*     r   «fer  #••   i     t   f,-r%.   r    «   »fitti   *•!  -,   f,   •«»¡»r*  t i »»• 

p«t»      Her«    I«    it      4»? '        i,cl.   ^-,,»»,   ,.¥»rm.       i»Ef  n«       *      ».        )lf>i( _        » 

Ih»   »n*  h«i»û,   *h«     „ «    .ut^.'   J^,        MIF<    •'   t»,« --*>M«t   c •«*»   *   f   luit-. 

eewn»rl 1 <>r».     T*m  < m.   « -   lf    lt,,.,   A«    ihr   j,,*  ... t   llms   r  pf«4_ „   —ft«««»t 
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Alt«rM«tv»ljr.  UM f»i<tv«ri IM* output «ty ooMiit of |II%«IM6UU 

«FW-..«!» #fci'-fc «r« #ità«r prwdkie«* Nr tN» |»rbj«M,  r»«tt)ttnê in «r* t#*# 

»     »«PH's     r     «      ,f>-r        f     ».prit«     rv«M • t     #4.*- IH    A     •*••*     *<"•     f»»#«f     1»      *§MMf 

ini   «Mi*      «      **i»    ».«•n* i -   --»%        rlT^. >-,   w«    *t*#*       -nui «Irr   *h*    t 

•**•*      *#*    •.-hai    *->•«    r*     v%t '      »• * tf ;•      f   'if   j,f-   <•   •      . ' tut*     f   i^r«l#js 

itf* «   ,     f   i-i!»   »   ï,      r  «tu«      t   « -»•#! t * **«*   *->r   i«i«»- r*«,    iin»-~tlf  *? 

<*    •• m       j»  e*i* *!.**    §*»f*.       í    t» #    f*' •t .•        r * f>r*> »«K*I 

«Mt   .«tour    »r   ,%#.4,    s?   tt>,«**   j.fttit-,   r*i' .r»fs  «r*   r#-*«##4  rrw«  •*  »ilftf* 

** , T--    #     it» #        '     i    ç-j- ,    ».,  »,     . -s  -,      r    •»•- i       -»i -î    !    «r r*    «•#«.'    *-  r» -»*•#» i1 

.   «• ,      **   % **•    «   *      • r- * »• .    -    ts "•    J#^ r   *'-*»*   •»'*.'-   r«»»*   *   * **    !»?• 

(ft      *    »«f^ftlt   *t*d       *«*•      t'#..#fiU   i*.   Ilii« 

4M*»    **»    ». *r- **•    *fc*^    »f»   <MMM»4 

tt» **   »s-**   tte»   fi«*» H»* I   >«M|*r   • ««>#* •t»r«*-* **•     «   *   *^pit tttVft*fa^(« 

'*    m    » .4» r    ,1 •-»  : » h <* *    «!*>.»*•»    %r    *   r    •.*§»  r *, m •*   •   4'm f .    ••. - f   F   *    »*» i    m - %mf-. 

•**••**   ,.f •   -      «•   «_fc*   <f • - i        f   t    .<•   ••*•      • *   i    - »   «s   igmgot   , •    lit*   (rtAtttii-it. 

!   h'       «lite r 4 s • •-    *-« ,        *        •%-     1. m       '•*    «et .* *-.    •»-•»« fi» .«« t    m t ,    I n^pMMMI   t** 

* >.-*    * ^l*»" -1       »"»    í *** - -     -  ' •<•       * *-*   **rt* *    fis    - 

"lite -t.Jt ' 1 «s    »fît     *      #i*r»«%e*      lfi#* tim-Mmt     »Il      ÍÜ|)wi»t     1;     pljf     f#f> 

•»-•   1»»*- ••• *   t-4^ii   •am.t+m  '  .1   et* »»a   t»*  «*r*«*.   pt-i   «   «r     ihrwtft.'><t«     t:»   \h*% 

,J*   »••4&mt   I»   frp* ijf «viiUbN   l     *i^   («•««ntt*.   >-«M»t«itMit «niini  ta  p*£   tlM 
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aastet pio«; (2) th«t ne oonausor 1« in • posi «i o« I« «SWUM 

power, 1,«. to influence throurfi his wit pwekMM th« »arlE«t pnoe |«v*l| 

and (3) that the addition to the total supply of sufsr brou#t about by 

the project le not  large enough to change th« <iaj*k«t prie«. 

Conditions (i) end (?) »re th« condition« of competitive buying. 

Wherever buying is competitive, we »ay b* stur© that th« prie« paid by eaoh 

consumer for hiß  last  kiio nf ßu<gar reflecte  precisely tht  extent of hi» 

satisfaction  from that  kilo,  and therefore  aiß<-   his willingness  to pay for 

it.    Por if hie wiiiingnept? to pay exceeded  the market price,  ht would buy 

more sugar at  that  price - provided  that he  was  free  to  Jo BO,  and that his 

own purchases would t¡ot   push  up the  price.     Indeed,  he   would continue  to  buy 

more sugar up to the  point where his  willingness  to pay  for an extra kilo 

would be brought  dovn to  the market   price.     This  argument  holds  irrespective < 

of whether the sugar  le   taxed or subsidized,   and   irrespective  of whether 

the sellers - HS distinct   from  the  buyers -  are   in a position  to  influence 

through their actions  the market  price  level   (thereby exercising "monopoly" 

power).    Ail   th^t  m  renai rod  IF  that  the conditions of purchase be competitiva. 

Condition  ( 3)   ìB   also  required  to ensure   that  the anticipated market 

price of the project   Buttar reflecte  the willingness  to  pay  for all   of  tho 

additional kilos of sugar supplied by  the  project.     If tnc willingness to 

pay for an extra kilo  -  ae reflected  by  the market  price -  xe the same 

both before and after the  project  takes effect,   then we can be sure  that 

no consumer of the addition?! output was willing to pay any more than the 

market price  for it. 

If any one of the throe conditions noted above is not satisfied,  than 

we can no  longer say  that consumer willingness to  pay ¿s  limited to the 

market price.    Suppose,   for example,  that the project output of sugar is 

large enough  relative  to  the total   supply so  that   the market  price  is  expected 

to  fall  from a previously prevailing  level  of  } rupeee to <   rupees a kilo. 

Before the plant  begins   to  operate,   consumer willingness   to  pay   for  the  last 

kilo of sugar is   3  rupees;   when the plant  begins  production,   consumer will- 

ingness to pay for the  last unit  falls to 2 rupees.    Under these c i re; ime tances« 

neither tr-.î old nor the new price is an adequate measure of consumer willing- 

ness to pay for a unit of the project output. 
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Tili« situation owi be illustrated with reference to diagram 1.    DD is 

a desuuid curve indicating the total annual demand for sugar (on the horizon- 

tal axis) at a range of possible prices (on the vertical  axis).    Suppose 

that  the current annual  production and supply of sugar is  10 million kiloB; 

the demand curve shows that the market wi.l  just be cleared at a price of 

Ì rup#€8 a kilo,  and this  iß  the price which would prevail  in a free 

market.    If our projected sugar plant would produce  another 5 million kilos 

a year,   bringing the total  annual   supply to  15 million kilos, we observe from 

the demand curve that the new market-clearing price would fall to 2 rupees a 

kilo.     The consumer willingness  to  pay  for an extra  kilo  of sugar is measured 

by the height  of the demand curvi- at a given  supply  level;   it is precisely 

oaual   to  the  corresponding market-clearing price.     Inspection of the  diagram 

will  show that the correct measure-  of total  consumer willingness to pay for 

the new sugar plant  output  is  neither the actual market  payment of 2  rupees 

per kilo  tiroes 5 million kilos  (represented by the area CDJH),  nor the old 

market  price  of 3  rupees per kilo  times 5 r.;\: .--n :. UOí--   ( t h*= area A3JH). 

Instead,   the correct measure   is  the area ADJH under the  demand curve between 

the old and the new supply lévele.     The excese ACD of consumer willingness 

to pay  over the actual market  payments (CDJH)   for the  project sugar is 

labelled the  "consumers'   surplus". 

Now let  us suppose  that  thv.   second condition is violated:     sugar is 

not  freely  bought and sold or.  the  domestic market,   but  it  is rationed 

according to a nuota system.    The  need for rationing arises only if the 

sugar  is being ^old at a price  lower than required to bring the demand into 

equality with  the  supply.     For example,   in diagram  1,  with the current  rate 

of supply of sugar eaual  to  10 million kilos  a year,   suppose that the gov- 

ernment  decides to  fix thu price  of sugar at  1.5 rupees  a kilo in order to 

benefit   low  income consumers.    This  is well  below the market clearing price 

of  }  rupees  a kilo,  and it would call  forth an annual  demand of 25 million 

kilos.     Cince  this demand cannot  be satisfied at existing  rates of supply, 

the government  is  obliged  to devise a scheme  for rationing the  10 million 

kilos among the many vouid-be buyers. 

Clearly,  under such  circumstances,  the  current market price of 1.5 rupees 

a kilo  is no guide  to consumer willingness to pay for additional sugar.    When- 

ever a  product  is  rationed,  one  can only be sure that  its  ration price 

understates consumer willingness  to pay.    In our example,   the actual 
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•illin«neee %9 pay for m miâàtkmmX 5 «tilt«« feite« mt wtaajr ta, af 

still the area ADJK, which i« eub#t»Mi*lly great«* tfc*n the araa 9JI 

which would be oblaiaed by aultipylin* the prie« of 1.5 rapm per Ml© 

by 5 »il lion kilo«. 

Ili* «««e *r«rua*nt cloariy alto applica whtn ta« «it« of the projaet 

in truaatiors ia net  Urr« «nou^i  to «ff«et th* prie« at which the output 

could be tola in a fn« aarket.    Th«  ratton prie*  ie alwaye l«a« tfe*n th« 

^onauaer vlllirtftieea to  p*j,   wtitthtr or not   th«  latter  i«  pmeis.ly «¡mal 

*-:   the potent ui «Ärfc€t-3le«nn# price,    Thia potential Mrk«t-cl««rliif 

r-rí-.-   should  net   b*: corfviar-d wtth  the   prie*   that  a*y  pr»v»i Ì   in  * «eco»- 

Urv  "Uaolr" aarket,  <*hich  cv.   result   fro« an illicit  wnl* of rationed 

••"«•.di tie«.    Th*    'Mark*'  «artet   prier  ig  «   function  ^f  the   lialt«d êeaaft« 

'1   «apply  that   fina*  ita  way   irto   illesi   traneaetion»,   and it   -am ot b« 

usr*ua*»d  to be repre*«nt*tiv«: of * eorreapondin* free aarket. 

In iUMaary,   if the   output   of «   project   ig  not   freely «valable to 

•-- M«cn *t  a river, urVet  prie«.,  or if it  is  Urp «nough to  reault  in 

=>   -r.an**-   ir  the  oorr*«pending  pri-r,   th« aeaeureeif-r-t   .^f con»ue«r willii 

•     r*.y   remarca ar.   tnwit irati ,>r.   into   tho eh«r« of   th.   leaand curve  for th« 

jr-duct.    Thie   IB  of en arac  « rr» difficult  taak   than  elaply Applying* 

iMr««t   price,   but   it cannot   b#  avcid«d   if a realistic   appraisal   of  th« 

;r*-. ;trt   IB  to   be «ade.     A*  «ven  aora difficult  task  «nee» when  the output 

f   th*   pr^iect   ia  r.ot purchased  at ,11  or:  the aarket,   so  that  there it not 
,,v*r   ft  riT9i *ppro*ia»tior,   in  th*»  fona  if i aarket  prie«.     Part of the 

•-•r.Bunar ^>od output  of «  pr^ot aay   mvoiv* educational   or medical 

facili tie«, houain* ir welfare  prc«r«»aee, which öfter;  carry no aeaainfful 

^r^t   pnce«     Tn  évaluât».  „-icr,   Kr.^ts of putlic   mv^ataant   ia  a chai- 

.'.•r.jçir.^r  tagk,   but  the proti «aje  that ana« will  not   b« considered  ir, any 

•n-Te   detail  her«  for they art   unlikely  to figure proainantly in the  fomu- 

--i*i   r  and evaluation of »oat  indue trial pr©j«cte. 

? r^-iacer goodf 

let m conaider KW a project in which th« relevant net output involve 

,  producer «ood such aa ataei,  which naj be uaed either M m intemerate 

ri or a capital good in th*  production of other «©oda.    For convenía«©«, 

**  shall  aeauae that  the  project  iteelf ia aaaignaa to turn eut a Bullion 
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toi* «f «teel M« adda the MM Äount to ow-All dotMtie ruppiie«.    Th« 

MM ktad ©f ajialyait, ïiowwr, would apply if th« project output aeraly 

•ubetitute« for an alternative «mm:« of «upply,  and steel is  aaong the 

resource« thereby »aved and increased ir net dos»«tie availability. 

When the relevant net output of a protect  is used in the production 

of other food» and services,  the principle  of aeaaureaant according to con- 

•«•r willingness  to pay stili  applies.    The only difference  ir  that  the 

ultiMte increase   in con«i*ption made  possible by  the increased availabil- 

ity of tat prodtocer «nod »ay be many «tag««  -f production removed from the 

project output»   and this tends  to ma*e   the  probi« of measurement more 

eeapl«i.    Thug   the   extra steel made available   by the projected steel  plant 

My M  used to   fabricate  bicycle« that  will   be «old d rectly  to   final 

conru«er»;   it «*.>   h<,  asod to  bui id rails  that will   enable the   railway« to 

provide  both  firal   and mtenwdiate transportation servicea;   it may be 

u«ed to  fabricate  «achin*,  that «HI  turn  nut  both  -onauaer goods and 

•ore producer ¿«od«.    The value of the  steel   froa  the point of view of th« 

MSP»«ate üomimTtinr objective   m th*  wil linose   to pay of the   final 

eoMUMra  for all   of  the  ultimate oon«i»ptior:  attributable  to   the  steel. 

km a first   approximation,   the willing««« to  pay  for the   steel of the 

producer. *ho  purrha.«   it »ay  be   taken   a*  » MMUTO  of their value  to the 

«ltlaat« eon«»«».     »«  m  the   ,ase of conraer «t.ode,   thrre ar«  certain 

condition* u«d.r „men the market pnce  actually paid by the producer. 

reflect* their  trua  ^ilUn^ea«  to pay.     Theme condition« include  flP.t 

Of all   the three  mentioned earliert     that  (l)  anyone can purchase  a« euch 

•t«*i a« he wante  Ht  the prevail in« sarket  price;   « M   •>     • •,.-,ì„„rs  of 

^ itHl  do not tercie» ^ »cnopsrn, power;   and ( \)   the aventad «upply of 
«t-1   do*, not   fcnr^ acv,t   % chaf^ in   ltg ^^  ppic#>     ^ ^^.^ 

it  i« aleo necessary  that  (4)  th« purchasers  of .t.*l  do net «erci.e any 

•onopoly Do*er  ir   th. marwts where th«y  «ell   their product.    Thi.  fourth 

eondition did not  »pply  in  the  c*.e 0f purchaser« of con«t««r gooám,   for 

by «»finition coniar ¿roods ar%  not resold  in oth«r «artet«.     But   a 

producer «ho car,  coaajand » higher prie*  for hi« bUyd«, U  he   liait« hi« 

production will  s«#  «„..po-.. tir./iíBf  v,,  ,l3 MlHln^„  t, pa^  for -t##l 

»til «xoaad -hat  he acrtaaliy pays by th« aaount of «onopoly profit« he can 
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1km if the additional steel made available by the project la not 

bought under competitive conditions, if the product for which it is used 

is not sold under competitive conditions, or if the price of steel  i» 

lowered by the extra  supply due  to the project,   then the  (future) market 

price of  steel will   understate the purchasers'   vili mínese  to pay.     in 

such cases it may be  neccssr.ry to   look  into  the  demand conditions  for 

steel  just as one would examine the demand curve   for su^ar,  with the 

difference that  the  demand for steel  is a '• derived" demand rather than 

a demand based directly on cene urne r prefer*.neos. 

In certain instances  it may  be possible   to measure  indirectly the 

willingness to pay of purchasers of producers'   goods by calculating the 

net profit which the  producer realizes or the   purchased input.     For example, 

if the market for steel  in hopelessly uncompetitive, we may still  estimate 

the *illinéness of a given producer to pay  for steel  by calculating- the 

residual   remaining after deducting  from  the  sales value of the producers' 

output the costs   of all   inputs other than steel.    This residual  ir a 

measure of how much  the  producer would  be willin6 to pay  in order to  get 

the steel:     if he paid more,   he would make  IOCSOB,  and if he paid lees, 

ho would iiake profits   on hir, enterprise. 

Co  far v.re have  tacitly aoeumod that the willingness to pay for the 

st«el  of the producer who purchases 11   is  în  fact  the appropriate measure 

of its ultimate consumption value,    This assumption  is valid only if the 

sw four conditions   listed aeove  apply to all   the markets between the 

purchaser of steel   and  the ultimate consumer of the steel-based final 

- >d or service.     In other wcrdr,   there must   be  no  departures  from 

competition in the  further processing of the  project steel,  and the in- 

creased supply of steel   due  to  the  project must  not  be significant enough 

to  lower any prices  further alonfe the line. 

If there are monopoly or monopsony elements  in the  further process- 

ing of the project  output,  or if the  relevant  markets are  subject to 

rationing or other interference with  free market  exchange,   then the 

immediate  purchaser of  the project  output  does  not capture  the  full con- 

•«ptior. benefits of that output when he  resells  it after processing. 

The pnce he  receives  is  artifioally lowered from what it would be under 

competitive condition*,  and hence his willingness to pay for project output 



it AIM  WEI*!!«     to PMWI»!«,   I« M0M%  tita Ml  mlW *t »*©1aet 

*)•   iMd*U*a   pMTfilMMMr*»   wii¡,^lc.M   to   ¡t*f  aNMtt   ta   BUpple- 

,t«á % the #t«-#t»# in evt*e<*iMiit attr*<|ia»«rt' vtllinfpMM« tfi pay «war 

«D4 aaavv  «h«:tr  «<<u*l  aajaa*»««.     SwU'.   th«-  ea»«   ml»  h< la*  «fee* - 

under otaapattt.v«   •--méjt:-«»   -   the   t iw rette >t   in  W*«  supply  --*f   the  «rod 

produced b-   thr  pr«.rt   «»=1!!»   t>   t   ¡-.»n   ^ri^e   -.f that   *><>a   m pr©- 

O*M««I for«, «f  *   !,**r »UÄ,.     ^ afyrv^nt*  ^nmpsi«   bprwfit» include not 

•.ir.ij  th«  iM«dl«ti.  puirhaerr'a  • i!!^«,,   *.   p^,   *u%   mÌ9%    thm mwif% 

baneflta rr.^vvd  further al-n*   th«   iiw   by   thou*  p*np!e who»» willing. 

luiaa to pay  for  th«  pnm®mm**é jn>od exceeds  iti «arkai  price.    These 

extra bnnnfjtr  ù^rwi^iH     «4   '   %   '     *   #< - - •-neua.wr* »   »«.ry ; «e* defined aatrliar. 

Ir  de-ve.opir* *nd newly  industrial lean« »fiori.-«!««»   it  happent 

frequenti,y   that  th«'  ul liant* net   ieipart   M"  ,,  pr^cct   ss  not or  th« 

dotteetic avrai «bili tv »f ¿ood» **id • rvirea,   but -n th« awrkst  fer 

forcipi  exchat»« i.     Thi»   1*   >hvtoue.y   thr  caat>  Miter,   the   pm.iect   tmmlVN 

the  productif    --f   ,-»,;,#   » ,,-   jncpcwin,    «xport«:     thi*  net   offert   of til« 

protect   i»  to   iucmnme  th«.   *uppi>   ^f   fonap * ichan** wssUtle  to the 

economy  nOkor   thmi,   th*.   avallai W:ty of   w   partícula «ood or  nerno«. 

The NI«   le   tn»   vht-r.  the  pro tert   inwlvei   the production  «4* good* that 

will  eubatituti'   f-u'   lapor-t«:     pmvidùd   th.>a«  «node  r«   t*  expected 

actually  to  replace pu.vi<^u»  mporu,   rath.-r tha-. auront   total   suppliai, 

the net  effoct   ie   tv   oleari- «  a uà of  for* i«r.  ,>xnhan*c ectu valant   in 

value to tho   'oreip «'«"Iwtp cori  uf th* prevuma  import».    Exporta and 

importa  auheti tutiot. »ej «l«o  t*   rioted  indirectly  if *  p^^t  rala«««« 

good«  fro« »r, alternative  source  of supply,   ard the« ^oda  are   then   used 

to  increase exportr  or «ave on  import«.     j„  either eaac*.   the relèvent  aat 

output  la  fore igt,  «*chan*re  to  th« «xtent  that  exporta are   increased or 
ìnportE dacreaacd. 

Hit  aometiaeP  arseci  that   wh*r.  « project próvida*  «coda  of a kind 

that were  previously   imported,   the  net   output   of the  projet   should  be 

treated M  foroiffi eschar?«   »rreapoctive of whether th« gt>oc1« are actu- 

ally used to   replace   imports,   ,«r whether tht-.v   simply add   to  the   total 

supply on the domestic wrket,    Thlß arawnt car, h« analyaed with refer- 

ence to diaa^ra» ¿.    l,ot DI) n>praa«nt  th« ámumú curvi      «,.d the will i 
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I* tHjr - f*r nitmfMmw fertiliser on th« ek»©ttic market, with the prioe 

of th« fortiUier Miwurtd on the vertier 1 axis and the quantity demanded 

or» the heritontal  axis,    tappoce that the current fertilizer supply consists 

of  1  Billion tone  (n»turgor   contort),   ,f which half is produced domestically 

und half is  imported.    Th.   f^reip-  t xchan^   cost of the imported  fertiliser 

i»  th« equivaler*   of   i f^ rupee e  m r t-.r.,  hut  the domestic production 

o»«t  is higher.     Tn  pro.iect  the domestic  manufacturers,  the  government 

applits an  import  tariff mount in,-  to  r,00 rur.ecs per ton,   and all  of the 

fertiliter is  sold at  the markct-clcariu,-  pnce of 2,000 rupees  per ton. 

A nov plant   is  now proposed  to manufacturo ?00,000 additional tone 

•f   mtrofeen.     Tf  this  ie added to  domestic  supplies,   it can be seen from 

•liaran ? that  the market-clearing  price will   fall   to  1,R00 rupees per 

' •!•.     If it   cubetituteF  foi   previously imported supplies,   the price will 

f   -ourse  remain at  ¿,000 rupees per ton.     Few   if the  total   supply of 

!.-rtilizer to  the  domestic market   is held constant when the  project goes 

into  operation,   the net effect of the project will be  to substitute for 

"V>O0 tons of previously imported fertiliser,  and the net  output of the 

pr-   ect will   he   the   }00 million rupees  (1,500 rupees  per ton  times  200,000 

»• UP)  worth of foreign exchange that  is  saved (corresponding to the area 
iHWl). 

If the  effect  of the project  is to  increase the  total  supply of 

fertilizer from  1.0 to  1.2 million tons of nitrogen,   then according to the 

prin.-iple of willingness to pay,  the benefits of the project should be 

measured as  the area ACHG under the  demand curve between the  supply lévele 

f   1.0 and 1.2 million tons.     The argument  to  the contrary suggests that, 

.•ven  under these  circumstances,  the  benefits should be measured as  the 

trea DEHC,  because  the sovernment could capture  the additional benefits 

ACKD  in any event  simply by increasing, imports by 200,000 tons.    Benefits 

uh ich could be obtained by a mere Piange  in import policy,   so the  argument 

goes,   should not  be attributed to any particular project.    So  long ae the 

^verraient  can  reap benefits by increasing imports (which it  can do  by 

importing up to  the point where the  total   supply of fertilizer reaches 

!.'• million tons),   it  should be advised to do GO.    Once the  import   level 

has  become optimal,   it  should  then consider whether a new domestic  plant 

IB  justified - and the  import  substituting criterion will then lead to a 

measure of benefits at  the foreign exchange saving value of 1,500 rupee, per 
ton. 
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The above argument is perfectly valid     provided the government can and 

does raise imports to the optimal level when advised to do so.    It is cer- 

tainly proper to recommend that  it improve its import policy, and to measure 

the net benefits  attributable to increased  uaportg by the area between the 

demand curve  and the foreign exchance cost  curve.     But  if,   for good or bad 

reasons, the government  does not in fact change  its  import policy   • if imports 

of fertilizer in this case are  actually kept constant at a level  of 500,000 tons 

then  it is  quite misleading to pretend that the government   is pursuing an 

>ptimal trade policy.    The  issue  is  really an empirical one,  to be decided on 

the merits of each  case.     If the government does pursue an optimal trade 

jxjiicy, or can be  persuaded to  do so, then   this  should be taken  into account. 

Hut   if the  government  seems to be acting otherwise,   the  evaluation of project 

benefits must proceed on the basis of what   is most  likely to happen. 

Having established  in any particular case that  foreign exchange is the' 

relevant net  output of a project,  it  is  still necessary to  find a measure of 

t.V  vjjLue of  foreign exchange.     For up to now we hav_- been measuring all 

o.-.-n» fits  in  terms  of domestic currency, while foreign exchange as an output is 

xpr-ssed  in  oorne   foreign  currency.     The  principi«.-  to  be applied is the  same 

as with any material output      we must  determine what  is the willingness to 

rny  ( m terms of dorn*stic currency)   for the extra foreign currency made avail- 

-if/I-' by a givin project. 

As A first approximation, we nay again consider the aarxct price as a 

measure of willingness to pay.    The market price of any given foreign currency 

<-  nothing but the  official  rate of »xchangt between t4at currency and the 

lomestie currency.     if tuia market prie«  is to be appropriate,  the eme con 

l;t i-vrs   listed earlier m  tnv  case of producer.,'   gooda must  apply to foreign 

- .rrvn^us       whicn   are  purehafeed not   by   final consumers   but  by   intermediate 

• rvWr* or producers.    Conditioi.  í J   i«   m   fact   iikeiy to .>« satisfied in 

-• -•"   foreign exchange markets;     ttu   changes  in  supply dut   to  individual pro 

*->  wiil  be ne^igibU   in eoaiparisar   to the total  supply of  foreign exchange, 

• f   .«.  add* t* or. ttu    foreign txcLange market       and all   related markets      are 

;>rf~<-tly  -oap. t.tivt,  sc  that   for« ign currency r«,  u.  bought  ana   sold without 

"li'   at t-i'i*  official exchange   rat-    then tne domestic willingness to pay is 

t_rMSi«at/ly accurately reflect* a by ti*., earnest ic  currency equivalent at the 

official rate. 
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In fact, however, it is much more coaraon to find in developing economies 

a strictly controlled for-i-^n exchr-nge ^rVt,  wher* r.he supply of foreign exchang, 

is rationed in one way or another over the much greater demand that arises 

at  official  rates of exchange.    Under thene circumstance.-.,   the official 

market rates fruite clearly understate the domestic willingness to  pay for 

foreign currencies  and it becomes necessary to  estimate by other means the 

true aggregate consumption value - expressed in domestic currency - of a 
unit of foreign currency. 

If we assume for the moment that all foreign currencies may be 

exchanged among themselves at an official  set of exchange rates,  then the 

problem of valuing foreign currencies reduces to finding a single price for 

a common unit of foreign exchange.     !/e firs', convert all  foreign currency 

values into their domestic currency ecruivalents,  using the official  rates 

of exchange.    Then we have only to  ask:  what is  the domestic willingness to 

pay for an amount of foreign exchange officially equivalent  to a unit of 

domestic currency?   The rehired number we call  "the shadow price of foreign 
exchange". 

Because of the importance of the foreign exchange impact of most 

projects in developing countries,  the estimation of a shadow price of foreign 

exchange is of great significance  for social benefit-cost analysis.     It 

should be noted,   however,   that  if all  foreign currende* are not freely 

convertible among themeclves,   the  shadov, price of foreign exchange will not 

be ummie.     For each norwoonvrrtible currency,  a distinct  shade* price will 

have  to be evaluated reflecting domestic .il Unless to pay for that  currency, 

and th. currency mmt  be  kept  separate  i„  the accounting of foreign exchange 
Wit. and co.ta.    Th.  Bhadow prtec(i)  of fom(m ^^ ^ ^ ^^ 

with a wri». of critic;  parater, which  d..crihe condition«  relating 

to the 9nmfmy a«  * *,„«,  mther than character!.tic. of * particular 

pr*J.ct or .,t ,f p„M.ct..     Th... Wtm we  .hall  call  "national 

paiiMW,  aM . 4i^nmiW 9t m,ir 9mttm%iom „m  w MUrr9á %Q % uu 

pap«r. 
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• m •mwt fff ?tfit 

Th« batic principle to be applied in calculating cotta with reapaet 

to any objective iß that ~n,tP art eimpl.v equivalent to benefit« forofon«. 

As in the case of aggregate consumption benefits, we measure aggregate 

•-•„sumption costa icrording to tho criterion of consumer willingness to 

pay.  We have see», that the benefits nf a prr jeet cormet of ito «'net out- 

put", defined rlB  the goods and services made available to the oconoray 

which would not have been avallale in the absent of the project.  fly the 

same token, the costs of r, project consist ,,f its »net input«, which may 

be defined a« the goods and services withdrawn from the rest of the 

economy that would not have been vithdrrtwr, m the absence of the project. 

As in the caso of measuring benefit*, the first stop in measuring 

costs is to ¿dentil^ correctly the relevant net input to the project. Hero 

again we must distinguish between alternative possibili tice.  On the one 

hand, the use of various physical inputs on a  project may result in a 

decline in the total availability of those inputs exactly eorual to their 

-n.uirpU.n by the project.  To the erten' that thlr u, tru*. the net input to 

the project consists of the actual physical inputs.  On the other hand, 

it is possible that in response to the demand made by the project for ' 

these inputs, their supply is correspondingly increased in the: rest of 

the economy.  In that event, there may be no change in the total avail- 

ability of the goods and services actually used as inputs to the project. 

The net input to the project will then consist of those goods and services 

whose availability to the rest of the economy is reduced because they are 

used up in producing inputs for the projoct. In effect, we include within 

the scope of the projoct any ancillary production which takes place only 

because of the demands raised by the project. 

In every case, the problem is to identify what goods and services" 

suffer a net decline in availability because of the existence of the 

rro rrt. The distinction drawn earlier between the demand and the supply 

margin may be carried over from benefits to costs.  If the actual physical 

input« to the project suffer a decline in total availability, we must look 

to tne demand for these goods and services by other potential purchasers 

ir. order to measure their aggregate consumption costs. Here the relevant 

margin for measurement is the demand margin. If, on the other hand, the 
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project requirement of inputa is net lay increased supply fro» other »oureeg, 

we aare concerned with the supply margin.    Given the vrriety of inputs that 

are required by any single project,  it iß most likely that some inputs will 

have to be measured on the demand margin and  *>thors on  the supply .margin. 

Once the  project costs have been properly  identified,   the problem of 

finding a suitable measure of willingness to pay is precisely the  same as 

in the measurement of benefits.    Consumer goods will  of course  not   figure 

as relevant  project  inputs,   but  producers'   goods  and foreign exchange are 

typically important  net  inputs.     In addition,  wc must consider the  two 

primary factor inputs which arc not  produced:     land and  labour.     In the fol- 

lowing pages,  wc  consider separately the special  problems that  arise in 

connexion with  each category of project input. 

Producers'  goods 

Let us suppose that the project in question involves the construction 

of a large concrete-fill  dam.    One of the important inputs is cement,  whose 

aggregate consumption cost w,  seek to measure.     If the  total availability 

of cement to  the  rest  of the economy is reduced by the amount  of cement used 

on the project,   we  seek to  evaluate  the willingness to pay  for the  cement 

which is no   longer aval'able.     The calculation is very closely related to 

the measurement  of the  aggregate consumption benefits due to an  increase 

in the availability of cement,   say,  as a result  of a new project  for manu- 
facturing cement. 

Producer willingness to pay for the cement  is the  first  approximation 

to  its aggregate  -oncumptior. benefits  (if the  availability is  increased)  or 

costs (if the availability is  decreased).     In order for the market  price of 

cement to serve  as an appropriate measure of producer willingness  to  pay, 

the same  four conditions noted earlier in the   discussion of producers'  goods 

benefits must  apply.    Under perfectly competitive  conditions,   the market 

price reflects  producer willingness  to pay - provided that the  demand by the 

project  for canoni  is not  so great  as  to push up its market price.     In such 

an event,  producer willingness  to  pay is understate by  the original  - lower - 

market price,  and overstated by the future - higher - market price.     This 

situation is represented in diagram  3. 
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Bifore the daia is begun,  lot the annual rate of supply of cement be 

100,000 tons,  and suppose that it sells at a market-clearing price of 

75 rupees per ton.    If the annual demand raised by the dam is 10,000 tons, 

and if no additional   supplies  of cement arc  forthcoming in response to the 

construction of the  dam,   the  supply available  to  the  rest of the economy 

is reduced to 90,000 tons.     This; more limit«-d supply clears the market at 

the higher price of 30 rupees per ton.    The- willingness to pay for the 

10,000 tons of cement used by the dam is clearly neither the new market 

price of 80 rupees  times  10,000 tonr (the area ABJH)  nor the old market 

price of 75 rupees times  10,000 tons (the arca CDJH);   it  is precisely equal 

to the area ADJH under the  demand curve,    lhe correct measure involves the 

addition of the   'consumers»   surplus" ACD,  enjoyed by  the previous pur- 

chasers of the last  10,000  tons  of cement,   to  the  value of the cement 

obtained by usin¿ the  ariginal market price. 

If the  rement were  rationed,  or if the cement purchasers exercised 

any monopoly  ->r monopsony  power in the relevant markets,  the market price 

of cement would understate  th,   willingness of purchasers to pay for it, 

and a more  careful   study ^f the-  demand conditions would be  required.     In 

this  event,   one  could attempt   to  measure  producer willingness  to pay accord- 

ing to the net  profit;--  realized on foment -  "s  suggested earlier in the 

case of the- steel   autput.     "Hie  sane qualifications  raised earlier with 

respect to the markctr   far the   further processing  if the  steel  output apply 

eguali,' in the   case     f the  cement  input.    In principle,   the aggregate con- 

sumption corte  involve  no*   only  the   immediate   would-be purchaser's willing- 

ness  to p;..y,   but also  the  OXCCEI    >1 willingness  to  pay over actual  payment 

for all  purchasers  further -i vag the  line. 

Suppose  now that  - rather than cutting into  the existing supplies of 

cement - the  project  givi e  rise  to additional  supplies  in the same  amount 

ae required.     Under +hete  circumstances,  the market  price of cement  docs 

not change - but  it   is  also  irrelevant.    For now wt   must  evaluate  the  input 

cost corresponding to  the  cement  in terme of  the  cost  of supply,   i.e.   the 

cost of the resources used  in producing cement.    The principles involved 

here are the same as above,  only one stage further removed from the àm 

construction project. 
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Let us asma« that « cartful «valuation of tha cost of produoin« 

leads to an assessment of 60 rupees per ton.    «A« difference between the 

60 rupees' cost of production and the 75 rupees» sales price may, for example, 

be due to a government excise tax.    We should now value the aggregate con- 

sumption cost of the oeme< t at 60 rupees per ton,  which,  multiplied by the 

10,000 tons used on the project,   leads to an over-all cost c* 600,000 rupfet. 

(the area EFJH).     This is of course substantially less than the cost measured 

at the demand margin (the area ADJH),  when it was assumed that the over-all 

3upply of cement was not expanded in response to the project. 

It is Bometimes argued that even if the supply of cement can be and it 

expanded at a real coat  (viz.  60 rupees per ton)  lower than the willingness 

to pay for it  (viz.  75-80 rupeeB per ton),  it  is the latter figure that is 

relevant for the benefit-cost analysis.     The point  here  is akin to the one 

raised earlier in connexion with import substitution.     It  is argued that 

enefits in the amount of ADPE can be obtained in any event by expanding 

cement production independently of the dam project,   so that these benefits 

should not be implicitly attributed to the dam project by lowering the cement 

:.rput costs from ADJH to EFJH. 

Once again,   the argument is valid if in fact there will be an independent 

investment in cement expansion.    Such an investment would reap net benefits 

equal to the area between the demand curve and the 60-rupee cost curve,  and 

these net benefits would be positive up to a total  supply of 125,000 tons of 

cement.    Certainly the government  should be advised  to take up such a project, 

if there are no other good reasons for doing without   it.     But unless and 

.mtil  the production of cement  is actually expanded by an  independent  project, 

it  is wrong to pretend that it is.    The evaluation of the dam project must 

proceed on the basis of the most likely occurrences,  which need not necessar- 

il.y turn out to be the optimal ones. 

foreign exchange 

Cases in which foreign exchange proves to be the relevant net input to 

a project are far more common than one might initially suspect.    To begin with, 

directly imported inputs on current or capital account are likely to involve 

a net drain of foreign exchange equivalent to  the  foreign exchange cost of the 

inputs.    As long as the availability of these particular inputB to the rest 
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of the eeonesry is wvt mffe#t*éf  it it «H* availability »f 

in ftMnl that  i« r-.*¿e«á fey th« pfwjsst» •»< «•• f*l##«rt **t 

precisely the foreign »xohmtf« 'i*fcd up. 

There are- orlj two rclativoly milktly ctrcwMttwx:«» un4er 

foraign «charge usu d for ¿inpctly imports tupaia OR % project wmàé net 

be  obtained at the ©xf*ns.. of the  wilsbility of foreign exchange te là« 

rdst  of the oconony.    rirst,  if   then» is ? fixed quota of inporte of % 

product used «,» a project input,   th«*r the result  of trini such  taport«4 

products for the project if? to  re due*,- the ^miJ«rility of the product to 

the  rest cf the  economy     In this event, *h» <*ff îit. «. net input  is not 

foreign oxchave  but  the  product   itecif, rmd its  <x-rt should be »#%su«« 

in tense of willingntsr t<*> pay for that product  in particular r-toer than 

foreign oxchan^e   ir. ¿en*ral.     F-condly,   it »ay h»pp#n that  « preset  draws 

not   fm? free  foreign exchange  for it» imported  inputs,  but  that   i net««! it 

usee  n foreign «^change  1 ;«n  ->r gram which ir  tied exclusively to  the 

project.    If the   \nr>n or ¿Tart  naae  to thi*   -ne  nro loot in no way  reduce» 

the chancee of additimi;   loins  or grants  t-   .>thor prMrets - nor the total 

availabilit>  of  f-ir«:ign ccooomir   -asittar.ee -  thor   the imported  input 

results in no  iuncdl-itc droir   in  the  supply  of  foreign   -mhnr^m aval Ubi« 

to  the econony.     Ir,  th. CUM   of  *  grant, the  imported  input  it costless; 

in  the case of a  loan,  th,..  relevant  coets «-uut   be   it tarili ned according to 

the  lonn rcpayBtnt   obligations   -   for it  is  inly wh*.n thes».  repayments are 

made  that thore will  have t:-  U.  o  iivjrsior. of  foreign exchange  way fro« 

other uses. 

Apart  froa  aiructly imported  input*,  foreign  o»change »ay appear as 

the   relevant not   input  in * variety  ~.f indirect  4*xym.    fvppose,   for example, 

that  rubber is  to  ht,  used ae on  input  to i projected ti«-«anuf%ciuring 

plant   in a country  that  produce«   1 ~.rge quantities  -f rubber fo- «xport.    It 

is  possible that   the  project  detwid  for robber would  lead to additional  rubber 

production,  in which  -ase the  rubber input should  be.  valued at   its cost  of 

production.    It  is   also possi bi..   th*t  the project  would draw rubber away frosj 

other domestic  usor,   in which c»st   •>,«  rurber input   rhould b# »easur^a moeord- 

ing *o  the otho.r purchasers*  wi I Ur^ess to pay  f-»r  it.    Put  ocrfcaps  the 

most   likely rtsult   of the project   doaund would be;  to direct  rutb«r aw.ay fna 

the- expert ¡anrkot,  where a ist of it was prcriouely going.    In this «meat, 
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what tit« economy lo««a la the foreign exchange that would have boon earned 

by th* exportable product, and the relevant net input is airaply foreign 

exchange. 

The saae kind of situation nay arise with respect to import substitutes, 

Lot ua consider the sase tire plant in a different country in which there 

are no rubber plantations,  but a domestic synthetic rubber plant has begun 

to substitute for eoaJ previously imported rubber.    If the tire plant uses 

unmeet i c  synthetic rubber as an input,   it ,IP,V appear that  there  is no 

drain on foreign exchange.    However,  unless the supply of rubber to other 

doswatic users is curtailed,  the n.t effect of tho project will be to raise 

the requirements of rubber in the  oconony ae a whole.    And unloss thei-o is 

idle capneiiv in the synthetic rubber plant,  or a new plant   is installed 

right  away,   th*   only rourco  from which  tho  additional  requirements can be 

raised  le  the world marmot.     Once again,   the relevant  net  input would turn 

out  to  be   foreign exchange. 

This   line of reasoning any be  carried even further.    Any input whoa« 

•upply  is   increased in response to  a project oust  be valued according to 

the  resources  uSed up  ia its  production.     If these resources  include foreign 

cichnngt  -  vi-, directly imported  iaputn,   via exportables,  or via import 

Substitutes  - then to  that  extunt  the  relevant net input  consists of foreign 

^change.     Whenever the maasuromont  of an  input  takes  place   on the supply 

-virgin,   according to production costs  rather than immediate  willingness to 

m for the  input,   foreign exchango  is  likely to figure .among the relevant 
net  inputs. 

One m  the relevant  foreign exchange  inputs to n project have been 

identified,   it  remains  inly %n measure  then according to  the principal of 

«illingnaaa  to pay.    Hure the Proc,.dure  becomes identical  to  the measurement 

of foreign oxchangr  benefits,   and the earlier discussion of benefits can 

be r^rried over entirely  tc cocts.     As  noted already,  unices  the market  for 

foreign  exchange  is  sufficiently competitive  for one to  accept  the  official 

rate* of exchange as noaeuras of willingness to pay for foreign currencies, 

,m aust   intr-durc  one  (or more)  shadow  price(s) of foreign  exchange to 

vJu«  the  doatystic currency «cul«aiont  of tho foreign exchange  inputs.    The 

«tioation oí  th« shadow price(s) of foreign exchange is discussed in a 

i'abnttquent  peper. 
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No production procos* con tako placo without the input of labour. 

Prom manual '-jorkere to hi^ily skilled operatives,  frora errand boys to top 

executives,  labour of different grides and in different proportions  figures 

prominently in the cost accounting of r.ny mr.jor enterprise.    In order to 

identify the  relevant not  input t    *  project which corresponde to the 

hiring of (the services   >f) any given man,   one must as usual  aak the question: 

what  docs the rest  of the  economy ultimately  lose when this man joins the 

project?    To begin t/ith,  what  productive  resources - human or material  - 

decline  in availability  »s ^  result  of the  input  cf labour to  a project? 

The  immediate- effect  of engaging a man's  services on ••->  project  is  to 

deprive   the  rest   if the  'C norny of those  services.    Unlike  steel,  cement, 

or (indirectly^   foreign exchange,  the  supply  of huirían beings cannot  be 

increased by  judicious  investment  in  response  to  the demand of any partic- 

ular project.    Here - and elsewhere - it  is  important  to distinguish between 

unskilled and skilled  labour.    Unskilled labour io  defined to  represent  only 

the most primary  labour,   of ^  kind that  can  be  supplied by a man without 

any special  education or training.    Skilled   ] abour is defined to  include 

all  of the  different rra.des of labour which  involve some degree of education 

or training -.bove  the minimum established in the  society.    The  supply of 

unskilled labour cannot   be varied ir. the  short-run;   it  is a function of 

long-run demographic  trends.    The  supply of skilled labour of any given 

type,   however,  can  be  increased (at  the expense of the  supply of less 

skilled labour)   by  suitable  investment   in  education and training.     Such 

investment   represents: what   is  often called 'human capitai   formation". 

It  is often the case that  a project  requiring certain specialized 

services includes  a training programme to upgrade  the aua.lity of part or 

all  of the  labour force.     Just  like  the costs of housing,  transport,  welfare 

etc.,   which may also  fai J   withir   the  scope  of the  project,   the  costs of a 

training programme must   be  reckoned as net   inputs  to the project.     (Note 

that  the net benefits of housing etc.  - to  the  extent that  they are  not 

reflected in the  direct  project  output  - must   be-   reckoned as  part  of  the 

over-all  net  output     í   the project.)     Irrespective of the  amount of train- 

ing a man may  .^ct  <~<n the   project   itself,  his  C08t  as an  input  to  the  project 

depends on his skill at   the time of joining the project,  for that is what 

the rest of the economy is deprived of. 
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Mhön an unskilled labourer ie hired for work on a project, the avail- 

ability of unskilled labour to the rest of the- economy declines, and the 

relevant net input  for a given year is one man-year of unskilled labour 

services,    irftan a skilled labourer joins a project,   r man-year of labour 

services of that  particular skill  represents the  relevant net input - 

unless,  in response to the re oui reme nt s of the project,   training programme« 

elsewhere in the oconomy arc. stepped up so as to prevent the net availabil- 

ity of this kind  of skilled labour from declining.     In the latter event,  we 

must  look at the  supply margin for skilled Labour:     the relevant net  input 

to the project becomes the inputs  re: qui rod for the training programme to 

turn out more skilled labour,   including the input  of an équivalant  amount 

of labour »t a lower skill  lov^l.     T'hue whatovor the  nature of the case, 

the use of labour OP  -. project  involves a declino  in the availability of 

the same amount  of labour - although no+ necessarily of the same skill - 

to the rest of the economy. 

Having identified the relevant labour component  of the inputs to a 

project,  it  remains to  determine the ultimate consuner willingness to pay 

for a unit of labour services of each particular kind.    Once again,   if tha 

necessary conditions  involving competitive markets  and relatively small 

changes in supply can  bo assumed to hold,  then tho market price - or wage 

rate - of a particular grade of labour may be taken as   an appropriate mea- 

sure of willingness  to pay.     In many developing countries,  however,   such a 

guideline will  be of little  practical value,   for labour markets tend to bo 

notoriously uncompetitive.     It was observed already  in an eariier paper 

that  in countries with a large population relative  to  the  endowment of 

other resources,   a  significant  degree of disguised and/or overt unemploy- 

ment  of labour may coexist with a positive market wage.     The reasons  for 

which a positive wage might  be paid under such circumstances are variod, 

but  they generally reflect  institutional constraints - such as the political 

power of employed labour,  a minimum wage concern on the part  of the govern- 

ment,  or the existence of alternative family or social   foras  of subsistence 

inco.. j for the unemployed. 

To the extent  that labour services are drawn  (directly or indirectly) 

from previously unemployed labour,   the net loss of productive services  to the 

rest of the economy is clearly nil - even if a conventionally determined 



im aarkat «*#• mit te pult.   Thy« «air tlw coaditioaa of « 1*1 

rarpl«*", ta« »pprrpri'íU ©e«t of lnbc-iu» input« (»oax-tim«« call»4 "*IIM 

•Éaáew prte« of labour'') «wy b« »aro.    Be fort pme««Alnê, to «v«iu*%« all 

labour ©oat« at * prie..: of tero, hwiwr, on«* snat h«nd a«var»l »oré» of 

eaMion.    Fir»tt  it le «aacntial to distinguía» eatrofuily b«tw««n *IMI Üf» 

f e rant typ«« of labour.    *«Tîil« th« n,»l  ccat    f ««»kille«*  ia-bour ¡*ay w«ll 

b« Mffo - if tfc« job« in ip*Mtion can he j%da<mat«iy  filiad **t ali tlaca fey 

iabourara otherwise  un«npl->y*d - «ha sana« is not naca««arily tra« of «kill«4 

labour.    It i« nor«  thin lt'ialy thi»t wfearw population is in surplus, «killt 

are ia «kort supply - with tha raaul« that th« MülinpMi to pay for 

«killed labour r,ay n >t   mly b« .fre^twr th?_r  ior>,  but parhap* «v«r. ^raaiar 

tàan tk« anritt w<v*;. 

A a«cond r^n*id*rntior. to b» bim#  in »ind le  th#  r«planai  dimenaion 

of labour supply,    Evan if tfcsre  i» t  lVbeur  surplus  in th© Goone«y as) a 

wfejolt,  it mao/ well  bo  unovcr.ly distributed t*t*.e«n r%t:innm,  vid -  in partic- 

ular - between urbar  ind rurol  <*re**.     It tho  projet  in quaatlon  is  located 

in an art* wfctr«  the   ímwdiate supply   if  «urplua  labour do«« not aateh th« 

pmj«et  êmmnâ  f >r unakilUd worker«,   than th«  n«t  co«t  to th« «conoaiy of 

brtn^fimr  in  urie»pl<.>yed  ttbour  firi  elsewhere nswt   ine lud«   th* co«t»  of 

transfer.    Th««« Miti  ii.clud«.  nrt    nìy  the-  ignediat*  coats  of  tran« port«*- 

tion - which *»r« ti.-t   luuiy  to U. hij^h -  nut  the t:jrtrn cost of providing 

basic aoeiai ««H»nitie«  to   the worker« on  the reject  ait« which  they would 

not h«v«  required in  thtir original  location.     Such ejp*n«#s riuat  typically 

tm  incurred when ir,.  indu«triai project  arm** unakilicd  labour frora  rural 

into urban *r*A«, where th*»   nnl  c~-«t of *«»cntial  public  servi c «a  i« likely 

to  be hi^er.     If th««c tnuncf«r c >sts ftr* ireurred by th« proj«et,  they 

car be eo»sid«r«d «eparatcly «c project  net  input.     But  to  the extent  that 

they are  bora«  by the   »abourer«,   th«y auat  be included in  th* over-all 

•rtcial coat of l»bour  input, 

A  final word of caution ^n the  c-^at of  labour  »ppllas #v«n when ta« 

coat« of akin« and of trar.«f*r mny im ignored.    The payant of a aarkat 

wa^a of 1^,0 rup««« % av>nth  to m u.-uuiil«d worker (wtoo«e coat  is maaaurad 

%%  *mm bacaua« h® is othaiviaa idle)  raault«  m a tracafer of incosw f: 

th« tfB*»rw»«nt  or private «spioytr to th« work«r in th* «aowist of 150 

it*.    If th« ^rerfsaant or tè« privmta «srpl >yor km A p-aatar 
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propensity t© luvtet out of hie ine«* than the worlitr, ud if the ultiaatte 

eoneyBption velue of fur.d«  inrest>d «ie«tcb the- corresponding value of ia»A- 

ate ooneuaptton, then there will ee * net  loes to society »rising fro« the 

transfer.    Taking this argument mtc account, the    shadow prie« of labour* 

should I» positive rather than s.ero.    This final correction involves precisely 

the category of ''indirect''  t>er«fits and costi which we heve decided to poet- 

pone to Part III of the pe*x.r, it will therefore W ignored AB th« present 

discussion of "'direct" aggregate cons'jmption costs.    The rtmêsr ii referred t© 

a subsequent paper for a more éetailed tre**»©nt of the ubale cemeeft of the 

'shadow price of labour'. 

Land as m input i« naturally at »oc i et ed vit h every project requiring a 

site, but «specially in the. case of industrial project« it is likely to form a 

negligible fraction of total costa.    For that reason, no elaborate discussion 

is called for hen.    As a factor of production which is by definition in con- 

stant  supply,  land as an  input must always b•• measured on the denand margin. 

When   land  is  used up by the- prvj.-ct,  that  land  1,1 denied to the  rest of the 

t'conoay  ^d cannot be  substituted for fror, any other scure«  of supply.    The 

appropriate measure  of the  rout of land is an  input  is the  ultimate consumer 

willingness tc p%y for the aggregate consumption oenefits oade possible by the 

use of the  land. 

Where  land markets  are  competitive,  and when   tm   project  demand  for land 

does not appreciably bid  up its  price, tie market price of land (or the market 

rental  rate)  aay be  taken as a measure   .>f the willingness  of purchasers to pay 

for the  land  (or its  use).     Just  as in the case of producers'  goeds, this 

willingness to pay on the part of purchaserr, iauy in turn be  used to measure 

the aggregate consumption cost  of the land so Ion« «13 the further markets 

between  the  ¡.and and the ultiriate consumption goods satisfy the  sene conditions. 

If the   lana required by a project has no other potential use,  tren the market-- 

clearing prie,  of the land is  zero,  and  irrespective of the   actual coat  that 

aust be  paid  for  it,  the  land must ht m asured at  zero coat,  as an  input to the 

project.     If  the  land does have an alternative  use,  but  if the aarket price does 

not provide  an appropriate measure of its value, then it ma^ be   possible to 

measure  th« cost of the land by the net benefits which tre  foregone because the 

land can no longer be- devoted to the alternative use. 
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li <MT üacnaaiee of   i ir* e.   <i4gr*gnu consumption benefits ani cotta, 

ao fu been taciti/ m&àming that all benefit» and cotta of « project 

r*sult ia corre apooding gains   ^i loia«« of present ccnouqption.    To »easure 

each project benefit and coat t we have applica the   ;rit*riea cf the wiiiin¿n««a 

to pay by the consuBur for the additional cooausption «Ade posible by the 

good or s arrice in question.    We «ftauld now recognize, however, that a man who 

bene fit a fro« a project say respond to feit  improved position not by increasing 

hi» present consumption, but by iner. asing his  savings.    And a man who incurs 

costs on a project say respond not by cutting dc*n un rus eooatasption, but by 

reducing his  saving*}.    Guch  ch-*nges  it* savings twiiy  he   translated  into changes 

in investment, which  in turn will have cons« quinces  for f at x>.  production, 

consumption and savings.    To the extent that a project  influences current in- 

vestment rather thui current consumption,  it wil:  provide not direct current 

consumption benefits but   indirect  future- cor.suaspti jn benefits. 

So long as the value  of the  indirect  futur.,   consumption benefits due to 

n. unit of  funds devoted tv   investment  is -»qual  to the  voulue of the  direct 

current consumption oenefita  due tc & unit cf funds devoted to consumption,  it 

make» no different   tu   <ur social benefit ccjt   -uialysiß whether benefits (or 

costs)   are-  consumed ~>r saved  ry.d invited.     If,  how.ver,  the  future  benefits 

due tu investment exceed th»   corresponding present  oeaefits due-  tc   consumption, 

then the  rate of saving and  investment in tue  economy is less than the socially 

optimal rate,  and society gains  in the long run  by any increase*   Li  savings and 

investment   at the expense  of consumption.     VThen  >=uea .- 3Ìt, .it i on obtains,  *t 

becomes essential, to »valúate;  the o vor ali  effe-c*. of a project  on the mix of 

consumption  and  investment   in the ¿conchy,  for e very year in whioh the project 

is  in operation.     It  is rjso necessary to ostinate  the ultimate  aggregate 

consumption benefits due te- z. ui.it of current  investment, s^ as to make these 

comparable with the benefits  due to a unit of current consumption. 

One may well ask,  at  thio point, why any  individual project  should be 

expected to help in attaining  or,  jpticiaJ  rate   ;>f savin*, and investment for the 

economy aa  a whede.    After ali.,   ir  not the  rate  of saving and   .nvestment a 

macro-economic problem thct  ¡should be resolved by an appropriate  fiscal and 

monetary policy?    The answer i a that if in fact a government is  in a position 
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to achieve its desired rate of saving and investment via fiscal and monetary 

measures, then there is no reason to confront the problem at the project 

level,  and no need to inquire  into the use of benefits realized or foregone 

on account cf any individual project.    If there are no constraints on the 

fiscal powers of the finance minister, thc-re should be no indirect future 

benefits and costs attributable to a particular project. 

If,  an the other hai.fl,  the. government  is not in a position to achieve 

ita desirva rate of saving a.ad investment  via fiscal and monetary policy - or 

if there art  significant  coate associate 1 with tne required policy measures - 

then it becomes perfectly legitimate to use  individual projects as another 

instrument  to. achieve  the  soxic goals.    The  fact that almost all developing 

countries  cjre  striving for higher rates   if saving and investment than currently 

obtained  i a  u convincing ar¿uaenc for the  r..-..d to consiaer tne  saving and invest- 

ment  implications of individual projects.     In most of these countries, poli- 

tical, and  institutional constraints limit  the  ability uf finance ministers to 

raise rates  of saving und investment to their desired level. 

Once  this proposition   is  accepted,  we must first of all  inquire into the 

effect  oí   project benefits  and costs on the  rate of investment  in the economy, 

and then «valúate the  indirect lent fits  or costs due to any  change  in the rate 

if investment.    During the   period uf project construction,   resources are drawn 

away from  the  rust of the  economy and funds to pay for these  resources must 

b* raised  at  ttu expense-  of the rest of the economy.    How much of the sacri- 

fice made  by the rest of  the  economy is a sacrifice of consumption,  and how 

auch is  a sacrifice of  investment?    Later,   during the period of project opera- 

tion, benefits are returned to various o.ctors     f the eccn  my,   in the fore, of 

goodj and services or cash   flows,    how much cf the gains made by these  sector« 

•A the economy result m  increased consumption, and how much result in increased 

investment? 

There  art: %t least two ways of approaching the issue that might suggest 

themselves.     On the one hand, one might link the consumption-investment effect 

of the project to the technological nature of the goods and services that are 

used as  inputs or produced as  outputs.    Thus  if an investment gooa is diverted 

from elsewhere-  in the- economy U   be used in  project construction,  this would 

be regarded as a sacrifice of investment.     Similarly, if the project benefits 

are associated with the production of an  investment good, this would be 
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regarded as a gain of investment. And the converse would hold for consumption 

goods.  The alternative approach would link the consumption-investment effect 

of the project to the expenditure patterns of the groups who gain and lose by 

the project. Thus if the project construction costs are ultimately paid for 

by gn up A, the fraction representing a sacrifice of investment is given by 

the marginal propensity to save of group A, and the fraction representing a 

sacrifice of consumption is given by their marginal propensity to consume. 

Similarly, if the beneficiaries of the project are group B, the division of 

the gains between consumption and investment is determined according to the 

marginal propensities to consume and to save of group B. 

The ohoice between the two approaches should depeni upon one's jud^aent 

about the factors that limit investment in the economy. The first approach 

is appropriate to a situation in which the effective constrainfon investment 

is the supply of certa-- investment goods.  In this case, the net effect of 

the project on the sup-   of these goods is what determines its effect on the 

over-all consumption-investment mix in the economy; any other good or servio« 

Bhould be regardée as a consumption good for the purposes of the evaluation. 

The second approach is appropriate to a situation in which the effective oon- 

straint on investment is the availability of savings. Under these circum- 

stances, any required investment good can be obtained ~ through domestic or 

international transformation ~ by a sacrifice in consumption.  It should be 

noted that one approach may be preferable in some years, and the second 

approach in other years. In particular, the supply of certain investment 

goods may be regarded as relatively inelastic for the immediate future, but 

more elastic in the long run, so that the first approach wou!d apply initially 

and the second approach later. 

The most plausible example of binding supply constraint on investment 

would probably be the case of an economy dependent upon imported capital goods 

for investment, where essentially all available foreign exchange is already 

being directed into investment in one form or another, and where the oppor- 

tunities for increasing foreign exchange earnings are sharply limited by an 

inelastic world demand for the country's exports. Under circumstances euoh 

as these, there would still be a substanti vi fraction of investment inputs 

not subject to a supply constraint. Hence the amount of investment foregone by 
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by using up a unit of foreign exchange (the constrained input) - or the amount 

of investment made possible by earning or saving a unit of foreign exchange - 

would actually be a multiple of the  cons'jaiption value of that unit of foreign 

exchange.    Thus to assess the quantitative effect of project  input or output 

on the over-all consumption-investment mi;, of the economy,  according to the 

first approach,  it is necessar/ to evaluate in each year of the project th* 

net claim on the constrained input(ß),  and to multiply this net claim by tha 

reciprocal of the fraction of total  investment which - on the average - con- 

sists of the constrained input (3). 

When the effective constraint on investment is demand rather than supply, 

the second approach is called for.    It then becomes relevant to inquire iato 

the distribution of project benefits and coste «non«? different economic groups 

or sectors,  and to examine the savings behaviour of each.    The net gain to a 

particular group or sector is equal  to the value of the net aggregate consumption 

benefits vhich  it receives, minui-  the  value of any net cash payments which it 

has to make.     Thus the evaluation oi   the ultimate distributional effects of a 

project mußt  take into account bota the  initial distributional  effect of the 

aggregate e on sianoti on benefits and  :o*t«, ani the  Mother  redistributive 

effacts of the  ca.-,h  fi^'3  bmKjcit.  about ~? tat   project. 

From the concept unJL  point r.f view,  it is desirab.lt to distinguish the 

immediate impact of the project benefits and costs  fro« th# acecaspanyiiig mostt- 

tary transfers,  for the two lay not corre a pond.    Th?  first  step in assessing 

the distributional effect j of » project  is to .associate an ima» di at« gainer and 

loser with each aggregate  cor sumption benefit  and cost.    Thus when a goveramsot 

agency undertake;? %m cm strut., ¿ori «uici c^eratíun of  « projet,  it div«rts 

resources aw%y  fro« use  elsewhere   in toe economy,  to the  extent  that these 

resources are  drawn  fro«  th*. trivmte   sector,  the  private  sector as a whole mm' 

tains  tne  immédiat,:: cos*,   and *o t.u  extent that the  resources  come from 

government stocks, th»   goverrment  is  tht   immediate loser.     If tne project oafc- 

put  is made  available to  a gu'ca aet  of or»nm«ers,  the»* census*-rs enjoy the 

corresponding  immediate benefits. 

The ultiiaate loss  of the private  sector depends on the extent to which 

it is compon sated for the  resources it gives up, ami the ultimate gain of the 

consumers depends on the amount which they are required to pay for their bene- 

fits.    Thus, the second step in assessing the distributional effects of a project 
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is to distinguish and examine all of the cash flows to which it gives rise. 

If the government increases taxes in direct response to the project, there is 

a transfer from the taxed public to the government coffers which increases 

government gains and increases public losses by exactly the same amount - the 

aggregate consumption value of tne cash flow,    if the government finances its 

outlays by borrowing, there   ir  it transfer from Tenders to government  in the 

initial stage, and a series of transfers from government to lenders in a later 

stage when the loan  is being  repaid.    If the consumers  of the project output 

trust pay for that output, there   is a transfer of cash      and hence consumption 

benefits - from the consumers to the producers of the output  in the amount of 

the actual cash payments.    Three basic points  should be emphasized:    (l)  cash 

flows must only be considered if they would not have arisen in the absence of 

the project,  (2)  for every cash flow the ben?fits and costs sustained by the 

parties  involved are neccwarily equal,  and (3) the sum of the net benefit« 

(gains minus losses)  to each group must add up to the net direct aggregate con- 

sumption benefits of the project as a whole. 

D 
Following this  epproach,  let B (t) be the direct aggregate consusptioa 

benefits of & given project   in y tar t, let C <t) be the direct aggregate COW 
D 

sumption  costa,  and 1 r,   ùB  (t)  be   the corresponding net benefits: 

BC(t)     -    CD (t) ÛBD  (t) CD 
We now distinguish S different groups or sectors affected by the project: 

n » 1,     ..., N.    For example, one group might consist of wage-earners (n « l), 

a second grovp of profit*earner»  'n »?), »1 a third group might be repreaented 
:. y tht-- gevernaent sector (n « 3).    The classification  if groups ought to be 

-vv-k:   according to then consumption and saving» behaviour,  as far as available 

•tita will  permit.    We now denote the direct costs, direct benefits, and direct 

.. t benefits realised oy efich grow-p oo aceoynt of the project by S (t), C (t) 

-via i.Mt), so that 

aiR(t) « Bn(%}      €aCt)      n • 1,     ... 1 

•mi,  siaee the groupe  i&cluâe everyce-- affectée if the frojeet, 

1 

(?) 

î   1 Et) 
•rt 

** it) m 
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î     C (t)   -   <? (t) 
B*l U) 

E      AB (t)   » ABD  (t) 
n*l        n (5) 

Now let the marginal propensity to save (out of net benefits or their 

cash equivalent) be sn (t) for group n in year t. Then the net increase in 

saving on the part of group n in year t, as a result of the project, ia 

ASn(t)  = 3n  (t)     ABn(t) n = 1,    ... N (6) 

and the corresponding net increase in consumption is 

ACn(t)   -    j^l - Sn(t)J     ABn(t)       n - 1,     ...N (7) 

The over-aH net contribution of the project to investment and to consumption 

m year t may be- obtained by summing the net increases due to each group: 
N 

AI.     «     I US  (t) 
n*l 

H 
AC.     »    I AC (t) 

n«l n 

(«) 

(9) 

Sine« we are dealing with benefits net of costs, any of the »agnitudea tl 

ACt, ASn(t)  and ACn(t) may be negative as well as positive.    Summing equations 

(65 and (7)  over all groups, and usiüg equations (5), (6), and (9), ne can show 
that 

ABD(t) ACt    •     Alt (10) 

In other words, the net direct aggregate consutption benefits of a project is 

year t  can be divided into two components representing the net increase in coo- 

ruaption and the net  inórense  in  investment,  respectively. 

Havin« established th-   .-ffoct of the project on the mix of consumption 

ma investment in the economy  in -ach year,  it reatina to evaluate the indirect 

future  m-t benefits «tributaba, to the presumed excess social value of invest- 

ment  over  consumption.     In order to  do this, we  require  a ««asure of the value 

of a unit of current  inv-statet  relative to the value of a unit of current con- 

sumption.     This aeasur« we shall call "the  shadow prict  of investment".    Lite 

th« mìmàa* prie« of foreign échange, the shadow price of inveatateot i. one of 
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critical n*ti< 

a* a «bole, ratter tii^a -iAr%ct*rirtic« of particular proje*ts. 

Because of iti importune« fo^ th   evaluation of  all projects» the ettiaasioa «f 

the shadow priée cf invebtacni  ¿ill be discussed i& detail in » subsequent 

peper. 

It should first be noteu that •   .£4* ti*, «btokw prie    of foreign «ac*aftg« 

the shadow price of investment »v not be »aiqu*      In fact,  it i» shoea  in the 

paper reft rriH to above that   if different group*  io the tconoay nave different 

propensities to j&ire, and/or i¿ to«, returns   ,0 the invwetaent fro« the savings 

r,f different groupa art different, *.hea m etenet tasociate a uniqpse shaaow 

orice of investfw-nt w.th aU of the- net iSVestSKat generated by a proj#et  io a 

given year.    Instead of  1 globU shadow prie« of investat-nt p*(t) to attack to 

the over-ail net change AI(t)  ia year t, t*t rt|»rf a separate shaéear priée 

. r (t) to be applied to the net eh«jig% is iftvettaeet &X  it) êm to each «ron* a 

in taat year. 

If et are ueabl* to di.«tinc'ii Jh <avcng th« savings behaviour of different 

groups in the ccon-jay, th**r. m mH accept a »iagle global shartov price ©f 

investment p (t)  bated «-n ens» »\ if c ragt propensity to savt and rate  of return 

to Investment.    In thi*   -v,.0t, tH#  <» ral out i on of indirect future net aggregate 

coTiS'jaption W.efit-   .-;•-».>«--í   •.*  -r^,-   ?ft#. ami *ipl i»5*tior  -f  the net 

change ir.  ùmstnent  3"owci;í, ^bou-, uy tfct project   in year t by the y »ces a  ia 

the- social valut of xn va «trnr.it ovt. - tfic social valu« of coasuaption,    Th**s 
4-h*:' indirect net benefits coa«; tí 

BlU) * ¡*/'*(t) - ii in*: (n) 
*i'd Cuai&g empatie« (W) t».-   '.otci iir*«.t and imdirtet set 

MOO beat fits of th« prvje-ct ¿n y war t a*oun+ to 

ABT(t>  - AB1'U>   *   *.srU;   - ¿C(t>  •  p=t{t)  Al(t) i?) 

Assuming taat vt  t.rt  u* a ¡••i.sitinn to distinfuish among different 

it  the econney, tn«. stifu, >men'   of indirect net  txn*efit« swat proceed separately 

*rroup by group.    Thus th*.- net  *n%agc  in investment  in year t *ue to group a 

c-uit b#- multipli%d by th.-  -ite .íSS cf ti«.: socia* vali^» of ini 

group over th* socia-   »i1« of cea*cantina: 

[«•;<*> i 
*j ini 
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inveet««»* i» equ*t«d trito group savings.    The indirect net bent- 

fit« fresi th« project M & whole «re them obtained by sussing over the 
•«perete «roup«: 

^(t)   r   !     [PJUM] AS (t) (H) 
n*l    -  ** J      u 

Th« total direct and indirect net aggregate consumption benefits in year t nay 

row be Witten (îuing equations (6),  (9), end (10))as: 

âl?(t)  - 6Sp(t)  • AB
1
^)  -    t r¿c ( 

in 

K, 
t)   + p  (t)  US 

n n n(t>] (15) 

If *• define the    social value    vfl(t) of a unit of net benefits to group 

B in year t according to the proportion in which the group divides its net 

benefits bet«.« consumption and saving, and the social va^uc of each part, 
vg get ; 

vit) n (1 - sr(t)) * 1 • ,n(t) * /n (t)1 (16) 

Substituting equations (6),  (7) and (l6) into equation (15), ve arrive at «n 

alternative way of looking at the total net aggregate consumption benefits Of 
a project  in year t : 

SBT(t) 
N 

a«l 
v (t)  ûB (t) 

n n (1?) 

Th*  total net benefits can be expressed sinply as the sia of the set benefits 

realised by each group multiplied by the social value of benefits to that 
group. 

From equation (l6),   it can ho seen that the numerical value of v (t) 

varie« between 1 «snd p*(t).     Por a group which consumes all of its marginal 

incora   (which eight be approximately trat of wage earners), s (t) - 0 and 

*u  (t)   - 1.    For a group which  saves all of its marginal income (the government?), 

•n<t)   -  1   v.à vR(t)  - p*  (t).     Clearly,  W transfer from a group with a 

relativay  high social vaia,  of n..-t benefits to a group with a relatively low 

value   result, in indirect   future  costs.    Tnis point  lies behind the argument 

riU-d  earlier for a positive  .hadov price of unskilled labour even when it  is 

otherwise   idle.    Whenever a positiv« «artet wage  is paid by an empluyer to a 

previously  unenployed worker,  th«re  is  a noney transfer from a group with a 

bigner  vjt)  to a lover v^t).     7hfc result is an  indirect  future cost  equal to 

th. differ««« in th« value-, of the » <t) tin», the cash amount of the transfer. 
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IV    THE REDISTRIBUTION OBJECTIVE 

In the discussion of "direct" aggregate consumption benefits and costs 

in Part II of this paper, we consistently used the criterion of willingness 

to pay to measure project  benefits and cent-.    As noted earlier,  this cri- 

terion is completely neutral with respect to the wealth, the nature, or the 

habits of the person who enjoys the benefits or incurs the  costs.    As long as 

someone was willing to pay for another unit of a good or service,  that good 

or service was valued according to his willingness to pay.    He questions were 

asked about the value of a given good or service to su.iety as a whole as dis- 

tinct from its value to the  individual. 

In Part III of the paper, we took into consideration one respect in which 

the immediate willingness to pay of on indi/idual consumer may fail to reflect 

the value of a good or service to society as a whole.     When the value of the 

future consumption made possible by saving and investing a unit of benefits 

exceeds the value of the present  consumption of that  unit,  then we cannot be 

satisfied with immediate willingness to pay as a measure of benefits and costs, 

and we must inquire  also  into the distribution of project benefits and costs 

between consumption  and investment.     We  seek to correct the valuation of those 

net benefits which result  in increases  in  investment  in such a way as to take 

into account  the  "social value" of the  investment relative to consumption. 

What is  meant by the  "social  v-lue;'  of investment?    The  social value of 

a unit of investment   • measured by the    shadow price  of investment1'  - is  simply 

the present value of the future consumption made possible by a unit of invest- 

ment,  evaluated according to tac principle of confer vili -.ngness to pay_ for 

that consumption.     In other words, the use of a shadow prie,    (or several 

shadow prices)   of investment to calculate  indirect future consumption benefits 

is required to account for futuro benefits on the same willingness to-pay basis 

as present cone.-nption benefits.    Vor this reason, we speak of indirect 

aggregate consumption benefits:    there is no departure from the principle of 

willxnjiess to nay,  but it is necessary to adjust immediate willingness to pay 

wherever it fans to reflect the ultimate willingness to pay for present and 

future benefits on a comparable basis. 

In this Part IV of the paper, we go on to consider another important 

respect in which the immediate willingness to pay of an individual consumer 
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fails to reflect benefits and costs to society as a whole.    This time *. 

depart from the objective of increasing pregate consumption -   prêtent or 

future - and consider instead the possible serial objective of rediatritotlag 

income from more  favoured to loca lavourcd group, within the society.     Tfai. 

objective  involves a clear rejection of th.  principle of willingness  to pay 

irrespective of the individual .  ar.d rehires  instead that r distinction b« 

made between different groups enjoying different lévela of well-being.    At 

long as we vioh to redistrioute income  (in the form of net bendita)   fro« on« 

gro*,p to another, we cannot De indifferent aC to wno are the genera and who 
are the losers from a project. 

In connexion vi,h the redistribution objective, the same question raised 

earl:er in  .he ooa.oKt of sa-ingc and investment m*y b« posed:    why «ut re- 

distributive gods bo  achieved via inii/iduaJ. projects?    Should not  the gover*. 

ment seek to bring about the desired distribution of incoa, by means of ta»., 

transfer,  and other  instruments of national  fiscal policy,  and let projects be 

judged on the basis of their contribution to Aggregat., consumption  alone? 

Once again,   ,b,   arrwer  .3 an e^irical cae.     Te th.   ,xtcnt  that   it  can use 

other means 0r re ii.rcribut in£  incogs without  great  coat,   any gcvernoent is 

well advirod co  co  ,0.    Hut   ^ actual practice  politicai.  ani  institutional 

constraints are  likely to Una: t tae ability of «.„t  governments to  redistribute 

income via tinnì a^j^K,   *nd w.t then the   coats  associated witn  such 

measures may  ict 1,0  negligible.     Tne result  i. that  a goou social  benefit-co«t 

analysis cannot  afford  ,0 i^ore     ither the  savmgt  or the  redistribution 
effects of individuai   projects. 

Turning nov te  the measiuei^nt 01  project Benefits  ani costs with res- 

pect to the- redistribution o-jf-ti"t) we raxrt  consider the  tense  in which the 

objective  in to b„ understood.    On  ,he one hand, the government may wish to 

^distribute  meome between groups  defined according to their incesse  level, 

e.g.   from hV.h~ii.eom.  groups to low incoa*, groups,     Dn tne other hand,  the 

government my wish  to red^t-ioute  income between groups defined according to 

their p]ace  cf residence,  e.g.   fro* residents  of a prosperous region to resi- 

dents of a backward  region.     The  socona  -ase   is  slightly more complicated tbaa 

the first,  because  a project  ir.ay  itse.f bring about  some net immigration into 

the area in which  it  is  located and thereby  increase the  size of the group 
defined as residents of that region. 



-i la m earlier p*er m th« reconciliation of aultinle 
ofcjeetiret, » fov.rrÄnt as? «IT: tiprç*»ion to iti redistributional object ir*» 

fey »ttachmg M», «extra potiti ve weight te thr net ben« fit s «e ruin« to th« 

•ore éeaerriag group{s) and/or by attaching some extra negati re weight to ti» 

net benefit* accruing to th*   less toMfti/ij graup(s).    The choice of * numeri- 

cal rmlm      positive or oegat*  «.      for tac- we'ght awociat- t with any giver 

group is beyond ti* scope    f this paper.    tí«re we are concerned only with the 

mmtmwtmmnt of the a^gict of act bent-fit s realised by any particular group 

singled out  for special treaUK*t. 

k redistribute,  b—• -fii (or cost) mimt be defined with respect to the 

particular gmup in questi«*:     it is nothing but an aggregate consumption 

benefit (or cost)  that accrues to that groip.    Thus the »«-asureiaent of re- 

distribution benefits and costs  involve« exactly the sane principles used in 

Part III to detersane the ultuuite allocation of project benefits arid costs 

aaong différent econoaac group* or sectors.    The redistribution benefits to a 

group are equal to th»   '¿añedíate aggregate consunption benefits  it receives 

sinus any off setting payBfcnt« sad»,   to other groups, and the redistribution 

costs  to the-  group   ire •-•quai  to  th«,   iaew-diutc  -aggregate  consumption costs it 

incurs minus  any  cofflpensating  receipts  frac otiv r group«.     To measure  the net 

redistribution ben^f^ta realist-i by n particular group, we must exaaine all of 

the aggregate  consumption benefits ani costs      direct and  indirect   - of a 

project, as wen   m ail of the accoopíinying cash transfors, and determine to 

what extent each  item affects the group in  question 

Let us consider first th*. redistr-butire effect of the direct aggregate 

consumption benefits uf i project.    Whether the net output of the project 

consists of tût.  very goods ind  services which  it produces, or of goods and 

services which it releas* s from alternative sources of supply, the immediate 

beneficiaries may b«  identified as the persons who snake use of the additional 

supply, and whope willingness tc pay  for it measures the  corresponding direct 

aggregate consumption benefits.     To the  extent  that the   immediate beneficiaries 

•ust pay for tneir  i3r  of the project net output, their redistributional gains 

are reduetd and tnose uf the group receiving the peyment are increased. 

Depending upor, the associated fash transfers, the direct  aggregate consumption 

benefits of a project «ay be spread over a nusaber of different groups other 

than the insediate beneficiaries. 
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Suppose, for exaople, that we are considering a multi-purpose water pro- 

jet which will add to the availability both of irrigation water and power. 

The  iaiediate beneficiaries of th, project are the farmers who r.- ;ive water 

for their  fields  and the domestic and industrial electricity consumers who make 

uae  of the additional power.     7hue  in the   first  instance -ie  fcvr&e rs  a; a 

group gain aggregate consumption benefit equivalent to their willingness to 

pay  for the- water,  and the power considers  gain benefits  equal t,> their 

viliingnesr.  to pay for tnc electricity.    Kowev,r,  both the water and power 

consumers will have to pay something for their benefits;  irrigation and power 

charge« will be levied by the government authority operating the project.    The 

payante  for these- charges represent  c-x,h transfers back to the government, 

and these  add up to the  shore  of total benefits captured by the government! 

Typically,  the irrigation and pow,r charge-s will amount to less than the 

original willingness to pay  for tne water and electricity,  so that the farmers 

and the  power consumers   stai  emerge with net redistribution benefits  in their 
favour. 

Suppose now that th,   net output of the project consists of foreign 

exchange:     who is  the  ianediate-  beneficiary?    This  depends upon the way in 

which foreign exchange  13  allocated  in the  economy.     The  immediate benefi- 

cies will  be  those persons -  m the pubi 10 or private  sector - who are able 

to us.» the  extra  foreign   ^change  for i.iarginal increases  in imports.     Whether 

thesw  importers  realize  any net  retributive benefits  depends  on how much 

they hav, to pay  for th<.  foreign exchange they use  for importing.     If the 

foreign exchange   is auctioned off ir.  a fro, market,  the   importer nay part with 

domestic currency equivalent to  hir  full willingness to pay.     If the  foreign 

Change is  allocated via son,,  quota system,  the  importer nay buy his  foreign 

exchange at  an officially  determined rate  substantially l.ss than his willing- 

a"SJ  U" Pay   ' ia Vhich C£s^ *><-•  receives rut  redistribution benefits.     The 

rvst   of the  direct aggregate consumption benefits may be  returned in  the form 

of domestic  currency to the enterprise which operates the  foreign exchange 
earning or saving project. 

The analyaiß of th.- redistributiv, effect of the direct aggregate con- 

sumption costs of a project  is  similar to that of the benefits.     The net input 

to a project may be associated at first with the persons who forego the use 

of the good or service whose supply is reduced, and whose willingness to pay 

0 
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for it measures the corresponding direct aggregate consuaption coats.    To the 

extent that those who give UP che goods and services are compensated by others, 

or reduce their own payments to others, the cost  is shifted to other groups. 

Via such cash transfers,  the ultimate costs may he borne by groups quite dis- 

tant from those who are most immediately affected by the project.    Let us 

consider some examples. 

When a worker is withdrawn fron employment elsewhere in the economy to 

work on a public project, the cost is usually passed on to the government 

employer.    A private sector employer loses one Man but saves his wage and - 

assuming the wage reflected the employer's willingness to pay for a marginal 

worker      comes out even.     The worker himself changes employers but presumably 

gets th.;  sanie wage as before, and thus jealiz-s no net gain.     But the govern- 

ment employer pays a wage which would net  be  paid  in the  absence of the pro- 

ject,  and therefore  suffers a redistribution less.     It  should be rioted that 

although the   income group to which  the  worker belongs is unaffected by his new 

job, the regional group aoy well be  affected.    If the worker came from a 

different region to work on the public project,  the region into which he has 

immigrated gains  redistributional  bouefitr  equal to his  earnings, and the 

region which hi. left  loses  the  same'  amount. 

Suppose now that the worker in question was  unemployed before getting 

a job with the project.     (The same argument would held if he held a job earlier, 

but hie previous position was filled by an otherwise unemployed man.)     In this 

case there raay be nc uir,.ct aggregate  consumption  costs to the  economy when 

the man  is put te work on the project.     Ac before,  the government suffers a 

redistribution loss  in the amount of thi   vage It pays.     Howc/er,  in this case 

there  is also a redistribution gain in the  same amount which accrues to the 

worker.    The  direct  aggregage consumption cost is  zero,  but because of the 

cash transfer there  is  both a redistribution gain  and a redistribution loss 

among the twe group,  affected.    From the point of view of redistribution among 

regional groups, there  is now a net gain to the project  region  as before, but 

no net  loss  to any other region. 

When the net input to a project  consists of a material good withdrawn 

from alternative use  elsewhere in the economy,   the  cost   is generally passed on 

to the government m t,ho  saine way as  for employed labour.     A private sector 

firm loses the input but saves the costs with which it would have been purchased, 
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and - except for any excess of willingness to pay over purchase cost - coses 

out even. The government, on the other hand, pays for an input it would not 

otherwise have bought and suffers a redistribution loss. Unlike the case of 

labour inputs, there are no redistribution effects here involving income or 

regional groups other than the government.  except to the extent that dis- 

crepancies arise between willingness to pay and actual market payments. 

The same is true for inputs of foreign exchange. When such inputs are 

used on public projects in a given region rather than elsewhere in the economy, 

there are non-governmental income or regional group gains and losses only to 

the extent that actual payments for foreign exchange differ from willingness 

to pay. As noted earlier, this may well be the case when foreign exchange is 

rationed. When a government licenses foreign currency to private firms who 

are allowed to pay for it at the official (undervalued) rate, these firms are 

in effect receiving a government subsidy. If the government subsequently em- 

barks on a public project and cuts down on the foreign exchange available to 

the private sector in order to allocate it to the project, there is a loss to 

the group and region of the marginal private sector firm which foregoes its 

implicit subsidy. If the government makes any of this foreign exchange avail- 

able to private firms or individuals in the project region, there is a corre- 

nponding group and regional gam in the amount of the accompanying implioit 

subsidy. 

Thus far we have assumed that the input costs of a public project will 

be paid by the government. They may also be passed on in part or in full to 

the tax-paying or the lending public, in which case new cash flows arise with 

redistributional implications. To the extent that taxation is increased, 

there are net losses to each income and regional group that pays the taxes. 

In the case of borrowing, there is redistribution against the lenders at the 

initial stage and in their favour when the loan is repaid. 

In the case of indirect future aggregate consumption benefits and costs, 

we crust also determine to what extent a particular group may be affected. 

Once the net direct aggregate consumption benefits to a group have been 

determined according to the principles outlined above, the corresponding net 

indirect benefits may be calculated by applying a formula akin to equation (13) 

of Part III. Given the marginal propensity to save of the group in question", 
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we first detemine the arjount which would be saved out of the direct net 

benefits accruing to the group.    This amount must then be multiplied by the 

excess of the relevant shadow price of investment over unity in order to 

determine the amount by which the value of the  future consumption benefits 

steaming from the savings exceeds the present  value of the savings.    The 

resultant net indirect (redistribution) benefits accruing to the group must 

then be modified by any associated cash transfers away from the group (e.g. by 

government taxation of investment income). 

After the ultimate net redistributional  impact of a project on any given 

group has been calculated as outlined above,  there remains one further adjust- 

ment which is of importance  primarily in the case of regional group redistri- 

bution.    Whether the net benefits accruing to a particular region are consumed 

or invested, a part of them will be respent within that same region.    To the 

extent that they result in a net transfer of wage or profit income from else- 

where in the economy to the project region,  they will result in a new round of 

benefits to the region.    For example, the expenditure arising from incomes 

earned on the project may draw small business and ancillary services into the 

area.    The income of these enterprises is now earned in the project region and 

contributes to the redistribution of benefits  in  its favour.    Such a chain of 

"indirect" benefits can in principle continue  indefinitely, with the benefit« 

on each successive round progrc,    ¿vely declining. 

If r represents the marginal proportion of the "direct" net redistribu- 

tional benefits P    which -  when respent      results  in additional net benefits 

to the region, then the value of the "indirect'   net redistributional benefits 

VT can be expressed as: 

R1    -    rRD    •    r(rRD)    •   r(r2RD) 

J)    i 2        3 »    R      (r + r    • r   • ...) 

(18) 

and tè« total net redistributional benefits R   %o tbt region i« given by: 

R ,T H»    •    R1 

RD (1 • r • r2 • r3 • ...) 

-   R» 
1 - r 

(if) 
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The expression ic°[rh]   l is called the "regional income multiplier".    It 

is applied to the ''direct" net redistributional benefits R (t)  in a given 
T year t to yield the total net redistributional benefits R (t) to a particular 

region in that year.    The use of equation (19)  for the  regional income multi- 

plier is subject to one qualification;     the successive rourds of benefits 
„D      2D      3JD 

rR  . r H , r IT etc.  actually occur only after an interval of time, whereas the 

formula assumes that they all take place instantaneously.    To be precise, one 

ought to distinguish the successive rounds of benefits according to the time 

at which they occur.    In practice, however, the calculations are likely to be 

sufficiently rough no that no such careful distinctions will be called for. 

In the case of redistribution among groups defined according to income 

class, the counterpart to the regional income multiplier is a "clas3 income 

multiplier" based upon respent benefits which return in future rounds to the 

same group.    It would appear highly unlikely, however, that  such a phenomenon 

could be significant enough either to warrant or to make possible ita inclusi«» 

in the redistribution calculus.    Thus fox all practical purposes, we may dis- 

pense with any such adjustment of the net redistribution benefits accruing to 

particular income groups. 

In retrospect, one might reist the question why no multiplier effect is 

applicable to aggregate consumption benefits for the entire economy.    These 

benefits, too, are respent  in successive rounds, and might be considered 

income-creating for the economy  as a wl olu.    The objection  is that unless there 

are  idle resources to be activated in such a process, no additional net national 

income can be created.    With resources  fully employed,   it   is possible to 

shift  income from one region to another (whence the  regional multiplier 

effect) but not to add to national income in any given year.    On the other 

hand,  if there are idle resources which can be activated in response to a given 

project       and not otherwise      then any additional income generated on this 

accoxint should b» credited a» aggregai« consumption benefits to the project. 
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H a** «M* 9êm- m «arUar «««41M tfcat a o«rr««1 «*>oo<«atlag •# ta* 

Bftttasal mmemlts profitability of » project oft« require« plannen t« *U11M 

•à«io« priée« la place of ta« «arfcet prie«« of «faeifio good« «ad aerriea« pro- 

iuoed or conauned by * projectf thua in tls« etudy "•««•iireaient of Benaftta aad 

Co«t«" prinoiple« for forauiatlng shacov prie«« of specific food* and aarrloea 

«»•lt dieeuaaed.     It ha« alao been aeen that ahadow price« au«t be used for «velu- 

ttM MS?*«**» « cr*^oâiv« apoéjà, and in tuia »tuo/ w« ta*e u¿ tûe ¿¡robl«E of 

¿«Firing «hado* pricaa for two aggregata«,  foreign exchange and saving«.    Than 

«• «hail uae the «hado* prio« of aavings to derive a shadow wage for unskilled 

labour In aituatlon of "labour surplus". 

Introduction, 

Tli« goal of benefit i    coat analysis i» to t rana lata M —By of the ooo- 

a*|uenees of a project, bad M wall ae food,  into a ooanoa unit of aooount,  ao 

that altarnattve invastaent tactioa can be comparad fro« a eootal point of viewt 

the unit of account that seems moat  natural,  and th« one that we have choaan in 

thia .at of studies,   is aggregate consumption,  as measured by the »illingua«« to 

pay of individuals for th« goods and services they consume.    What we are in- 

vestigating in thia section la the value of foreign exchange in tema of aggre- 

gate consumption}   to a  first approximation,   at  least,  we are asking how much 

consumers would be willing to pay for an addiUonal -unit of foreign exchange. 

The "Introduction to Economic«  for Industrial Project Formulation and 

Evaluation" explain« the relationship between willingness to pay, market prie««, 

and conaumer.'  satisfaction.    Here only % reminder is needed that in the absence 

of rationing, market prices reflect  the villingna.« to pay for marginal amounts 

of different ^oods and services.    Thus  if  individual« were  free to boy as much 

foreign exchan.5u as they  liked at the  official rata of exchange and to import 

«A*t they pleased  free  of taxes,  the  shadow pneo of foreign exchange would be 

unity.    The official «xchang« rato would then be a mark«t  price reflecting a will- 

ingness to  pay one  rupee  for the goods  that  can ba purchased with the official 

equivalent of one rupee  m dollars,   pound.,  or francs      This  is  to say that  in- 

dividuals would be willing to give one rupee's worth of domestic goods (worth being 

measured at domestic aarket prices)  for one rupee«, worth of imported good«. 
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fi» t§ß% is that 1B «any, ptrhap« ao»tt d«v«loping economies foreign ex- 

chang» if not fre«ly available at the official rate of exchange.    Nor are pri- 

vat« «conofflic agents free to import whatever thej  choose free of taxes.    Rather,. 

«o»t  governaaents  seek to control  the  composition of  imports.    The rule  is that 

foreign exchange   is not  only taxed but   also  rationed,  formally or informally. 

The question of whether foreign exchange ought  to be rationed rather than 

distributed through the market mechanism Í3 a strategic one beyond the scope 

of this study,     Suffice it to 3\v that  the question cannot be divorced from other 

issues of development strategy.     As the study "Cotnmerical Profitability and 

National Profitability" pointed out,   the scarcity of foreign exchange arises in 

the first  piice  because the official  rate of exchange has  been  inherited from an 

earlier,  usually colonial,  era  m which  it  equilibrated  the balance of payments 

without the need  for rationing of foreign exchange  because of the very  lack of 

emphasis on economic development  characterizing that  era.     But  the post-colonial 

emphasis on economic development has  resulted in new import demands,   as well  as 

in inflation at  hone that  has often had adverse effects  on exports.     Governments 

of developing eoonomies have boon forced to  choose  between  (l)  rationing limited 

amounts of foreign  exchange available  to  them and  (?)  changing the official  ex- 

change  rate  so  that   it  adjusts  demand   to  supply. 

We take no  position on this choice.     But we do wish to register a warning 

against naive  appeals  to classical  or neoclassical  economic liberalism that en- 

join devaluation  and market  allocation  of foreign exchange as the only reasonable 

solution to  the  problems  posed  by an ovar-valued currency.    Certainly the virtues 

of market  allocation demonstrated by models of perfect  competition from which the 

problems of externalities,  market  imperfect i ms,   and achieving a just distribution 

of income are  absent  have  limited relevance  to economics   m which these are mejor 

problems,    The  presumption  m favour  of the market  that  pervades  Western economic 

thought has  no  justification  in resolving the question of ho-' to  allocate foreign 

exchange. 

In situations where,  for better   )r worse,  foreign exchange  is rationed and 

imports taxed,   the very existence of rationing and duties  signifies that  the 

marginal willingness  to  pay for foreign exchange exceeds   its value at  the official 

exchange rate;   if  this were not  the case,   there would be  no need to ration or tax 

the available supply.    By what p#ro&nta«e doe« the willingness to pay for foreign 
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exchange eicoed its value at the official exchange rate?   Thii it another way 

of asking what the shadow prie a of foreign exchange is. 

A one-commodity  sample 

Suppose, to taie-- a simple  (albeit far-fetched) example, that any extra 

foreign exchange that becomer   available will be used to import French cognac at a 

at a o.i.f    price of 15 francs  (Pr.  15) pur bottle.    Suppose at the official 

exchange rata one franc is worth two units of domestic currency,  which for 

deflnitaness wo shall suopose is maasurdd in rupees.    Thus at tha official ex- 

change rate the domastic cost of a bottle   )f cognac  is 30 rupoes (Rs.   30). 

Suppose  furthor that  there are no taxes but  that   the scarcity of foreign ax- 

change   loads   ia turn  to a  scarcity  of co<?nac   i-i   th~   domestic market  such  that 

the market  in the port  of entry  clears only at  a  price of Is    45 per bottle. 

Thus a small  increase  in  the availability of foreign exchange of,   say Pr    I50 - 

Hs.   300 at the offical rata of oxchang, - would permit  the  importation of an 

additional  ten bottles of cognac,   for which the willingness to pay  is  Is.   450- 

Hence  ils.   300 worth of forei<?n  exchange provides consumption for which  the 

willingness to pay is 'is,   450,   which  is to say  that   foreijrn exchange worth 

1 rupee at the official  rat, has a value of  is,   1.5  in tarma of domestic will- 

ingness to pay.    In other words  the shadow price of foreign exchange,  which 

we shall  denote P  ,   is 'Is     15  per rupee, 

Complications 

This simple example  illustrates the principles of calculating the shadow 

price  of foreign exchange       But   of course the real  world significantly differs 

from  the example:     first,   the  example  i.çnoros charras in domestic  production 

triggered >j marginal  imports,   that  is substitution  of imports  for domestic 

production;  second,   increments  of foreign exchange  are not spent  only on one 

commodity; moreover,   some  of the  goods imported ma^y  be producers'   goods  for 

which  there  is no direct  consumers'  willingness  to pay;  third,  the  response 

to added availability of  for. ign  exchange may  D-J   in  part a reduction  in the 

pressure  'o expert  rather  than solely an increase   in  imports;   fourth,   duties 

and excise taxes,   and  the  resulting transfers  of  income between the government 

and th« private sector complicate the problem of evaluating foreign exchange 

in terms of  domestic  willingness  to pay and c.i.f.   prices;  finally,   imports 

may be rationed m the domestic market, so that price doe» not reflect 

marginal willingness to pay, 
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Substitution of iaporte for doaoetic production 

The calculation of shadow price of foreign exchange in the cognac axasplá 

implicitly assumes that th>.; martirial cognac represents a not addition to tha 

economy's consumption of liquor-  Dut sapposu that this is not tha c ,ae, and 

that domestic production of hrandy falls by one bottlv uach tiae an additici al 

bottlo of imported cognac becomes available.  If for simplicity we assuma that 

domustic brandy i« jqu.il in quality and price to imported cognac, than tha 

gain from an additional .Is. 300 of foreign exchange is in reality tho «ixtra 

product that will be produced with the domestic resources that formerly war« 

dovotad to the production of ten bottles of brandy.  If tha marginal cost of 

domestic brandy is equal to its price of 'is* 45, then reduction of domestic 

output of brandy by ten bottles makes resources worth Is. 430 available to 

the domestic economy  Thus the calculation of tha shadow price of foroign ex- 

change is unaffected. 

But suppose that the marginal cost of doaostic brandy is lass than the 

price because, say, of an excise tax on domestic brandy  In this case the re- 

sources released by reducing the domestic output of brandy will have a lower 

value.  For instance, if the excise tax is Us. It» per bottle and the marginal 

cost is ris. 30, then the resources released by reducing the output of brandy 

by ten bottles ar. worth only ¡3  300, which would mean the shadow price of 

foreign exchange would be "Is. 1.00 per rupee 

>o shall in general assume as a first approximation that marginal imports 

do not substitute for domestic output but rather represent net additions to 

tha goods availably to the economy.  It would be equivalent to assume sub- 

stitution of imports for domestic equivalents, with marginal costa of domoetic 

equivalent equal to their respective prices. The one exception to the "no- 

substitution" assumption occurs m the discussion of espital goods that follows 

on pp I12-I4.  Ignoring substitution between imported capital goods and domestic 

production seems less tenable than ignoring substitution possibilités in 

other cas 38. 

A two-commodity example 

The next complication is relatively easily disposed of. Suppoeo that in 

addition to cognac, there is a second import that receives a share of incre- 

mental supplies of foreign exchange.  Suppose further that the c.i.f. price of 

this second import is rîs 10 pur unit at tho official rate of axchanga, and 
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tfcat ths doaastic aark.it eljarla* prioo ig 2». 20 par uni.   rinally »uppoea 

that *t tho aar^in,  <ms quartar of incruaants of foroipi «xchanfe *• allo-satod 

•o tha sacond import and thraa quartan to cognac,    Thus tha doaastic willing- 

a**a to pay for thu importa purchasable with,  say,  2m,  400, worth*'of foreign 

sxchange n 

It    (45 x 10 • 20 x 10)   - Is.  650 

Tha firat tona in paranthusis ia thü willingnasa to pay for the oognao pur- 

chaaod with thrca quartars of the  incrataant in foraign exchange} at Ha.  10 

por bottle (tha price at the official exchange rata), 3a.  300 ( • 4 x Ss.  400) 

eovors tun botti as.    Tho rotaaindor of tho incremant of foreign sxohango, 

Ra.   100 (  » \ x   is.   400), covors  thu purchase of tun unite of commodity two, 

for which tho domestic willin.jnjss  to pay is 'is    20  pjr unit;   tho second tarm 

in parenthesis Measures thu willin^nass to pay for tho portion of foraign ux- 

ohanga allocated to the fécond import, 

'is. 650 is thus the willingness to pay for Ha.   400 worth of foraign ax- 

chango,    Thj shadow pnco, as thu willingnase to pay per rupoa of foraijn ax- 

oh«*,, 1. »h. ratxo   »... ££   or    P* - ri.. 1,625 por rupo«. 
400 

One inportant point ou^ht to ba noted.    It appears that the valua of 

foreign axchango would bo increased by shifting tho allocation of foraign 

axchange from cognac  to tho sjcond import.    Indaad,   this is so but thü point 

la  relevant only   if the allocation of foreign axchaa^o can bo ragardod as opan 

to choico in tho  contaxt of project   formulation and ovaluation.    Th^; view 

underlying tho  proejnt discussion,   howovor,   is that  the allocation of marginal 

incroyants of foroi.cn axchan^e  is  mor,' realistically  thought of as a prior 

dacision rofU'Ctinf pr-forances and constraints,  a decision that ought  to be 

taken as given with respuet to project choice,    ?h*,t  is,  tho marginal allocation 

of foreign axchan?j  ia hero regarded as a givan paraatatar of tho invostmant 

dacision rather than as a choice variable. 

1/ A rupsa'g "worth" of foreign exchanges will always imply valuation at 
tho official rato of exchaaga unLaas tharo is a spocific contrary 
indication. 
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Qgparaliiatiop to a cowoaititi 
Generalization of the principle« of determining the shadow prie« of 

foreign exchange to the case of an arbitrary number of commodities is straight- 

forward.    Let m.  be the fraction of foreign exenange allocated to the i      of 

n commodities at the uiargin,  and let ?,  represent the domestic market clearing 

price (port of -ntry) reflecting the marginal willingness to pay for the ith 

import.    Finally,  let ?.  represent the c.i.f.  price of the ith import.    Then 

m. 
— measures the quantity of the i      import that will be purchased with a 
P 
i 

m. 
marginal rupee's worth of foreign exenange and -^   P.    measures the willing- 

i 

tu ness to pay for tne fraction of tne rupee devoteü to the i      commodity.    The 

shadow price of foreign exchange is the willingness to pay for the goods im- 

ported with the entire rupee, which is to say 

P
F
 - -i p? •...• -i P

D
 •...• -4 P^ 

ps      l pS      i pa      n 
i i n 

If we rewrite this formula in the equivalent form 

F n P. 
P     •    ï   m.    4 UÌ 

i-l    x    ?l 

we ace that the shadow price of foreign exchange can be thought of at a 

weighted average of the ratios of domestic market-clearing prices tc c.i.f. 

prices, the veignts, tû.,...,,m   reflecting the content of the marginal import 

bill. 

Naturally we are concerned with tne anadow price of foreign exchange in 

future years as well as in the present.    In fact  formula (l) can be used for 

any year provi dea one has estimates of the marginal import bill and market- 

cl-aring and c.i.f.  prices of imports in that year,    but it should be recog- 

nized that the confidence one can have in tue estimates of tnese parameter* 

will generally diminisn rapidly as one looks  farther and farther into the 

future. 

Producers'  goods 

Tne next complication on our lilt is tnat producers* goods as well a« 

consumers'  goods generally figure in the »arginai import bill,  indeed producer»' 

goods are often the dominant form of imports in developing countries.    Actually, 
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producers' goods are principally of two kinds:     intermediates for consumption 

goods and capital goods.    Intermediates poso little difficulty as  long as 

they move through competitivo markets as they arc transformed into  consumption 

goods.     Capital  goods also pono ne  serious problems  provided such  constraints 

as limit   the  choice  of the  rate   of capital  formation  are political   and in- 

stitutional  in  nature rather than  te ::'anological,   which is to say  that  thoro 

are constraints  on th~ exte.it  to  v-hich the economy can tx induced or forced 

to abstain from consumption,   hut   no constraints  on the supply of capital  goods. 

Intermediate consumption ge-ods 

A.E the study "' ieasurement  of  Benefits and Coats" showed, under competitive 

conditions the  derived demand for  intermediates  reflects consumers'   willingness 

to pay for end-productr.    Than  the  formula ,;jivon earlier in this  study  can be 

used without modil'ioa ti-,m      However,   the willingness   to pay of monopolists 

and oligopolists  for intermediates  vrill not  in  general  fully refloat the will- 

ingness to pay  of consumers  because  imperfect  competitors tend to  take tho 

elasticity of demand for their products into account   in deciding how much to 

produce,     This   is not  to say that   any imperfection  is  enough to vitiate  the 

willingness-to-pay calculus,   rather,   the extent   to which market  imperfections 

matter depends  on tne  extent  to which they lead to divergonce between marginal 

costs and prices      This is  an empirical question  specific to each  economy, 

one that  cannot   be resolved in an  elucidation of general principios-, 

Capital goods 

Capital goods present the samo problems as consumption intermcdiatai, and 

additional ones  too      One of tne  pervasive  features of this series  of studies 

is  the assumption of constraints  on  the rate of capital  formation,     If these 

constraints aro   political  and institutional alone,   then tne availability  of 

foreign exchange does not  affect   the  rate of investment.    This  is  not  to  say 

there is no link  between imports  aad  investment,   but   rather that   the causality 

works tho  other way around:   the  rate  of investment  together with domestic  pro- 

duction  possibilities determines   the   level   of imports   (and exports).     Thus  if 

extra foreign  exchara-j becomes  available bat political  and institutional  con- 

straints do not   permit an increase   in the rate  of saving corresponding to  the 

share of capital  goods  in the marginal  import  bill,   then the marginal  imports 

of capital ¿oods  will merely  substitute  for domestic  production.     If  (l)   the 

resources releaaeü  domestically  from capital  formation ar« devoted  to production 

of consumption goods for the home market (a reasonable assumption in a modal in 

which constraint s on inve«taont are not technological  in nature),  and if 
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(2) relative prices of capital goods and consumption goods in domestic markets 

reflect domestic marginal rates of transformation (a somewhat heroic assumption 

in any model), then the domestic prices of imported capital goods can be used 

as surrogates for the willingness tc pay for the  consumption goods that owe 

their existence to the  import  of capital goods.     For in this  case the domestic 

prices  of imported capital goods will reflect tl.e  extra cc .sumption that  re- 

sources released from production of capital goods  domestically will provide. 

This leaves the problem of how to evaluate  imported capital goods that 

do not replace domestic production, that is to say, capital goods whose im- 

portation  is  accompanied by an  increase in the rate of investment.    To the 

extent  that constraints on tae  rate of investment  are  political and institu- 

tional,   the argument  of the  previous paragrapn applies.     in  evaluating the 

foreign exchange allocated to capital goods, w«. want to know the willingness 

to pay  for the consumption  foregone.     Thio  can be   viewed as the domestic will- 

ingness  to pay for consumption  goods whose production  would have to be foregone 

domestically  if capital  goods wer«,  produced at home rather than imported.     The 

domestic  prices of  imported capital goods can i>¿   used as aurrogates for will- 

ingness  to pay for  tfteSe  consumption gooas  if it  xö assumed tnat relative 

domestic  prices of capital goouc  and domestically  produced consumption goods 

reflect domestic marginal  rites  uf tr-uiu format ion. 

In economica  lacking significant capital goods  industries the arguments 

f the   previous  paragraphs  do not  apply  directly,   for the possibility of sub- 

stitution  between domestically  produced capital  goods and imported ones does 

.-.••t  -;xiat.     Nevertheless;,   if  ^   continue to  as ¿un*  that the  rat-- of saving is 

.¿jutvd  only  by   political   factors,   tnei. the   -ibsence  of a aoaestic  capital 

fî-.U  industry does  net pos»t   wi* armour» tabi e   prob A ems  tu  th.   u«e of dene s tic 

• r.-.rs of  imported capitai  gvjodt,  m* surrogates  for to*,  wiilinga**» te pay  for 

r .rvgpii«.  consumption.     In.,   f r-.-ge*« cuo.,^! iw   m  tai»  cast  can  u.  viewed as 

i*.-.-.r  U)   the  cuumvmer gooû«   «¿ud   lattfkdi.Us  tn.-it  could h%w L*eö  ¡«pejrted 

«.--:.  tn*   ff,r%. iffi -neii>mgß-  ail«.*-at «4   *t  ti»,   «yrgin  te c*jpit*i  goods  or  {^}  ta# 

H"-rts   tnat   .?ouid  n»**   t««n  n*ert*d  to ir«  bo»   **r*4;t   it.  th*.   %***nc*  of 

-^¿i&ai   import* et c^^tml ¿ood»       Tn,   „**     f  to* *t t .   tri:'«»     *  un«rt*4 

-.. .'.*i   good»  « •jT-^at-.-«  for  it-   f.in-u^f   t     ^-  fo»  t*r*mfm*  cmi**mw*>tem 

, •' - »m|#ti#*• taat 4<aav*t»,'  ¡*ri-«* of 4j^i,rt«4 »4^,1%%* gw-m» **«§ m§m%«4 cn»<» 

•-**r  «cods,   4^pc4Tt»^  lawnMuaUi,   ,r «aynrt« (a«   ta.  «aa* nj t« Ï art 

^---•imti^nai  %m i«t%raa«n-a**i> prie«*.. 
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It nay be that limitations on the rate of saving are technological 

instead of, or in addition to, political and institutional.    For example, 

suppose the economy's capital goods industries  (construction, machine building 

etc.) are very small or non-existent and tnat tne domestic output of capital 

goods cannot be  augmented by a ¿¿ore labour-intensive use of existing equip- 

ment.    Suppose also tnat foreign exchange earnings cannot Ke increased by 

reducing domestic consumption of goods traditionally exported because of & 

low elasticity of demand for the country's traditional exports.     If in addi- 

tion imports of finisned and intermediate consumer goods cannot be reduced 

by reducing domestic consumption, tuen the limitation on the availability of 

foreign exchange together vita the limitation on the domestic output of 

capital goods may aalte it  impossible tc  increase tne level of investment - 

quite independently of politicai and institutional considerations  - unless 

free supplies of  foreign exchange cari be  increased uy means of new non- 

traditional exports or by aeans of import  substitution.     In this case, un- 

like the ones analysed in previous paragraphs,  the level of investment 

depends on the availability of foreign erxnan^e. 

In general,   nove ver,  the  limitation on the rate of investment  posed by 

constraints on tat  supply of foreign excnange appears to be less important 

than limitations  posed by  political and  institutional  factors,     hence, having 

taken note of tue  possibility of tne technological constraint on  saving in 

vnich foreign excnan&e plays a  limiting role, ve nevertheless stick to 

formila (1), which assumes tnat constraints on tne rate of saving are politi- 

cal and institutional. 

sporti 

The next complication OD our liât -   that marginal increment« in the 

supply of foreign exchange uay lead to a reduction of exports as veil to 

increase in imports  - is sore eatily treated than the ones ve have dealt 

with up to now.     rfe  can pretend that réductions  in exports are  increases in 

import• and evaluate them accordingly.    Tnat  is,  if at the margin the fraction 

it a rapte**  *orti.  ,sf foreign «xeuan<ge   is   "spent    on  the j       export 

nag that  tr.«  • export« of tr.«  j      cosiKxuty are reduced by m    rupees vhen 

the awkUaèilitj  of for»*^B «jtchafli« i&ereaae» by one rupee),  and if the 

%mm»%i€ wuiia#n*s« for %t* ¿ " »apart  i* ?" ana the f.o.o. price at the 

official raie of mtrmt^t fa, tau UM vilJuj|t?Mas to pay for toe fraction 

Ol 
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of incremental foruign exchange spont on reducing axport» of tho j  coamodity 

is 

PD 

J 

With this convent ion t foreign axehaago ,,&llo©at«*d,, to riducine ««pert« can 

be included in fonnula (l). 

Taxes and transfers 

He now cone to one of the thorniest   gestions of evaluating foreign 

oxchango:    the treatment of indirect taxes,   particularly excise and import 

duties,     Do v/v.  include or exclude them  in our calculations of the  shadow 

price of foreign  exchange?    Taxes  ire  excluded  fron the o   i,f     ( or f osb. ) 
3 S 

prices    P.   ,   .      ,   P       by  the Very definition  of these prices;   end this  is 

as  it  should be,   for these  prices are  measures of the  foreign exchange 

cost  of imports   (and   exports)   at  the  official   rate   of exchange       3ut  taxes 
P D are  included in  the   market  prices    P.    ,,    .-,P   ,   for these  prices  are 
i '    ' n' 

measures of consumers ' willingness to pay for floods that enter into inter- 

national trade, 

3ut this is not the end of the story  Supposi- the government *s ability 

to tax is constrained by political considerations  Suppose also that the 

marginal social value of government expenditure is greater than th, marginal 

social value of private expenditure  Then if by virtue of the sane political 

constraints that lirr.it its ability to tax, the government cannot increase 

the budget deficit, any transfer of income fror: the pri/ate sector to the 

government that accompanies an increase in the availability of foreign ex- 

change r.hould be taxen into account,  If t. is the sun of indirect taxes 
tb 1 

levied on the i  good, then 

n T. 
E   m.    — 

i«l    x    pS 

i 
represents the increase in the resources at  the disposal of the govornmont 

fron the availability of the marginal  rupee's worth of foreign exchange. 

In a project's national  profitability  accounts,   the  amount  obtained by 

Multiplying expression (2)  by the project's  net  foreign exchange earnings 

(•oasuxsád at tho official ratu of exchange)  should be treated as a transfor 
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fro« the private sector to ta« government.    Such transfers are analysed in th« 

study "Measurement of Benefits and Costs'   and that discussion nee a not be 

repeated here. 

It should be noted tnat any profits tnat accrue to the government by vir- 

tue of a monopoly in foreign trade suould, like taxes, be treated as a transfer 

fro« the private sector to tue government.    If, for example, the whole differ- 

ence between the market-clearing price of Rs.  Up per bottle of cognac and the 

c.i.f,  price of Rs.   30 per bottle is tne fruit of a government monopoly in the 

importation rf cognac, the effect on the distribution of income between the 

government and the private sector is tue saue ab if tue difference between the 

two prices  is  tne rebult of an  import duty  of Hs.   lp per dottle.- 

Rationing 

Up to now it has been implicitly assumed that imported goods are distri- 

buted through the market mecuan.-'sra once tney enter the country, even though 

the decision as to what gooas to import is not left to the market mechanisa. 

If an import is rationed, then its domestic market price underestimates the 

willingness to pay for tne good.  For lutertaediates tae situation is not hope- 

less, because sometimes tae willingness to pay l'or intermediates can be imputed 

from tne market prices of the goous ana services into wnose production tney 

enter.  If a producer utilizzo a single rationed import ii. the production of a 

good sold in a competitive market, and if all otut.-r inputs are purchased in 

competitive markets, tuen the residual surplus wnicn remains after deducting 

the costs of production (including a normal profit on capital) can be attribu- 

ted to tne rationeu import. The willingness to pay for this import is the sum 

of the rationed price and the average residual surplus per unit of the rationed 

import. 

¿I   If the marginal bottle of cognac could be sold on the domestic market only 
by reducing the price sdghtly, tue loss of profit (or tax revenue) to the 
government on all the inframarginal bottles of cognac must be taken into 
account. The marginal revenue (Mh. ) revenue to tne government, taking 
into account this loss of revenue, is 

MR. *  (1 + —)  PD 
i        t .    i 

i 

where e^  is the elasticity of demand witn respect to price,    tfhere tne 
elasticity of demand is iniuus infinity (that is, when the demand schedale 
is horizontal), the marginal revenue ia tne same as the market-clearing 
price. 
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Ifafortunately this method of imputing willingness to pay for rationed 

imports break» down if toe conditions outlined above are not fulfilled. Por 

instance, if the producer is an oligopolist or monopolist rather than a com- 

petitor, then it becomes impossible to separate tne surplus earned on the 

rationed import from the oligopoly or monupoly profit, there is no such thing 

as a "normal" oligopoly or monopoly profit. Also if there is more than one 

rationed input, whether of domestic or foreign origin, it is impossible to 

allocate the surplus between tiieiti. 

If imported consumer goods are rationed in domestic mar «vet 6, then it be- 

comes virtually impossible to measure consumers' willingness to pay unless one 

has urusually good estimates, of tneir demand schedules.  The best procedure is 

probably to eliminate rationed goods from the calculation entirely and adjust 

the weights (m. ,..., m ) on i.he remaining goods so tnat tney add up to unity. 

If rationed goods are a sufficiently small fraction of tne total, this pro- 

cedure will probably do little harm.  On the otaer hand, if rationing is 

uoiquitous, tnen we mignt wexl despair altogether of using willingness to pay 

as a measure of tne aggregate consumption value of foreign exchange.1 

Smnrwry 

If the economy is reasonably competitive, tnen the shadow price of foreign 

exchange can be written as the weignted average of ratios of domestic market 

prices at the port of entry to c.i.f.  prices computed at the official rate of 

exchange.    Denoting the fraction of the marginal rupee's worth of foreign ex- 

change devoted to the i      coiamodity by m. ,  the domestic market price  (port Of 
D •*" S 

entry) by P., and the c.i.f.  price at the official rate of exchange by P., 
. . F x 

the shadow price of foreign exchange ?    is given by the formula 

pF   "      *        *     "i        - (1) 
n PD 

I m 
i 

i 

i«l 
PG 

i 

Formula (l) presupposes that, except for capital goods, marginal im- 

ports represent net additions of goods (instead of substitution for domesti- 

cally produced goods). To take care of capital goods, it is supposed that 

relative prices of consumption and capital goods in domestic markets reflect 

domestic marginal rates of transformation, this assumption Decomes relevant 

when the fraction of marginal imports devoted to capital goods differs from the 

marginal rate of saving. Formula (l) also presupposes that the rate of saving 
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it net constrained by the availability of foreign exchange, which is to Mgr 

that the domestic capital goods industry, or export industries, or iaports of 

consulter goods are  sufficiently elastir that the rate of saving is liai ted not 

by a shortage of capital goods but rather by a lack of effective demand.     In 

other words, such constraints as there may be on the rate of saving are poli- 

tical and institutional in ntture rather than technological      Moreover, 

formula (l)  presupposes that monopoly, oligopoly, and rationing are not so per- 

vasive that market prices cease to reflect willingness to pay for intermediate« 

as well as final goods ana services.    Otaer assumptions required to justify 

formula (l)  are stated in the course of the discussions summarized in this 

partwgraph. 

Sayings 

Introduction 

Throughout this series of studies, constraints on the rate of saving 

have been noted; the consequence of tnese constraints is that a rupee saved is 

socially more valuable at the margin than a rupee consumed.    Formally, this has 

meant that criteria for project formulation and evaluations attach a shadow 

price, P  , to saving, a snadow price that is normally expected to exceed unity. 

In this section we  snail set out the principles for determining the value of 

the shadow price of saving. 

General principles 

Suppose marginal investments in the economy yield a constant,  perpetual 

return of r rupees for each rupee invested now.    If the social rate of dis- 

count  i is also a constant over time, and if the returns from investment are 

consumed as they become available, tuen the present value of the aggregate 

consumption generated by the marginal investment  is: 

£     _JL_     «   _L_ - (3) 
t-1    (l+i)* i 

This is the value of the marginal unit of investment in terms of present 

aggregate consumption, whicn is precisely what is meant by the term "shadow 

price of investment" or    shadow price of saving".     (For present purposes "in-    * 

vestment'*  and 'saving"  are synonymous.)    Thus under the assumption of constant 

social rates of return and discount and insediate consumption of returns, the 

shadow price of saving P    is the ratio of the social rmte of return to the 

social rate of discount. 
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Si %fe§ study "Th« bocial Rat« of Attuila and th« Social Rat« of Dücount ' 

it MM observed that, in tue absence of constraint«, a condition of optimal 

development is that the social rate of return and the social rat«  jf discount 

be equal.    In this case, therefore, the shadow price of saving is one.    Ait 

the s suae study also indicated n^ny reasons  for expecting r and i to be dif- 

ferent  in practice.     If the social rate of return exceeds the social rate of 

discount, the shadow price of investment will exceed one. 

Even as a first approximation, however,  it is unrealistic to supposa 

•JUL returns from investment are  immediately contused, at.  formula (k)  as SUMS. 

Rather a fraction s will be  saved aita the remainder (1-b) will be consumed. 

This neans that the original  stake of one  rupee will not  remain constant but 

instead will  grow over time.     If  we denote the amount accumulated in year t 

t>y A  ,  then the contribution to aggregate consumption in year t  from the 

original one rupee stake is  (1-s) x rA  .    On the assumption that s as well as 

r and i remains constant over tir~e    f   , equal to tue present value of the stream 

of consumption, becomes 

v                  (l-aJrA,. 
P*    »    I       ~± 

t=i   d+ir 

Now to evaluate this expression, we need only write out A in terns of s and 

r. In year 1, A is of course one, the original stake. But in year 2, the 

stake is augmented by reinvestment of sr. Thus in year 2, A« • (l+sr). In 

year 3, the fraction s of year 2's return of rA is added to the stake. So 

2 
A = A2 + srA2 = (l+rr)A? = (l+sr) . 

Indeed, the general formula relating the accumulation in year t to the accumu- 

lation  in the previous year, t-1,  is 

At s At-i + srAt-i = (1+sr)Vi = u*«)*"1. 
Thus formula (5) becomes 

„.   m        (l-sM.n-sr)1"1 
pK . f        _  t (f) 

t«l     (1 + i) 

Rewriting the above in the equivalent form 

l+sr t.A1+;-/ 
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m em wüte «M of tit« tttMft«** tochuííjue for twtliifttlaf perpetual constant 

•tremai of rotura« (tec tho appendi* to the ttuáy •^«•»rieiO. Profitability 

find National Profitability)      This fiv#» 

F* -   !±±i     , (?) 
1-Hr 

which is to say that th« shadow price of saving ti tlwi produot of the share 

of conauapt i an its the nvfinal  returns fro« inwataont and the social rate of 

return,   (l-a)r,  divided by the difforones between the sooial  rito of discount 

and the rate at which capital  accumulates by virtue of reinvestment,   i~sr. 

F-rmula  (7),   it should be mtod,   assumes that the rate   >f ¿rrowth of the origi- 

no!  etake,   sr,   in   loss than the  scoiai rsto  of discount,   t.     Otherwise,   tho 

shadow  price  of saving,   <w defined by  formula  ('<',   be conns  infinito.' 

Formula  (?)   can be reached  b:   o   hfferont  route       instead of computing 

the  present  value   of th«   consumption stream produced diroetly   and   indirectly 

t\v  a   present   investment    îf or...   r ipci ,   we   -rm  ~omput.n  + he  present  value  of  the 

rum of  the direct   --or.tn b\,t i .ns   t     a ^.^Bunptiin   M-sOr,   and   the direct   con- 

tribution te   invi'Btnicr.1   sr,   wl •-. ir,¿; th.   s< -ootid   - jnpoiu.nt  of returns  at   the 
K shadow price   >f savxi.fy,   P r!i .o   '",«•   \me-al   return  bee )mes 

(l-tOr +   V nr., 

if, as wc assumo as -> first ippr oame.t i on, the shadow price of saving is con- 

stant over timo, the present valu1 of the returns from the original stake il 

JK   «    (l-s)r + P"vsr 

After simplifying the obn'.- «-xproasion, we obtain 

JC __   (l-s)r +- F^sr 

ì 

if wc now solve for r  , wo obtain formula (?) 

•*-  {±±  (T) 
i-sr 
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Wfrl-ftOMtMi retara and laving rate» 

If any of the relevant parameters - fche marginal ral« of •avin« or the 

social rate of roturn,   (or,  for that matter,  the iooial rato of dUoount) - 

chancee  over time   the;  social  value  of next year'» »string relative to next 

year's consumption will  differ  from the social value of this yew's «avtnf 

relative to this year's consumption,     Formally,   the shadow price F   will chant» 

over tiao,     Indeed,  one might normally expect  that any divergence between r 

and  i  will   eventually disappear,   so that  after gome date  in tho  future r   will 

equal  one.     If central  planners   >r forecasters  can estimate  the  time at  which 

the values of r  and  i  will   converge,   or - what  amounts to the same thing - if 

they can directly estimate the  time   at which  the savings  constraints will eeaae 

to be  bindinr,   then  the  fol lowing procedure  con be  used  to  estimate  the ihadow 

price  of savings  for each year,. 

For simplicity,   suppose  that  the social  rate of discount  remains eonstant 

and only  tho social   rate of retern  and tht   marpinal  rate  of saving chanpe. 

Denote  the social   rate  of return   m year u bv  r     and  the marginal   rate  of savin* 
u 

in year u by  s^ .     Then   the  shadow  price  of ßavmp in year  t,   which we shall 

denote  by  P.   ,   is  the  present   val ie  of aggrefat o  consumption frora the marginal 

rupee  of investment   in  ve.ar  *: 

K m u'    i       j a   ,t 
v       tt-1.   t+11 

FT    • Z • 7 "   •     •• (a\ 
%        u-t*l (lfi)u" 

This formula  is  anal aro us  t>  formula (o),   t!ie  numerator 's  first  f.actor  (l-a  ) 

represent i nr the marginal   •"onpumpti^-n per  unit   ->f  income   m year  u,   the Second 

factor  r     the   income  generati, d   by   •-•ach  mut  of  .-apital   m ,',-ar  u,   ard   the  pro- 

duct   ir.  square brackets  n-pree  ntiu.c thv.  accumulation  oí" capital   iti yo.ar u 

from an original   staku  of   i;i<   rupi'-. 

Pormul.'   (8)   can be  simplified even  further by  noting that  once r    and 

i  become  equal,   the  present  valu;-   of all   future returns  becomes  one.     That  is, 

if r     is  equal  to   i   for  all years  after year T,   then  the  shadow price  of saving 

in year T and all   later years   is  one: 

(1-s  )r 
u \\     u Ifs r  )....(ifs-  ,rm .) 

u u' v       T-l  T+l' 

T        u*T+l (l+i)u_rr 
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»low tOBSiêt? m invcif^nt, of one .-upee at time t.    Segregating the consumption 

¿«cerata* np t-o tirite T fret tie cor.siaiptron generated after T, ve have 

7       (i-s )r    ¡ 'J>-i •'*  '      (l-^s^ nr    , ) 1 
pK «   « '-      -M-u t-«-! t»U 

u»%-1 Q + ^\U-t 

u»yT;. • t^^,,)    f   a-su)ru [u*vV--<i+wW3 
ÍHÍ)" i.Ol (ni)"* 

« scccad •un ía siwnly P^, which by assmeption i¿ equal to 1.   Hence tba 

o -e fot nul« reduce t t,o 

?        O-e  )r     ¡(H r ) (i+s      r      )| 
'i    ut        u *' ^ alti-1 

Jl 

(l-sr* 

(9) 

sa*1*, Î9Î txt-«jb*.«     L-  fr-v.- T•:.•.'-;.. l3f raving as the sua of "joint product»*: 

'-"•«•v. ttra i«? '-*>"? ?r.:.-^   :JLL--; .1'" ya»v t of consumption generated up to 

-" \; the s^cni, tftnr ir  *i\e rvsc^fc value of the capital accumulated in 

..   Ì   from ¿rj e-it'noi  -. *i ' rv„<c-i irv«.stir=::t. 

ranau'   (J   •-••   . .*? ":r   -, *--rv-¡ -   -oír. fámula (8)   since it requires 

•»'.»•er es;Ì2»teì on1/ f'-r   * Vt'vrs-  ¿p+ht r tban  "or an  infinite future.     But 

* (>)  i,* o,,i.i.i'.I;' E»j.:h ri"~" canbcrooiic c- use then formula (7), which 

t.,s con.ten*, i,  . , S"1 «;      vr    c^yro:.* J_- Li at  is possible when planners 

• re--*«t  u:e  ti te . )        •'   i - • 
II 

• ill  r.irwr^p,  but  not t^e exact 

*> .)* r    «id i   ,  U   : • t-.. o. -c» that :•   ir-d s a£ > eJ 1 AS i retain their current 
u u 

• t*w-«r  m-w :a-l * M»    '.       .ir'j rjsr rorido aa-suruption reduces formila (9) to 

U-T-.1 f--! 

f        iJ^Jt-'LlrT^Ll'J--   ..   :J.l3lllIl 
'i-i--t (i-i) r-t 

%       i-«      rAii/    j      u*i/ 
(JO) 
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Examination of formila (10) reveals that if f i» mintimi* 

i exceeds sr, then formula (10) becomes approximately equal to formila (T), 

at least for small values o" t.    In other words the assumption of perpetually 

constant values of r, ä and i leads tc approximately trie sage resulti as the 

compromise of assuming constant values of these parameters up to the time mt 

which the social rate of return arid  the  social rate of discount co©•erf». 

The "labour-surplus" economy 

Principles for relating the  social rate of discount to the rmte of eco- 

nomic growth have been discussed in tue study    The Social Rate of datura «na 

the Social Rate of Discount", row to coaplemeat that discussion we shall a** 

amine the relatior.snip of the social rate ->f return und the marginal  rate nf 

saving to wages and profits  in a   'labour-surplus" economy, that  is,  »a as 

economy in whicn the  social  rate of return differì   fro* the social   rats of 

discount  because the wage rate  for  unskilled labour differ«  fresi its «#s*r- 

tun ity costs.^ 

Let the wage rate for unskilled labour be denoted w me let  the ofps>§- 

tunity cost of unskilled labour the marginal productivity of ywa*a«its Mbttae 

holdings are small,  individuala  in overcrowded  service  industries,  or,   is tan 

limit, totally  unemployed individuals  -  be denoted  %,-      Assume that  -at ìi1 1st 

workers consume il e ir entire  income aad that the or! y other eetegery ef in- 

come is profits, of which the fraction a is saved, and the fernet mm (i-n)  is 

3J    In the preset discussion, unakiUnsl labour means labour tant cesse* Mi 
a project without special »kills.    Vforkers w'*> receive t mi mag («n 
the job or otherwise) are  still  unskilled, in terms of their  forese** 
opportunities, which is the relevant  sanse  if the tern fur the amenant 
purposss. 

kj    The obstacles to a*AJ*urio« i  snould not t*  i >%%  ugni «,'f      ¿ero  , 
be a bad first approximation,  but  i,   i» m ptir*. m änderest imat«. 
Under-eapioynent  ratner than  unemplo^nsut  ii  tne typi-m.  condition ef 
the "surplus-labour" economy,  ani* tue marginai   pr<*d,*-tívity  of tne 
uader-eaployed workers  is not   literally tero eve» taougft  it  «iitfct  ke 
quite low« 
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%hm\ the only tlo« that bind are those (poUtioal ones) that limit demand. 

the form the project's output takes is of no cons«3?ruence;  if the pro- 

portion  jf capital  roods  i'i a project's   output  is  inconsistent with the effects 

s« 4o*wd thit  follow 'ron th:  distribuii in of the project's  i nome,  supplies 

of capital  ¿*->o4s  Vid consumption pj-^ds elsowherc  1:1 the  f>.*>n>my will  adjust 

%~> feriiyc 'wrr-alL  supplia»   t-i**>   th?"  lin» with over-all  dc;nand3.    This  assump- 

ti«R êâjs not  rost   on th», belief that tochn:>lo,rical constraints nover limit 

tft* softly  of capital roods,  hut  rather on the conviction  that technological 

c**Mtr*iftts on the sappi/ of capital foods arc unimportant relativo to polit- 

ical e »fwrtrainta Usiti ¡v. d*«*md. 

Ttm saaAov prie« sf ssrinf (or investment) is tha sum of eontrihutions 

*•> <*wr*#ats ofunapti'Mi ov-,r time from % marginal investment of one rupee, 

mk0i%-A *y ta*   »%1'ì:   if «vnn^l  increments in consumption at different times 

rwi%tiw  tí  prunkt  -)nrjsptun.     The magnitude   >f this shadow price depends 

*pm IS»   ait -fit  t-  whi-h th* «-»-lal rata of return diverges from the 3"»cial 

r%%«   :t  li»'-»âr*t   T4   ip->n th.   ',«ar*nn al vite.   :,f saving      The shadow prica of 

mmviñs    •*'<M»4.-   iFi%\   *f  th    *>«~i»l   rato   >f returns exceeds  the e »cial   rate 

»f fis«>->»m#;   **i«   in  t«tk.;n  ir  this  scries of studi or   to He the typical  case 

f*r «Wv»l'f»'*    *•* m »m «•  -»n tV   assumption that   institutional  and political 

*•*»#*r-%i««t«  pff-i^snt  ta*     ov»»r«mcnt  from mobilizing sufficient savings to 

s«f»*t»  tu«  s^i*i   r^tí*    f r-'tir»-.  with  the social rate   of discount. 

Ï*  «^        ATS-    f  •*•   lis- ASSI ir several  formulas have boon given for 

la» WM<é w prà-     -f s-vtn*,  refì-imr esplicati >ns such as the nonconstaney 

•# s*r«*«~**'   #,,_  «   .*» r  u^ .     4^4  t1  th- next~t3~!ast  section the general 

pp-t«r.»    ê  r * » »#,ri ^  t*>    »h%!->w pri..v    if rav.n* h»vo been   ippliod to  a 

*\ %*   1#  t.ft   „*    „   .«, .^     »   *».i-i  th« »-rial  rate   >f return differs from the 

• *.,**   #%*       f  i%m   +%  •        iM..  xtH; «y    r-.t...-   liffirs  from the.    prortunity 

•  ,fc    •'•»--^-••rt    #* *u   i,fi-   »  m the cours*»  >f th« discussion 

.# %** m^ «   pr **.,„,,     *^s ,-,-»..**   »f   ,.n.=  additional worksr directly 

*•#*<•<***     ,.-*-%#    f   »   ,*   **     f  ^jnr-r-t'J c ín#íj»pti3B.     »ut th« worker 1* 

*    -*•***.  **•  =s**n* «tft », •> »us -«pigment  mercases agrégat© 
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consumption by (w - s) rupees.   Moreover the esetra wage payment w reduces the 

income of profit recipients by an oqual amount, which reduces consumption by 

(l-a)w and savings by aw. 

T.n the study "The Measurement of Benefits and Costs1' the changes in the 

savinç-consumptior TI i y occasioned by the  transfers of income that  accompany 

increased employaient  -?crc  treated as indirect  benefits,  and the shadow wage 

of labour was  defined -is tac direct opportunity cost  z.    This is  a straight- 

forward and correct  procedure,  but sometimes  it may be simpler to  include 

those  indirect  effects in the shadow wage,   and bore  a procedure  is spelled 

out for do in? so. 

General principios 

The procedure  actually is very simple.     To the direct  opportunity cost 

of labour z,   vc  add the consumption lost  by recipients of profits   (l-a)w  and 

saving lost  by recipients  of profit,  evaluated  at the shadow price   of saving» 

Paw,   then subtract  the value   >f the consumption transferred to  t;ie worker, w. 

Denotine tho shadow waiTc defined to include  indirect  effects  on saving and 

consumption PJ,  w:  have 

or 

?'- 

Jj 

+   (l-a)w + P aw - w 

z +  %(fi P"    =    z +  a(Pv - l)w. 

The shadow wasre in a two--sector model 

(16) 

In a more sophisticated m viol that takes account of the non-uniformity 

on the rates of savings,   profits,   and wages,   the calculations of the shadow 

wage naturally beone more complicated   .-von though the peroral  principles are 

the sane.     If we distinguish between the  private  and public  sector by the same 

notation as before - subscript  1  for the  private sector,  subscript   2 for the 

public sector - then v/c  car, derive  shadow wages  that  depend on the  assumption 

we make  about  the wav the  expansion of public  .eoctjr employment  3 s  fmanoed. 

The simplest  caso,   perhaps,   is to   assume   that   -¿r.y expansion  of public 

sector employment  is  at tho  expense of  alternative public consumption and 

public  investment  in the ratio  (l-a0)   :   a?.     Then by reasoning identical  to 

that underlying formula (l*>),  the  shadow wage  becomes 

-    2 + a.  (P*2 - 1) w. (17) 
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If,   on the other hand,   expansion of public sector 3raploymnt is financed bf 

a small increase in taxes on private profits that reduce*? capitalist  eon- 

sumption and saving in the ratio  (l - a,)   :   a,,   the shadow wa^e  is approxi- 

mately 

PL1    »    z + ,-.,   (P^l  - 1) w? (16) 

(This  formula holds only  in approximation because it does not  take »ceowBt 

of the increase in  the  profit  tax rate,  which affect*  Eh« value of r1.) 

Intermediate assumptions   arc possible,  with results intermediato betvs«* 

formulas  (17) and  (l8). 

Summary 

Rupee for rupee,   wage income providi»* a smaller contribution to nlgr** 

gate  consumption than privato profits or the ^overaaenl *s tneoac because 

workers in penerai have  1 ower ratos   of savinr than capitalist* or ths fovnm* 

mont,   .and the shadow price  of saving  in  »onorai  UXCJOUS    tno.     Thu*   if on« 

includes the- effects  or.   the mix  of saving and consunpti.n   m  the  calculation 

of the cost  ~>f expanding public sect T empi oynent,  by   one worker,   thr »ftaéott 

wape  will  exceed   the direct   ^oportunity c >st    >f empi >ynent defined  bv  the 

alternativo marginal  product i vit,"   )f  the  newly umpired worker,   ?      ?R# «*XK*Rt 

by which the shadow wago  exceeds  z   10  equal   t;  the product  of tlw  prmum 

placed on saving over  c onsnrrpti >n,   (r -l),   multiplied by   the  reductio»« i» 

saving accompanying the  expansion of employment  by one «an,   an,  mfc«r# « it 

the marginal rate  of saving of the economic  areni» nfco»<j resources ttmmmm 

the  expansion of employment. 



« 
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Social benefit-cost analysis essentially involves the calculation of the 

net social worth of a project.    As it should he clear to the reader by now, 

such a calculation can only be Bade by combininß diverse information, not only 

about the project  itself but also cbout the rest of the econony,  into a single 

measure of the projects'  social   value.    Tk, posent value of the project is 

supposed to provide  such a monnuiv. 

The various types of information that ßo into the calculation of such a 

m,-«ur* can be divided intt  thre. broad categories.    The first category con- 

sols of the date relatine to the performance of the project itself.    For 

x-inple, what technological process  ìH proposed  for the project?    What  facili- 

ty 3 are to be constructed?    What  is the proposed tine pattern for the con» 

•.paction of these  facilities?    What materials and services are required for 

.',   •*<!  in whet sequence?    When does the project  start giving results?    What 

ir,   the- raw materials and services needed to produce those results?    For how 

1 ,n,* and in what time pattern would these outpucn be  forthcoming    What has 

•     b* done to maintain the productive facilities  in good working order?    At 

<>.*.  tis*. approximately, will the mj:>r facilities  (plants and equipment) 

. ,,i replacement?    Any well formulated project  report  ahould provide this • 

= f -mali« MU^m^^Ê^^     Obviously,  one  cannot  expect a project report 

•     ^ntaia every single  iter, of  information in teros of quantitative details. 

r **«*1«, no project report will list all the bults and tuta of different 

-,,-LficatioM that tht project  would need in specific quantities.     Sono of 

•r.    it«as will b*  included in nroad categories measured in terns of their 

^WM* ml*» wh*r« such valuations will ^  lone usually in terms of the 

-.*   prie*«.    But  a food rrc -ct  r«r*   should orovide  unabrogated inferma* 

•   *>,*   HU*«,  for wùer the   evaluator  my need to apply measures of value 

f'«r*at fr« *.» < bark*t pr^s.    Thu.,  Heritably a project report will con- 

--,*   mT.,mm%iom «to--ut ih* aaràet prices for  its   input,,  and outputs.    The 

• M*   ~-%t*#*rr    f  taf-rmtioB will consist of -lata relating to tne technology 

»  *- t#-^ct   « **U M ta* MTJMC price, for the various inputs and outputs 

n« s**«a* s«Uts»]r af Ufaswti'*, «feich » social bent fit~cofet analyst 

. ,,  •*•-!, »***•• V   *A* artte* -A fi***eiaf tfc* projt-t and the proposed 

* -.*•»    # «»t*»iWtiJ»t »*» •«•f.**».    ^te«*» ar*  ^utsid* the seep« of the 

-*  ,**<*  MjiiTxfT f*"»f#i»ic»%l *'«p»ta»e*.    MUr* th# social^^accountant- steps 

»•• »..-ni M «M te «M»? w* m follo*»;    few is the project ioiai 
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to be financed?    If it is from the proceeds of additional taxation, what 

groups in the economy are going to be hurt by the new taxes and how?    If it 

is from market borrowing, what alternative avenues would these borrowed funds 

have gone  into?    If it  is to be  financed from the current surplus of the 

government, would the  funds have goni:  into alternative investment  projects? 

In short,  what would have happened to the expenditures in the economy if the 

project were not undertaken?    Similarly, when the project will start giving 

benefits,  how will these benefits be distributed in the economy?    How much 

will go to create additional consumption for the people?    Furthermore, how 

Ouch of these additional consumption benefits will accrue to certain vulner- 

able sections of the population,  to whose welfare public policy is  specially 

committed?    How much of the benefits will be used for new investments and 

therefore,  for the growth of the economy?    Any particular good needed for the 

project must come  from somewhere:    will it  come  from alternative  users,   from 

new production or frei imports?    Similarly it  is necessary to decide how the 

outputs of the project will affect the total availabilities  in the economy. 

This  is  all necessary information, because only when the evaluator can identify 

the various margins, which the proposed project will affect, can he start 

working on the problems of valuation. 

The third category of information needed for the social benefit-cost 

analysis consists of information that is not connected with the particular pro- 

ject at all.    This  is related to the  social objectives and the technological 

and the behavioural relations  relevant  for the  economy as a whole.     For example, 

how much of today's consumption is the  society prepared to sacrifice at  the 

margin in order to increase tomorrow's consumption b- ,  say» one unit?    What 

rate of return does a new project expect elsewhere  in the economy?    How much, 

in terms of domestic resources,  has to  be  spent to earn one  unit  of foreign 

exchange through exports?    Or,  what  is the value of an extra unit  of foreign 

exchange to the society,   if it  is used in the best possible way?     If an extra 

unit of income is generated in the economy, waat  fraction of it  is expected to 

be saved?    How many aggregate consumption benefits,  in the judgement of the 

•ociety,  can be  aacrificed in order to provide  some given benefits  to a certain 

poor community, whose welfare  de-serves   special,  attention?    Some of these 

questions can be- ans ve rod empirically,  i.e.  with the help of the relevant data 

regarding the state of the  economy.    Others  involve,   in addition,  jud#MMnts 

about social values.    Obviously,  it is outside the  scope of a typical project- 

level worker's competence to answer all these  questions.    He will need to have 

these  questions answered  for him by soce  competent Cen+ral authority. 
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»twn- it ms all tttft» «»estions tmmmt*& for bin, a projtct ©valuator 

;^ "«*4 to e<sapite tfce pr**c-nt value of the net benefits of the project, as 

f-- nil n Iff ' *mm.    Th* prstaat value is supposed to provide the best measure of 

v;t  »celai torta of the projet.    The decision regarding the acceptance or 

"-.• i#.*ficB ~t tht prwjïct should be hr.scd on the saagnitude of the present 

*• .   *o e>m$w%«d.     If wur decision rulw is correct, then this criterion will 

<**  *, .   arri*«  at  the right decisions about the  section of projects, pro- 

• ^ *,     f »o««.,  that  til the   :'3ti»at*;d parameters,  on which the criterion  is 

-• :,   %rv  ^rupe-rly  *snd cürrvctly  specifici,     if thore  is  a mistake in the 

•  -    1f.->%ti!fl  ->f any   >f tn^sc   ¡«arwters, then the present vrlue will be biased. 

- -   i«f«t ly, -ven though the   iecisien rule  xz theoretically correct,  the results 

- '-«,•*!  •y «e inn thm   Wüsi.m rule r.ay be- vitit-tid.    This  is not surprising 

:,.,«»    5*1/   3rf*-iaiJö  rule   i**  ^nly  a w^  ->f combining empirical evidence -and 

'• . ,    ,«••%'-ti^Wt  in ord#r tt,   arrive  at  a logical conclusion.    The   'black box" 

.   ..,? , 4f%rt,.rv   if the  rirait  wäner comes out whjn  correct  information is fed 

,.t ..     By the  im,-  t ken,  when   incorrect  information is fed into it,  an 

i • -• i»f\ct'-ry  afuwr^r  sftuuid be   expected. 

w>;At  til trus t«*ii3 i.i  iffl. triat the correctness of information is a 

.. «#'«ry e,>»4iii*m  f.-,r the  »ucr^js   ,X the social benefit  cost  analysis tsch- 

t »        «\jt --«f<  any  pr j¿ct-evalutti-n be one hundred per cent sure that all 

•** i-ft*-t*. » ir-   c-rrect and perfectly certain?    The-  answer to  this question 

• > - va.fi a» iy  if,  the-  n».«f/itivf.     The  estimates that  a project-e valuator will 

...     •     *--rt *itr. will  b*-  of varyíñi-:  iet;rets  of reliability and  certainty. 

:..%,.lj,  v wiU »•-•*-  evtn  o».   nblt t;    assess  he* uncertain and unreliable  scaae 

*   * -   *.  <*»t »»«•*»   %r» . «*v<>r»  if a f at i -. f act .-<ry a.,asure ^f uncertainty for these 

*   «wM-*   ^ - •*' "  hv   constructed tn ..critically.     Soci-rtiaes,   a few   of the erti- 

.,*. «   *»;i ft*  t.%*».d  .,.»  .^»««s wc.rk,  his   own or th«t   of lent sore  competent  in- 

• «» ,<ftt.. ré,     .*   vili   fc«~*   i»;.-ssible to  ass-.ss  th    accuracy  of such gue-sses. 

,   f..« «ili N.   i^rti -.-ui-arly true   f:r ta., last category  ->f in fornati on needed 

• **..;*   pr- jtt.'t  vfiitMit .r,   i.e.   iß  i¥:-   •  ta-., ef the  so  c,tiled central para- 

*',f*-     If »h* r*   U   *  -«,-nt ral   [»iannii^ authority  in the-  cuoctry,  engaged  in 

• ji«*!^ tb.it   pfuraffltttrt   «ii ha&.din«r th-.«   iown %*  the  project-level vcrk«rs 

mf%ê-   iwcetiraiìiwd  leciii-jt stftJun«' p<: amble  in & consistent Banner throvigh- 

-*   *L»  • «ftoay, tÄ-«B tht  task .--f th«  project-«valuator  is  relatively «asy. 

^.-    -m,   miy pr«viás wmrt WüC:.. art. cwoiisttnt with th«  páraseters supplied 
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by the central authority.   But it Merely succeed« in »hi ft io« the responsi- 

bility for errors to the latter.    Therefore, the question arises if there is 

saoe way of knowing the consequences of certain error« of esti»atioo and judg- 

ment before accepting blindly the verdict of the decision rule.    This it what 

sensitivity analysis is all about. 

Suppose the project-evaluator is not sure about the reliability or cer- 

tainty of a parameter he is using for his computation.    The paraneter may be 

an estimate connected with the technology of the project, e.g. the expected 

life of his plants.     It may be relate«; to the method of financing the project. 

Or,  it may be some central parameter, like the  " shadow exchange- rate" or the 

'social  rate of discount".      If,  for  example, his doubt   is about the  life of 

the plant which has been e stimate a to be.   say,  t«n yet-rs, he would like to know 

how crucially his evaluation  of the  project  depends on this estimate of the 

life of the project.     It is perfectly possible that even a fifty per cent 

deviation on either side fron the   estimated life of the  project will not 

change his decision about the acceptability of the project  (as  indicated by 

the present-value criterion).     In other words,   if the  present value of the 

project  is  positive in  all the  throe  casew   (an expected life of five, ten or 

fifteen years),  then  obviously,  any reasonable error  in the  estimation of the 

life of the plant can be tolerate,:.     If,   •luwev.r,  the   present value of the pro- 

ject becomes negative  as soun as  an estimated life of nine years  (instead of 

ten years)   is taken x or the present value  calculation,   then a reliable estimate 

for the  life of the plant becomes  crucially important  for decision taking.     In 

the former case,  the present valu*,   will be  considered  "insensitive"  to the 

errors  in the «stimate  of the- plant  life,  while   ir. the   latter case   it will be 

considered    sensitive''. 

It  is worth noting in this connexion that  such descriptions as "sensitive" 

and "insensitive"  are   relative  concepts.     They are valid only with reference 

to a certain probable   range of errors.    Once the  project-evaluator makes a 

judgffient  about the probable  ran^e   jf errors  in the estimation of any para- 

meter,  he can compute  the prt sont  valu*,  of the project  with respect  to different 

estimates of the paraiaetf r within the range,     if the  present valu«.-  does not 

change  sign within this  ringe of variation for th-   p«xameter,  then he is on 

•urer grounds about hie decision than if it does,    .^asitivity analysis, thue, 

aeans a number of ree caput at ions of the present value on th«î basis of 
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•     *ly a fr« ,:kîfl" ttik»t<i *it*i* e«rt**« |dr.M*U 

l» •!*•» 

All tili« i« i«e*r*ily trm.    **ssMiurity MSUSFSIS à« 

r.'   Ircisije-wütor sv,uld »mra *#%ài*** to» ¿»>»«ia-ilttjr    f «»•«« «ASIM •* 

,H„;rf«et  isf^imtioa :.r    »-.ff  «stiMt««.    *at  •»»•it*»*%Jr   «stfO/«i«   »• M#' 

•i-a^rly xitpertaût  û«c%»*#t   m s^st  c-'*trui th*   -«ntral  í»l«M¿n« •»«•wfitf 

., f, t  f.'. constituted t*  t .  at j>:rf«ctiy  irt    ms   rol* WS***-* tv it  à» mm 

r a similar) ¡>r*s*ntat*OD.    ftavrwf ,,r,„, aoi-t prvj«ct ^miysrti *i y*m »ill 

r, v    t-. be  <km« with, ut   o. «t. certain  is;..rf*ct cst'MWs -.f tfc* »atrsJ. 

..'.r-uBvten,  lía«- thfe snad-w <.XCLM£.-   r»t« (»f>,  »hs*ia* **W* r%U  f>r «•«U«4 

rf.rk.-r« (i   ), tht  social   r*U     f discount  ui,  th».   DÄTgmii  »etii rat«   it 

rvturn ir),  tht  sucia \'üi*    .f th*   ~&rgmM  incoe*;   if a certain <»t|>r«sM4 

.-.r-ut   (w)  etc.     In  such   m situation»   «i project e-Ttiiuat-r  siculi, as  * Mtt«r 

,f r-ut ino,  try to nak< ,   inatvaa uf orw , a whoU   «*t  -f yr^nt value  -aleulsr 

tifflb  with n s¡wct  t„ f.  ¿et of nlt.rn&tiv. üiwpti ,fü r..«*ruine ¿aeh of 

parnnttcrs.     If tht= nunb-.r of such purrjatwra  is   l&rgt,  % r -»rutóle  Mt of 

such  aensitivity calculations   :an X   very lorg.*   in¿. .«i.    Thrc« Tal«*  for 

* í x   ,  x  ,   i, r  md v vili  ivquin. t?w  cuputatU-n   .f ¿Uj pr* s*.-nt value«.     It 

rn.v  b,   useful t~ trJu   fl-r.  th.-n thrw    olurr.ativcs   f-.-r so«w p4u*aaet*rs.     It 

nay W  worthwhile   tu U st th,.   sensitivity „f th*   projtet  with   r*.fp*.ct  to *2t«r~ 

rr.tiv,  3ch«n*.B .-f financinß it,   ultcrnaUv*  t,;ch^io«icftl assuMtijn*  »bout 

,ffici..ncy anu plant liA-  etc.     But wit'. , v.ry .-atra limensi-n a*iaV-l V-  th« 

f.a.r,itivity «uialysia, trie   démord for  er.lp-il*.tionr   inertw.r at  * hi*»  rat«. 

However,  th,   aathemati-rJ.  structure   S tit.'   prêtant val«*,   formala  i»  «o 

sisple that ali th..  calculations  ''an  **.  ,-ti,- viti;  n.l.'itivc cast.    If thtr« i« 

Rcc^B to an Uoctrcnic  computer, ts.,   ru-quirtaur.t   if aensitivity ar,aly»i«  tm 

,v^ry project can K- Dot by  - siripi*;  conput^r pr.igrtoat,  which will grind 

solutions  f-r t.ach project  m  i matter <f stconle  '~.r r:inutt«. 

Let us write down th- present-vulu»-- fomula  is algebraic tint.    First» 

tre net benefit of the  project  {poPitivt ia th«  c&»« oí benefit! mû Mfs*iM 

ir, the case  -f costs)   for any -particular year should be- disacc«fC*t«-6 in %mtm 

. f goods and s«rriceä t-, tr»e .-xttnt tnat the uarket |ric#« ae«d to b« 

by the appropriate thadow prices,    U*t u« »»«»SB« that only tisc 



i  ft}     »     **--   *»*    *.«*    ^iu*    'm    »     **» 

V*' t*.     «fc «     it-. f. *> I« «u 

¡ill,   #*   ****     •      ¿ -, t   i«*t     t*     |*.»l i 4K     f  **»    M«riMlt«   -*f «ft* 

rfiti «But* i*.   :.ff-r-«t   #.  ti 'Mi    * *.*»   p>.§*i*ti «      r* t*#   M**  +f 

• inpiif**jr,   u*   -#»  i*««*   t   **  *   -r    ,#    «1,    «»   -¿«vif   .*>«ttr»*»i«  **•-<*  «f 

f#©^lt, A-»*  *. àf%r.        n»>     r*r%  ***#«t, «       L**   M    %»t  *»«»» ,r^     pw#* 

i*t  «•*   tan* t-   »-jr  t*   t>,   *T»   »•**.-f*»i   t**r>*yMl  *•    * »••  o**^       *• , 

TìiàrtUjr,   «in.-    it   is  txi« ± * .%*   v.    *   -i.tji   t» »• *   **• ttfi*-l wit« %«• 

if   iA-ít i -   * .»ir** ,   *»,i   -'   i«  «•*rr~rt*¿   > ¿a«   .*c«*r«ft«-', tn*   in ti nawm11 

of ib«- poli?>  ih. vù i  ' *   #  %r» : * «ifii    '.T-.'jt^   fv   r-*.     f tiviMjp   m  tt* 

•cafcíj^r.     IB th*   hl»li  r.     f  ,-r j  ''ti »  • ,    * ».   r  t». .*** *« ia#    i*1-*»  ** <•» 

project»  that   :*m  U.   fifi*»«*-!    -ut     f  % w   ->%»íIí*S.   .   •        «â*      f  f-sfw't* *   i« 

enrreat e-jG*«,*pt* ti      r t .%t «,,   ji-.tri »**•.»   r*B- í.t»  »»   #*»   *  fatai •  MI %# 

i»*« íugfMtr i«v;a4t» ¿» »siti     n- •.*»*   f *t ¿f.     * x   ^i     ••*   ./-f rr» i      i»    -ta*r 

vor4a,  tí»:-   •• ci   t/   . »*•   li* -r.r4-itt.     «»ti/   ,r» j    *ti   «,#r   *%    •«»  <•;»?   to** fit 

•trwwM  if th*.   -jkJtn. ut»  r     f ti**   •>*&«. fit*   »*«*_r   - * * •*$.-* i «, •?* : «»»taf* 

happ«© i:>   lx   ii ff r*nt        -'>*rin^*,   in  t.- » »   --.#. ,   ix     «• r>   *-uí-»t:i*   t* «M*   fo»* 

•Ufeptioa.     Th*r\* r- »   it   i«   air*. - *^r»  i     - riû#     jt*   ^p^jr%t*i/  t«^*   ï^r*    -t ta* 

Bet  b«»cfit  wtiicr,  bv¿,-R#»  *      t^     itrc*     f   -tfi^i   4r   thr   .••-*»;       ..-  , 

• (tí     »    tr,   ü*.*     -'>   fu*   ,f tv   fr.¿-.*-t   «t   tuk   %    #%í#F   !•  • 
t.* t »3i*ti >u t-   {   r *% «#tr*Mrti *   fr«> tfc-   *»*íM^  ..* 

•ew,  if IM ésfiiHt- tñ=-   ibft^v prie»,..» fo# ti» «ftffiKffwai 
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*  ».*   w   «««»,*.*^*t*   t..  «*»  %»t% ywrás«4  m kW of eeawaaatioa  in tal» 

t* «»*\ .-«-•„*#  ^ *,**  y*na»»-r, i,  tir»  w*nl  mi*  ->l iiJM«<n»%,    TM* 

mmm* •*•» *<*-   •»•»-•*•# <« »IUMMI *» i?*¡f   ä«   «il ai e«wh*ap**«n «t th* aargin 
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- :ì*O - 

Por ewBple, a typical investment project in the sector of large-scale 

industries requires investment expenditures in the first few years without 

producing outputs.    In the case of a typical underdeveloped country, a large 

part of the  investment goods and technical know how will have to be imported 

at that time.    After this "gestation period'', the project will start producing 

a continuous  3trean cf outputs with tho help of raw materiale and services. 

At first, there may be some   teeth^g trouble    so that the output may fall 

short of the rated capacity, but after trat period there  should be a steady 
2/ 

stream of outputs  until the time comes  for major replacements.-      If the ìn- 

•1 us try is essentially an import  substituting activity or if the industry is 

producing for an export market    then  -i part jf the  outputs can be counted as 

l'ere ipr¿-exchange- benefits.    Otherwise,  the  consumers' willingness to pay for 

t¡..   r.-w supplies will provide the measure of value.    Thus, the- large  industrial 

projects will have  a curtain type of rather well-defined  structure. 

Let us take  another example,  say, of a bi¿ multipurpose  river project. 

lypicaily,  such a project hts e. longer gestation period,   sometimes over seven 

r ...ìght y« ars.     A large part of the  expenditures  during the period of con- 

struction  is thi   wagi   coat to be paid to the  construction workers.    Usually, 

•h,   construction activity  in an  underdeveloped economy,  employs  a large number 

f sir.skilied workers.     The ben .fit.;  of such a project arc  irrigation water, 

I-   tricity,  flxjd   -ontrol, navigation  facilities  etc.     It  is always  difficult 

t    aw a sure  tht 3c benefits directly in  tensa of the consumers'   willingness to 

i-'iy  fi.-r the   Lnrttdiatc  outputs.     The pricing and the distribution policies of 

*¡    government,  the measurement  of external economies etc.,  are crucially 

.•„-¡portant  in the jie us urgent of tae  social value  of the benefits of auch pro- 

!  cts.     Again, the  lift-   of a multipurpose dam is also considerably longer than 

•nit of typical  industrial equipment.     In a sixúlar fashion,  we can give 

.•«.amples of ci-rtair. other typ.s   jf public investment projects, which have dis* 

tifiCti'.v  structure...  of their own. 

Since the present valje formula puts less and less weights on the outcomes 
at more and »ore distant future, the cost of any inprecise specification 
at a later dat«i  is Use than what it is in the near future. 



• IM - 

Tbr. point of aU tlii« i« that ti» aaaait irit* 

of public invertatot project« viil r***al t*> 

of the differ®*4 parwattars for the diffcrvat elaaa»« •# 

cases, the  shadow exchange  rate aay b*  of crucial 

classes of projects, tue socifü rate of discount aay fr* %»,- n^%  ,,MniW 

párasete r.     In a third cas«, the r*distritutivv <5fcj*cti*» p«tf- to ta» 

in« factor,  for a v#ry wid« ran«« of rari »tiont La i or * 

of these differences in precis« quantitative ttm ta« ># ®f «r%a* KM is te a 

policy-maker  in estimating the central psvrsaatars «ti i« »issfns*, »a« ta« 

of further investigations. 

I* To  illustrate th*- point,  l«t -as taJu ta*- caa« af ta«  •«•»»itmtf 

of a project witi respect  to twe parameters      th«   s©eiai ni« •# ti 

the shadow exchange rat»,   x   .    Frais the  .-.Igebraic «s^r«««*«»  far %*# 

•alue foratola it  i* clear that  for  .my giv«s. diseovat rtt-, fm  pr-<- 

is a linear function of th*.   shadow exchange   rat«       JteTt"»***/    *»*  prajart «fc-j,** 

is only a user of foreign  inputs will   loon  I*.«-?  *1  less  attrae*.»*  m ta* 

rhadow exchange rat*,   is  increased.     3isnl<*rLy,  ta*   »r«j«ct  tàat   -**j  pMMkwaa* 

benefits  in  foreign .-xcutngc will   *ppe&r »or    vid a*,>r%  attraiti**  **»  -M^M»» 

the exchange  nt¿.      The   interesting cas*   is wht r-r thrr*   it  *   ».«as^^MHuai  for- 

eign exchange  component  m th..   m/'   tan-nt    -.st* *r>d  ais*- *»>  r*   *#*   f•-*•<• ^ 

exchange benefits  in th<-   later }   ar*   ( *• >   fig1*?     s. J       If   *M*   -aa» ,   ^t^p«# 

exchange  rate   increas* s  the  attract iv- n« *a of **•«-   rroj««*   w*wr*   **~   ***!%* 

of discount   is  rath.r low,   ierr   *s. s to-   attract tv *,- #•  -*r »a-   ss»*.,;*«**   f--# 

higher rates  of discount.     For  ertalo   mt*ra*4i»t»   valar s    f **»«  *a»tai 

of discount,  the present  valü*. Oí   th*   pr»-.,i   -+   it   *'*. »*tti«    t.   «a»  » 

exchange  rate,     tht proj'-ct   .s -u^rly  attractivt    -«r ^»%*ff*#»% * ** 

For almost  all   ír.v- state nt projects, wfc* r    ?*»**tiV*  *»**ntf 11*  ***#% 

only after a period of incurría*«   invests*!*.    *is»a4*t*r**.  t*w  ^.^ä»?  %m 

of discount,  th.   le&s  ettractiv.   io%< t •*    pr*\;»   t   *-»<a      f*i,  JHP- ,»«ii  Nf„r!^ 

a longer gestation period can ¡>   ynl*rt«a*n   * */   if »-»   « •«   %.,   «••%-   -r §.#-»***»»» 

is low, because  a high r-_.t._   if lia, -j¿,t   íar-i.   *  *«#-«*   r  iS%** ***-*•   * *   - «*- 

»v^ .ion or a greater r ur-taoc-,   f.r  **vi^p      nr*r-«*Hr.f     Lt «*,,   „«,,,   %x   *aa* -*§ 

discount   (i)   is  e<M33i=lt. rati/   .cm r t\ar   *n-   •fejr§à**(i   *-*% -     f  •*»*#%   -«   .-#•«••• 

stents (r), th***^ other trunks v-.. in« -%**** t*.    ^r-,¿--t. ^*--t  --a#  *~-   fi«sa«r«4 

without substantially r%.-4beiag iav««t«j>k*t a»»«k«n   e..  ^.,«  *^-..m.ssj 
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